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Abstract 

In AI, multi-agent decision problems are of central importance, in which in

dependent agents aggregate their heterogeneous preference orders among all 

alternatives and the result of this aggregation can be a single alternative, 

corresponding to the groups collective decision, or a complete aggregate 

ranking of all the alternatives. Voting is a general method for aggregating 

the preferences of multiple agents. An important technical issue that arises 

is manipulation of voting schemes: a voter may be to make the outcome 

most favorable to itself (with respect to his own preferences) by report

ing his preferences incorrectly. Unfortunately, the Gibbard-Satterthwaites 

theorem shows that no reasonable voting rule is completely immune to ma

nipulation, recent literature focussed on making the voting schemes com

putationally hard to manipulate. In contrast to most prior work Meir et 

a1. [40J have studied this phenomenon as a dynamic process in which voters 

may repeatedly alter their reported preferences until either no further ma

nipulations are available, or else the system goes into a. cycle. \Ve develop 

this line of enquiry further, showing how potential functions are useful for 

showing convergence in a. more general setting. We focus on dynamics of 

weighted plurality voting under sequences made up various types of ma

nipulation by the voters. Cases where we have exponential bounds on the 

length of sequences, we identify conditions under which upper bounds can 

be improved. In convergence to Nash equilibrium for plurality voting rule, 

we use lexicographic tie-breaking rule that selects the winner according to 

a. fixed priority ordering on the candidates. We study convergence to pure 

Nash equilibria in plurality voting games under unweighted setting too. We 

mainly concerned with polynomial bounds on the length of manipulation se

quences, that depends on which types of manipulation are allowed. We also 

consider other positional scoring rules like Borda, Veto, k-approval voting 

and non positional scoring rules like Copeland and Bucklin voting system. 
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1 

Introduction 

This introductory chapter contains the following sections: Section 1.1 presents the 

background knowledge, some relevant recent work and a short overview of results. In 

Section 1.2 we summarize the related work, Section 1.3 gives a brief problem statement 

which also describes the contributions and significance of the problem. Section 1.4 gives 

a structure of every chapter within this thesis. 

1.1 Background 

One of the newer areas explored in artificial intelligence is multi-agent systems, which 

analyzes interactions between multiple agents, each of which with its own personal 

objectives. For example, each router in the Internet might be an agent, and when a 

packet forwarded from source and destination, each router prefers to do as little work 

as possible and another example is dividing processes between processors. 

One of the actively growing subareas explored in multi-agent systems is computa

tional social choice theory that provides theoretical foundation for preference aggre

gation and collective decision-making in multi-agent domains. Computational social 

choice is concerned with the application of techniques developed in computer science, 

such as complexity analysis or algorithm design, to the study of social choice mecha

nisms, such as voting. It seeks to import concepts from social choice theory into AI 

and computing. For example, social welfare orderings developed to analyze the qual

ity of resource allocations in human society are equally well applicable to problems in 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

multi-agent systems or network design. 

People often have to reach a joint decision even though they have conflicting prefer

ences over the alternatives. The joint decision can be reached by an informal negotiating 

process or by a carefully specified protocol. Over the course of the past decade or so, 

computer scientists have also become deeply involved in this study. Social choice the

ory investigates many kinds of multiperson decision-making problems. Uultiperson 

decision-making problems are important, frequently encountered processes and many 

real world problems involve multiple decision makers. 

Within computer science, there is a number of settings where a decision must be 

made based on the conflicting preferences of multiple parties. For example determining 

whose job gets to run first on a machine, whose network traffic is routed along a 

particular link, or what advertisement is shown next to a page of search results. The 

paradigms of computer science give a different and useful perspective on some of the 

classic problems in economics and related disciplines. For example, various results in 

economics prove the existence of an equilibrium, but do not provide an efficient method 

for reaching such an equilibrium. Also greater computing power and better algorithms, 

have made it possible to run computationally demanding protocols that lead to much 

better outcomes. Preference aggregation has been extensively studied in social choice 

theory and voting is the most general preference aggregation scheme. 

A natural and very general approach for deciding among multiple alternatives is to 

vote over them. Voting is one of the most popular way of reaching common decisions. 

The study of elections is a showcase area where interests come from computer science 

specialists as theory, systems, and AI and such other fields as economics, business, op

erations research, and political science. Social choice theory deals with voting scenarios, 

in which a set of individuals must select an outcome from a set of alternatives. In the 

general theory of voting, agents can do more than vote for a single alternative, usually 

each individual ranks the possible alternatives and a voting rule selects the winning 

alternative based on the voters' preferences. A voting rule takes as input a collection of 

votes, and as output returns the winning alternative. For example, a simple rule known 

as the Plurality rule chooses the alternative that is ranked first the most often. In this 

case, the agents do not really need to give a full ranking, it suffices to indicate one's 
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1.1 Background 

most-preferred alternative, so each voter is in fact just voting for a single alternative. 

Voting is a well-studied method of preference aggregation, in terms of its theoretical 

properties, as well as its computational aspects 111,54]; various practical, implemented 

applications that use voting exist 118, 32, 35]. Voting is an essential element of mech

anism design (how privately known preferences of many people can be aggregated to

wards a social choice) for multi-agent systems, and applications built on such systems, 

which includes ad hoc networks, virtual organizations, and a crucial aspect of decision 

support tools implementing online deliberative assemblies. 

132] present the architecture and implementation status of an agent-based movie 

recommender system. In particular, how the agent stores and uses user preferences 

to find recommendations that are likely to be useful to the user. They have adapted 

methods developed in the voting theory literature to find compromises between possibly 

disparate preference as voting is a well understood mechanism for reaching consensus. 

135] highlighted the usage of user preferences in automated meeting scheduling system 

(a software that automate and share information processing tasks of associated human 

users). In this modern world of processes and agents, it is not just people whose 

preferences must be aggregated but the preferences of computational agents must also 

be aggregated. In both artificial intelligence and system communities a great array of 

issues have been proposed as appropriate to approach via voting systems. These issues 

range from spam detection to web search engines to planning in multi-agent systems 

and much more (e.g, 119, 20, 23, 51]). 

Recent work in the AI literature has studied the properties of voting schemes for 

performing preference aggregation 111, 23, 54]. A social choice function is a function 

that takes lists of people's ranked preferences and outputs a single alternative (the 

"winner" of the election). A good social choice function represents the "will of the 

people". Rather than just choosing a winning alternative, most of the voting rules 

can also be used to find an aggregate ranking of all the alternatives. For example, we 

can sort the alternatives by their Dorda score, thereby deciding not only on the "best" 

alternative but also on the second-best, and so on. There are numerous applications 

of this that are relevant to computer scientists, for example one can pose the same 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

query to multiple search engines, and combine the resulting rankings of pages into an 

aggregate ranking. 

Researchers in social choice theory have studied extensively the properties of various 

families of voting rules, but have typically neglected computational issues. Sincere vot

ing assumes that voters always choose their most preferred candidates and/or parties. 

It has been argued in both the formal and empirical literature, however, that voters 

may not always vote for their most preferred candidates. Sincere voting is voting in 

accordance with one's true preferences over alternatives. While strategic voting is vot

ing over assumed outcomes, in which a voter uses skills to determine an action that 

secures a best possible outcome in his view. This is the trade-off a rational voter faces 

in an election. She must balance her relative preference for the different candidates 

again..c;t the relative likelihood of influencing the outcome of the election [7). However, 

in voting one of the major technical issues is manipulation of voting schemes. Elections 

are endangered not only by the organizers but also by the voters (manipulation), who 

might be tempted to vote strategically (that is, not according to their true preferences) 

to obtain their preferred outcome. 

Manipulation in voting is considered to be any scenario in which a voter reveals false 

preferences in order to improve (with respect to his own preferences) the outcome of 

the election. A manipulative vote leads to successful manipulation if it changes the 

election outcome to one preferred by that particular voter. Since voters are considered 

rational agents, who want to maximize their own utility, their best strategy may be to 

manipulate an election if this will gain them a higher utility. This has various negative 

consequences; not only do voters spend valuable computational resources determining 

which lie to employ, but worse, the outcome may not be one that reflects the social 

good. The Gibbard-Satterthwaite result [33, 58) states that any non-dictatorial voting 

scheme is vulnerable to manipulation, that is, there will always be a preference profile 

in which at least one of the individuals has an incentive not to elicit her true prefer

ences. Gibbard-Satterthwaite, Gardenfors, other such theorems open doors to strategic 

voting, which makes voting a richer phenomenon. In order to achieve some standard 

of non-manipulability in voting schemes, in all the previous work the complexity of 
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1.1 Background 

the manipulation is considered where one could try to avoid manipulation by using 

protocols where determining a beneficial manipulation is hard; for a survey, see [25]. 

Complexity offers a powerful tool to frustrate manipulators who seek to manipulate 

or control election outcomes. The motivation for studying complexity issues comes 

from the Gibbard-Satterthwaite Theorem showing that every reasonable election sys

tem can be manipulated [33, 58]. So better design of election systems cannot prevent 

manipulation. Computational complexity can serve as a barrier to dishonest behavior 

by the voters, and Bartholdi et al. [4] proposed classifying voting rules according to 

how difficult it is to manipulate them. They argued that well-known voting rules such 

as Plurality, Borda, Copeland and Maximin are easy to manipulate. Since then, the 

computational complexity of manipulation under various voting rules received consid

erable attention in the literature, both from the theoretical and from the experimental 

perspective (see, [61, 63]) and the recent surveys [13, 24, 60]. The complexity of the 

manipulation problem for a single voter is quite well understood and this problem is 

efficiently solvable for most common voting rules with notable exception of single trans

ferable vote (STV) [4, 5], the more recent work has focussed on coalitional manipulation, 

i.e., manipulation by multiple, possibly weighted voters. 

We have not dealt with computational complexity issues here, we are considering 

bounds on the length of sequences of manipulations that voters can perform. Despite 

the basic manipulability of reasonable voting systems, it would still be desirable to find 

ways to reach a stable result, which no agent will be able to change. One possibility 

is the convergence of myopic improvement dynamics, where strategic voters change 

their votes step by step in order to get a better outcome. A voting profile is in equi

librium, when no voter can make his more preferable candidate to get elected. This 

iterative voting is used, in the real world, in various situations, such as elimination 

decisions in various "reality shows". The study of dynamics in strategic voting is very 

interesting and highly relevent to the multi-agent systems, as it helps to tackle the 

multi-agent decision making problems, where autonomous agents (that may be distant, 

self-interested and/or unknown to each other) have to choose a joint plan of action 

or allocate resources or goods. We work with different types of moves that leads to 

successful manipulation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1.1 Manipulative dynamics 

Meir et a1. [40J have studied this phenomenon as a dynamic process in which voters 

may repeatedly alter their reported preferences until either no further manipulations 

are available, or else the system goes into a cycle. Here we develop this line of enquiry 

further, showing how potential functions are useful for showing convergence in a more 

general setting. \Ve focus on Plurality voting with weighted voters, and obtain bounds 

on the lengths of sequences of manipulations, that depend on which types of manipu

lation are allowed. We analyze the sequences of changes of votes that may result from 

various voters performing manipulations and we bound the length of sequences of votes 

with the help of potential functions. Potential functions are valuable for proving the 

existence of pure Nash equilibria and the convergence of best response dynamics. Even

Oar et al. [21 J introduced the idea of using a potential function to measure closeness 

to a balanced allocation, and used it to show convergence for sequences of randomly

selected "best response" moves in a load-balancing setting in which tasks may have 

variable weights and resources may have variable capacities. 'Ve study convergence to 

pure Nash equilibria in Plurality voting games. In such a game, the voters strategically 

choose a candidate to vote for, and the winner is determined by the Plurality rule. 

A voting profile is in equilibrium, when no voter can change his vote so that a more 

preferable candidate gets elected. In our model, we assume the elementary stepwise 

system (ESS), i.e, at every state only one voter is allowed to move. Thus, a voter 

switches his support to another candidate in response to the moves of other voters so 

that a sequence of moves occurs. This sequence may stop at a steady state where no 

voter wishes to switch, or may continue indefinitely. This steady state is called the 

Nash equilibrium. The concept of Nash equilibria has become an important mathe

matical tool in analyzing the behavior of selfish users in non-cooperative systems [50J 

i.e., games where players act in an independent and selfish way. Such iterative games 

reach an equilibrium point from either an arbitrary or a truthful initial state. \Ve focus 

more on weighted voting setting, where voters may have different weights in elections. 

The topic of convergence to stable outcomes in strategic voting settings is interesting to 

Artificial Intelligence. We are mainly concerned with polynomial bounds on the length 

of manipulation sequences. 
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1.1 Background 

For our model, we consider an election with m alternatives, and with n voters each 

of whom has a total ordering of the alternatives. A system comprised of finite number 

of states and transitions occur from state to state when voters change their mind and 

support an alternative candidate. Every state is mapped into a real value by the po

tential function and transitions cause the potential to increase or decrease. States can 

be defined as the profiles of "declared preferences" of voters. A transition is a manipu

lation move by a single voter. We focus on the Plurality voting rule because Plurality 

has been shown to be particularly susceptible to manipulation, both in practice and 

theory [29, 57]. We consider other voting rules as well. We assume that voters have 

knowledge regarding the currently supported candidates of the other voters in case of 

Plurality voting. For other positional scoring rules, voters have knowledge regarding 

the total scores of all candidate at a state. Complete information is not needed in such 

a set up. Voters manipulate according to their true preferences. Voters change their 

vote (make manipulation) after observing the current state and outcome. If voters 

have their true preferences then a manipulator changes his preference list in favour of 

a less preferred candidate and make him a new winner if he does not like the current 

winner and it results in a better winner (for that voter) than the current winner. In 

case if voters declared preferences that are different than that of his true preferences 

and the outcome is not favourable for him, then he changes his preference list in favour 

of his most-preferred candidate that can win. If a voter cannot affect the outcome at 

some state, he simply keeps his current preference list. This process of manipulation 

proceeds in turns, where a single voter changes his preference list at each step/turn. 

Voters take turns modifying their votes; these manipulations are according to the way 

in which they affect the outcome of the election. The process ends when no voter has 

objections and the outcome is set by the last state. 

In manipulation dynamics, voters change their mind to make a "manipulative vote" 

that changes the outcome of the election. We are considering bounds on the length of 

sequences of manipulations that can take place. We also consider voting rules with lex

icographic tie-breaking rule that depends strictly on linear preference orders to choose 

a winner in case of ties. In most of our results we use a weighted voting system. A 

weighted voting system is the one in which the preferences of some voters carry more 

weight than the preferences of other voters. Some of our results have dependence on 
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the voters' weights. We have results for different weight settings. We used weighted 

votes as the introduction of weights generalizes the usability of voting schemes. 

If voters are allowed to vote simultaneously, then this iterative process may never 

converge to an equilibrium [40], that's the reason in our model at every state only one 

voter is allowed to move .. The system is modeled as a sequence of steps and in each step 

one voter switches from one candidate to another. We establish bounds on the length of 

sequences of manipulations that voters can perform. We consider these with respect to 

the different types of moves that leads to successful manipulation. We do not concern 

ourselves with the impact of manipulation on social welfare; we treat manipulation as 

an "occupational hazard" and ask the question: in a system where manipulation may 

occur, when can we guarantee that the voters will end up satisfied with their (possibly 

manipulative) votes, in the context of the votes offered by the others? Put another way, 

we posit that in various real-world situations, it may be better to reach a poor decision 

than no decision at all. 'Ve can regard the voting system as a game in which each voter 

has, as pure strategies, the set of all votes he may make. (In Plurality voting, a. vote is 

just the choice of a single ''preferred'' candidate.) Each voter has a type, consisting of 

a ranking of the candidates that represents his real preferences. We ask whether pure 

Nash equilibria exist for any set of voter types, and more importantly whether such an 

equilibrium can be reached via a sequence of myopic changes of vote, by the players. 

This can be regarded as a very simplistic model of a negotiation process amongst the 

voters, and we would like to ensure that it does not end in deadlock. 

Our main issue is the proof of termination, and the bounds on the length of sequences 

of manipulations that can take place. We are interested in bounds on the number of 

possible steps that are purely in terms of number of candidates m and number of 

voters n (and independent of the total size of the weight which can be quite large). An 

important property of the voting rules discussed in [4] is that they may produce multiple 

winners. In real-life settings, when an election ends in a tie, it is not uncommon to 

choose the winner using a tie-breaking rule that is non-lexicographic in nature. 'Vhen 

an election under a particular voting rule ends in a tie, we use lexicographic tie-breaking 

rule that uses a fixed linear order on candidates to break ties. 
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1.1 Background 

1.1.2 Tactical voting dynamics 

Sincere voting is voting in accordance with one's true preferences over alternatives. 

While, Strategic voting is voting over assumed outcomes, in which a voter uses skills to 

determine an action that secures a best possible outcome in his view. Strategic voting 

under Plurality rule refers to a voter deserting a more preferred candidate with a poor 

chance of winning for a less preferred candidate with a better chance of winning [26J. 

The logic of tactical/strategic voting, of course, is that of Duverger's law, which states 

that the supporters of a small party would not "waste" their votes by voting for their 

most preferred party (candidate) because it does not have a chance to win under a 

Plurality system with single member districts. Instead, they vote for the major party 

that is most acceptable to them and that has a chance of winning. 

Let us suppose a voter believes that her most preferred candidate has little chance 

of competing for the lead in the election. Voting for such a candidate may be a "waste" . 

The voter may decide to switch her vote to the expected leading candidate she most 

prefers in order to make her vote ''pivotal'' in determining a more preferable outcome. 

This is the trade-off a rational voter faces in an election. Strategic voting is an important 

component of Duverger's Law, if voters are rational, they end up voting for one of the 

two leading candidates [6J. 

Another voting dynamics we consider is that of tactical voting dynamics in which a 

voter changes his mind to make a tactical vote according to the mind changing rule 

as defined later. The purpose of making a tactical vote is to increase the score of 

a preferred candidate which mayor may not lead to changing an election outcome. 

The set of all voters' declared preferences is summarized in the concept of a state. A 

transition occurs from current state to a new state when a voter changes his mind and 

chooses a different candidate to support (under Plurality). In a state of a system, each 

voter determines whether it can improve (w.r.t his own true preferences) the outcome 

by altering its own vote while assuming that all other votes remain the same. A mind 

changing rule is as follows: a voter considers all alternative candidates that he ranked 

higher than the current winner of the state. He can then change his support to that 

alternative who has currently most votes, breaking ties in favour of his own preference. 

With this mind changing, a transition occurs and the system enters into a new state 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

from the current state. At each iteration, state of the system associates each voter 

with a candidate currently supported by that voter under Plurality rule. Tactical 

voting is different than the manipulation dynamics because it simply raises the votes 

of an expected leading candidate he most prefers. In this kind of voting a voter instead 

of wasting vote by voting for his most preferred candidate who does not have a chance 

to win, its better to vote for a candidate and raise the score of that alternative who 

is more acceptable to him and has a chance of winning. \Ve analyze the sequences of 

votes that may result from various voters performing tactical vote in both weighted 

and unweighted settings. 

Our results. We focus on Plurality voting with weighted voters, in which each voter 

reports a single preferred candidate. A voter's weight is fixed throughout. The score of 

a candidate is the total weight of voters who support that candidate, hence the winning 

candidate is the one with highest score, and we assume a standard lexicographic tie

breaking rule in which a candidates have a given total order on them that determines the 

winner if two or more of them have maximal score. [40J also considers this tie-breaking 

rule, and compares it with a randomized one. 

We investigate rate of convergence, i.e. the number of steps of manipulation that 

may be needed to reach a pure Nash equilibrium. We focus on types of manipulations 

where there are no cycles in the state/transition graph, where convergence is guaran

teed, and we analyze bounds on the number of steps required. The rate of convergence 

will be expressed as a function of the number of voters n, the number of candidates rn, 

the ratio W max of maximum to minimum weights, and the number of distinct weights 

K. Guaranteed convergence may also depend on types of manipulation available; a 

classification is given in Chapter 2. 

We identify combinations of types of moves that are able to lead to cycles of ma

nipulation moves. We consider combinations of move types where convergence is guar

anteed, and exhibits various potential functions to obtain upper bounds on the number 

of manipulation steps possible. Alternative types of moves seem to require alternative 

potential functions, and we give upper bounds as expressions in terms of the parameters 

n, m and K. 
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1.2 Related work 

1.2 Related work 

Meir et al. [40] study the convergence of pure strategy Nash equilibria in Plural

ity games. They showed that myopic best response dynamics may cycle, even when 

start from a truthful voting profile, for both deterministic and randomized tie-breaking 

schemes. Our work extends that of Meir et a1. [40J in that we consider weighted voters 

as well. The notion of voting dynamics as well as convergence of voting games par

ticularly Plurality exist in previous research. For deterministic tie-breaking scheme, 

we demonstrate that if one excludes certain deviations than an improvement path is 

guaranteed. There is also a number of very recent papers apart from Meir et al. [40] 

that analyze strategic behaviour in voting using tools of non-cooperative game theory 

[14, 62]. [14] consider the setting where all voters are strategic, where an election can 

be viewed as a game, and the election outcomes correspond to Nash equilibria of this 

game. They analyze two variants of Plurality voting, namely, simultaneous voting, 

where all voters submit their votes at the same time, and sequential voting, where the 

voters express their preferences one by one. Sequential voting always has an equilibrium 

in pure strategies. They take the approach suggested by Farquharson [26J and view 

manipulation as an unavoidable attribute of an electoral system with rational voters. 

The model in [62] consider a voting process in which voters vote one after another 

as an extensive-form game. They study equilibria of sequential voting for a number of 

voting rules (including Plurality), however, they use a deterministic tie-breaking rule. 

Feddersen et al. [27] study a Plurality voting game in which voters are strategically 

rational and search for different equilibria choices. However, in order to reach an equi

librium, they limit the possible preference choices to single-peaked preferences. Also 

the model assume that both voters and candidates possess complete information and 

voters use only pure strategies. There have been several studies applying Nash equilib

rium to dynamics process, particularly in allocation of public goods. Much of the work 

is summarized in [38]. They characterize all Nash equilibria, using different approaches 

under the restriction that preferences are single-peaked preferences like Feddersen et 

a1. [27]. Hinich et al [37] change single-peaked preferences to a specific probabilistic 

model of voters over an Euclidean space of candidates, where individuals vote randomly 

according to probability functions based on their preferences, and where the candidates 

maximize expected votes. Another relevant work is by [41], they focus on the existence 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

and uniqueness of strong equilibria in Plurality games. Strong equilibrium is a weaker 

concept, still stronger than Nash equilibrium. No coalitional manipulation can get an 

incentive by making a coordinated diversion in case of strong equilibrium. Same ap

proach is used in [15] by considering dominant strategies in Plurality voting. To reach 

an equilibrium [59] use a specific voting rule and Euclidean preferences. They proved 

that under the Euclidean preferences the majority rule converges and that there is a 

unique equilibrium. All above papers assume that voters have some knowledge of the 

other voters' preferences. 

Another model was suggested in [44] found Nash equilibrium for positional scoring 

rule like approval, Borda and Plurality. They assume voters have some knowledge 

about preferences of other voters but not every election converges. Iterative voting 

with Plurality was examined by [9] limiting voters' information about others voters' 

preferences e.g. when voters are myopic and also assuming that voters have sufficient 

information about all voters. The focus of this study is on the role played by the state 

of knowledge of the agents. A related dynamical model was considered by [2], they 

examined the conditions to achieve an equilibrium in iterative games using Plurality 

voting rule, in which a group of agents make a sequence of collective decisions on 

whether to remain in the current state of the system or switch to an alternative state. 

At each step, a voter is selected at random and may propose a single alternative to 

the one currently winning the election; a pairwise vote take place between the current 

winner and the new alternative. As in [40J cyles may arise; the ability of the chosen voter 

to select a single alternative for a pairwise election indeed makes it possible to exhibit 

cycles which cannot be escaped. An iterative procedure for reaching solution was also 

used by [17] but they use money like value among voters/agents. They consider how 

agents can come to a consensus without needing to reveal full information about their 

preferences, and without needing to generate alternatives prior to the voting process. 

The study of manipulability of various voting rules, i.e., understanding the alg~ 

rithmic complexity of individual or coalitional manipulation, is an active research area. 

Much of this work views manipulation as a type of adversarial behavior that needs to 

be prevented, either by imposing restrictions on voters preferences, or by identifying a 

voting rule for which manipulation is computationally hard, preferably in the average 

case rather than in the worst case. Making manipulation difficult to compute is a way 
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followed recently by several authors [4, 5, 10, 11, 12J who address to the computational 

complexity of manipulation for Plurality and other voting rules. 

[4] showed how computational complexity protect the integrity of social choice. 

While many standard voting schemes can be manipulated with only polynomial com

putational effort, they exhibit a voting rule that efficiently computes winners but is 

computationally resistant to manipulation. [5] showed that Single Transferable Vote 

(STV) is apparently unique among voting schemes in actual use today in that it is com

putationally resistant to manipulation. Under STV each voter submits a total order 

of the candidates. STV tallies votes by reallocating support from weaker candidates 

to stronger candidates and excess support from elected candidates to remaining con

tenders. [10J asked the question: how many candidates are needed to make elections 

hard to manipulate? They answer this question for the voting protocols: Plurality, 

Borda, STV, Copeland, Maximin, regular Cup, and randomized Cup. 

The main manipulation question studied in [11] is that of coalitional manipula

tion by weighted voters. They characterize the exact number of candidates for which 

manipulation becomes hard for the Plurality, Borda, STV, Copeland, Maximin, Veto, 

Plurality with runoff etc. They show that for simpler manipulation problems, ma

nipulation cannot be hard with few candidates. Some earlier work show that high 

complexity of manipulation rely on both the number of candidates and the number of 

voters being unbounded. [12J derived hardness results for the more common setting 

where the number of candidates is small but the number of voters can be large. They 

show that with complete information about the others' votes, individual manipulation 

is easy, and coalitional manipulation is easy with unweighted voters. 

1.3 Problem statement 

We study the convergence to pure startegy Nash equilibria in Plurality voting games. 

We also study other positional scoring rules and some non positional scoring rules as 

well. We consider election with m alternatives and with n voters each of whom has 

a total ordering of the alternatives. In such a game, the voters srategically choose a 

candidate to vote for, and the winner is determined by the Plurality/other voting rules. 

Voters take turns modifying their votes; these manipulations are classified according to 

the way in which they affect the outcome of the election. We focus on achieving a stable 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

outcome taking strategic behaviour into account. A voting profile is in equilibrium, 

when no voter can change his vote so that his more preferable candidate gets elected. 

We investigate bounds on the number of iterations that can be made for different 

voting rules. We focus on the weighted voting settings, where voters may have different 

weights in elections. We consider equi-weighted votes too. An important property 

of the voting rules is that they may produce multiple winners, i.e., they are, in fact, 

voting correspondences. When an election ends in a tie, we choose the winner using a 

tie-breaking rule that is lexicographic in nature. 

1.3.1 Contribution and comparison with previous work 

Most of the previous work about manipulation dealt with computational complexity 

issues, where one could try to avoid manipulation by using protocols where determin

ing a beneficial manipulation is hard [11,25]. The well-known Gibbard-Satterthwaite 

theorem [33, 58) states that a reasonable voting rule is completely immune to strate

gic manipulation. This makes the analysis of election a complicated and challenging 

task. One approach to understanding voting is the analysis of solution concepts such 

as Nash equilibria (NE). Several studies exist in prior research that apply game the

oretic solution concepts to the voting games. But the most recent and reI event work 

is that of Meir et al. [40]. Meir et al. [40] suggested the framework of voting as a 

dynamic process in which voters repeatedly change their reported preferences one at 

a time (if voters are allowed to change their preferences simultaneously, the process 

will never converge). This iterative process continues until either no further manip

ulations are available or else the system goes into a cycle. In the paper they study 

different versions of iterative voting, varying tie-breaking rules, weights and policies of 

voters, and the initial profile. Their results show that in order to guarantee conver

gence, it is necessary and sufficient that voters restrict their actions to natural best 

responses. They also showed that with weighted voters or when better replies are used, 

convergence is not guaranteed. Hence, myopic better response dynamics may cycle, 

even when start from a truthful voting profile, for both deterministic and randomized 

tie-breaking schemes. This topic of convergence to stable outcomes in strategic voting 

setting is interesting to artificial intelligence. It tackles the fundamental problem of 

decision making where agents are considered to be autonomous entities and they have 
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to choose a joint plan of action or allocation of resources. A related dynamical model 

was considered by Airiau and Endriss [2], in which at each step, a voter is selected at 

random and may propose a single alternative to the one currently winning the election; 

a pairwise vote takes place between the current winner and the new alternative. As in 

[40] cycles may arise; the ability of the chosen voter to select a single alternative for a 

pairwise election indeed makes it possible to exhibit cycles which cannot be escaped. 

We expand this framework further, concerning the dynamics of weighted Plurality vot

ing under sequences made up by various types of manipulations by the voters. We also 

consider other voting rules apart from Plurality. We use the idea of using potential 

function for studying the rate of convergence to equilibria in more general setting. For 

lexicographical tie-breaking scheme under different weight settings, we demonstarte 

that convergence to equilibria can be guaranteed considering different types of moves 

that leads to successful manipulation. Polynomial bounds are obtained and proofs are 

based on constructing a potential function with guaranteed value of increase/decrease 

at each step. Our results suggests different choices of potential functions can handle 

different versions of the problem. We also show that a cycle exist if we allow all types 

of moves, that's the reason we obtain bounds for different subsets of moves where the 

voting dynamics converges. Our results and the results obtained in [40J provide quite 

a complete knowledge of what combinations of types of manipulation move can result 

in cycles. We have observations regarding the compatibility of different types of manip

ulation moves and our convergence results are based on such observations. 'Ve identify 

combinations of types of moves that are able to lead to cycles of manipulation moves. 

We consider combinations of move types where convergence is guaranteed. 'Ve show 

that if one exclude certain deviations (if moves are incompatible), than an improve

ment path is guaranteed to terminate. Our results hold for an arbitrary initial point 

and in our settings, voters don't need to have complete information about other voters' 

preferences unlike some previous work. Our work helps to develop the analytical tools 

to charaterize situations in which one can expect to see a convergence. This study is a 

necessary first step to help to develop methods that could help design dynamics that 

would converge to equilibria. 
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1.3.2 Significance and importance of the problem 

Manipulation of voting schemes has various negative consequences; not only do voters 

spend valuable computational resources, but worse, the outcome is less likely to be one 

that reflects the social good. However, we do not concern ourselves with the impact of 

manipulation on social welfare; despite the basic mainulability of all reasonable voting 

systems, it would still be desirable to find ways to reach a stable result, which no voter 

will be able to change. Considering manipulation a serious issue, we ask the question: 

in a system where manipulation may occur, when can we guarantee that the voters will 

end up satisfied with their (possibly manipulative) votes, in the context of the votes 

offered by the others? 11eir et al. [40] have studied the dynamic process of making 

manipulations. Our work builds on the existing work, namely on the work of Meir 

et al. [40]. We try to shed light on the quantitative aspects of manipulative move 

sequences where convergence is guaranteed. \Ve use potential functions and show how 

potential functions are useful for showing convergence in voting schemes. Our results, 

in conjuction with [40] provide quite a complete knowledge of what combinations of 

types of manipulation move can result in cycles and what combination of moves see the 

convergence. For our results, voters don't need to have complete information about the 

preferences of other voters and voters start from an arbitrary initial point. 

The study of dynamics in strategic voting is interesting and very reI event to multi

agent systems, as it helps to understand, control and design multi-agent decision making 

processes. Our work helps to develop the analytical tools that are needed for this topic. 

Excluding certain deviations does not imply convergence to stable outcome but such 

results help to develop the tools and methods that could help desiging such processes. 

1.3.3 Specific research questions 

We work on the rate of convergence of different voting systems, specifically Plurality 

voting under myopic moves by voters. We ask does pure Nash equilibria exist for any 

set of voter types? and whether such an equilibrium can be reached via a sequence 

of myopic changes of vote, by the voters? We are interested in finding the number of 

steps of manipulation that may be needed to reach a pure Nash equilibrium. 
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1.4 Structure of thesis 

The distinct questions we ask are: what type of manipulation moves lead to cycle?, 

what types of moves are compatible and converges to equilibria? and what is the rate of 

comvergence under different weight settings and under lexicographic tie-breaking rule? 

We focus on types of manipulations where there are no cycles and where convergence 

is guaranteed, and we analyze bounds on the number of steps required under different 

weight settings (given in chapter 2). 

1.4 Structure of thesis 

The rest of the thesis is organised as follow. The notations, assumaptions and some 

basic definitions are given in Chapter 2. Definitions of different types of manipulative 

moves are given along with different weight settings. Chapter 3 is about tactical voting 

dynamics, some results of convergence for Plurality and other positional scoring rules 

are described. Also different potential functions and a general definition of potential 

fucntion is also stated. We study manipulative voting dynamics in Chapter 4 with 

examples of different moves. Also results for different weight settings under different 

set of moves. In Chapter 5, we give results for mixture of different moves and also a 

result when all types of moves are allowed. Chapter 6 shows the cycles for positional 

scoring rules, non positional socring rule like Copeland, Ducklin and also Plurality with 

runoff under lexicographical tie-breaking rule. Finally, the conclusions and suggestions 

for future research are discussed in chapter 7. 
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2 

Preliminaries 

In this chapter we give a general description of the model. The goal is to introduce 

and discuss preliminaries, notations and definitions. Section 2.1 introduces notations 

and some basic assumptions along with generally accepted symbols. We cover the pre

liminaries and introduce the necessary notation in this section. Certain key definitions 

of the terminologies used throughout the thesis are discussed in Section 2.2. We also 

introduced potential function with examples. 

2.1 Notation and Assumptions 

Let us denote the set of alternatives A, where IAI = m, a set of n voters V = 

{I, 2, .. , , n} and a social choice rule f. Let.c be the set of all linear orders on A. 

Suppose candidates are competing under the Plurality rule. Plurality is the voting rule 

most often used in real-world elections, the important point is, it completely disregards 

all the information provided by the voter preferences except for the top ranking. We 

assume that voters have strong preference orderings over these candidates. 

In an election, n voters express their preferences over a set of m alternatives. To be 

precise, each voter is assumed to reveal linear preferences: a ranking of the alternatives. 

The outcome of the election is determined according to a voting rule. Preferences of each 

voter i are represented by a linear order ~ on A and the sequence R = (RI, ... , Rn) E 

.en is called a preference profile. Thus, a profile associates with each voter a preference 

ordering of the candidates, each of length m (number of candidates). Voters' preferences 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 

over alternatives (A) are the important primitives. Two voters i and j are of the same 

type if they have identical preferences, i.e. ~ = Rj. The type of voter i is denoted 

as {i}. It is identified with~. Voters of the same type are also called like minded. 

Like minded voters form a bloc. A preference profile is a distribution of voters over 

all possible preference rankings, so voters can be classified into rn! mutually exclusive 

voting blocs, Bl to Bm!. according to their preference rankings over rn candidates. The 

number of voters in bloc Bi is denoted as Ni. 

Let L denote a single linear order such that LE £. If V ~ V, then R_v(L) is the 

profile obtained from R when all voters from V vote L and all other voters retain their 

original linear orders. For V ~ V we will write a ~v b if all voters from V strictly 

prefer a to b. Under the social choice rule, the notation a ~f b is used to denote that 

voter i prefers candidate a to b in state S. A system has "true preferences" (fixed) for 

each voter i E V. The true preference of voter i over candidates A is denoted as ~i· 

Voters also have "declared preferences" (can change) associated with a state of the 

system. A state allocates a declared preference profile to each voter. States can change 

over a sequence of time steps. For each state S voter i E V has declared preferences 

denoted as ~f. Another notation a ~s b represents that candidate a gets more votes 

than b, w.r.t. declared preferences in S. There is a possibility that voters announce 

different preferences than that of their true preferences (strategic voting). 

Let S be a typical state and S is the domain of all allowable states. A social choice 

function determines for each possible profile (set of preference lists) of the voters the 

winner or set of winners of an election, where a social welfare function determines a 

social preference list, a single list that ranks the alternatives from first to last. A social 

choice function maps preference profile to a non empty set s of £ and can be defined as 

f : £v -+ s where s ~ A and a social welfare function is a mapping f : £v -+ L where 

L denotes a single linear order. At state S, each voter i E V is assumed to have a strict 

preference relation ~f over the set A. A state is the specification of declared preferences 

of each voter, A ~s B means A ranks above B in state S w.r.t aggregated ranking (for 

a given Social welfare function). We denote by ~s= (~r,~~, ... ,~~) the profile of 

individual preferences of voters at state S, for all i E V and for all S E S [56]. A voting 

rule is a function! : £v -+ A, that maps preference profiles to winning alternatives, 

as state S is the specification of declared preferences of each voter. From the declared 

preferences of voters at a state S, we obtain winning and losing candidates according to 
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the voting scheme used. We represent each state in the form of lexicographical order of 

numbers or we can say state S has an associated vector NI(S), ... ,Nm(S), Let under 

Plurality rule 

NI (S), ... , Nm(S) 

be the support of candidates at state S, sorted in decreasing order such that NI (S) 

denotes the number of votes for the candidate that receives highest support at state S. 

Under weighted votes setting, we define a state as a lexicographical order of numbers in 

descending order Ni(S) = LiE¥'j Wi where voters in Vi support candidate j. Ni(S) is 

the number that represents the total weight associated with candidate j at state S and 

Wi represents the weight of voter i. We use different potential functions for different 

versions of the problem and describe their notations where needed. An important 

property of the voting rules is that they may produce multiple winners i.e, they map 

a preference profile R to a non empty set s of A. Tie-breaking rules are used to find 

a unique winner of an election from a subset of winners. A simple tie-breaking rule T 

does not depends on R and the value of T(R, s) is uniquely determined by s, where 

s ~ A. In such rules ties are broken according to an arbitrary fixed order over the 

candidates, so a manipulator cannot change the set of tied candidates, although he can 

change the election outcome by making different moves. 

2.2 Definitions 

Some important definitions are: 

Definition 1 (Election) Let A be a set of m alternatives and let £ be the set of all 

linear orders on A. Let V be a set of n voters and each voter i E V has a fixed 

true preference list (which we denote as >-i), and a declared preference list which he 

announces and can change it which we denote as >-f. 

Definition 2 (Voting Rule) A voting rule is a function f : £¥' -+ A, that maps pref

erence profiles to winning alternatives. 

Definition 3 (Plurality) Also known as the simple majority rule. Each voter casts a 

vote for one candidate. The social choice is the candidate with the most votes. More 
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generally, for weighted votes C, where we have w : V -+ m.+, the winner is the candidate 

with greatest total weight of voters putting C first. 

Definition 4 (Preference order) Each voter i E V is associated with a linear order ~ 

over the candidates A; this ordering is called voter's i preference order. 

Definition 5 (Declared preference) A declared preference is the vote that a voter sub

mits to the social choice function in use. 

Definition 6 (State under any scoring social choice rule other than Plurality) State 

S of a system associates with each voter i, a declared rank ordering of candidates by 

which voter i is presumed to rate candidates and can be defined as J : V -+ .c. 

Definition 7 (State under Plurality Rule) In the case oJ Plurality rule where the de

clared Preference list of a voter is just a single candidate, State S oJ the system is a 

function f : V -+ A. 

Definition 8 Assume we are using Plurality. Fix a state oJ the system. A bloc is 

a (maximum sized) set oJ voters who all support the same candidate w.r.t. declared 

preferences. However, voters belonging to the same bloc mayor may not be like minded. 

Definition 9 Fix a state S of the system. A winner w(S) of a state is a candidate or a 

set of candidates over A who is chosen by the SeR, applied to the declared preferences 

of voters. 

Definition 10 Termination of the process occurs, when no further transition is possi

ble. 

Definition 11 (Transition or change of state in case of individual voter migration 

under Plurality rule for tactical voting). Fix a state S of the system in which voter 

i E V currently supports candidate j E A. The system can make a transition from 

current state S to a new state S', iJ voter i can switch to another candidate j' E A, 

and W(S') h w(S) (that is, voter i prefers the winner in S' to the winner in S). 
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Definition 12 (Transition in case of Group migration under Plurality rule for tactical 

voting). Fix a state 8 of the system in which a set of like-minded voters V E V currently 

support candidate j EA. The system can make a transition from current state 8 to S', 

if for set of voters V there is a candidate j' such that j' >--~ j and A' is the subset of 

A such that A' >--v w(S), j' >--s A'. 

Definition 13 (Transition for manipulation dynamics) A transition is a manipula

tion move (change of declared preference) by a single voter that changes the election's 

outcome to one he prefers. Voters make transitions according to their true preferences. 

Definition 14 (Potential Function) Given a process involving a finite set S of states, 

a potential function 

should have the property that any allowable transition from state 8 to new state 8' 

should always increase the value of <}. (One could alternatively require the value of <} 

to always decrease.) If it's possible for <} to only take a finite number of distinct values, 

this will show that the process of making transitions must tenninate. 

We describe the voting rules considered in this thesis. All these rules assign scores to 

canddiates; the winners are the candidates with the highest scores. 

Definition 15 A positional scoring rule let a = (01, .•• , Om) is a vector of integers 

such that 01 ~ 02·.· ~ Om· For each voter, a candidate receives 01 points if it ranked 

first by the voter, 02 if it is ranked second etc. The score of the candidate is the total 

number of points the candidate receives. 

Definition 16 (Borda rule) Under the voting procedure proposed by Jean-Charles de 

Borda, each voter submits a complete ranking of all m candidates. For each voter that 

places a candidate first, that candidate receives m-I points, for each voter that places 

her second she receives m - 2 points, and so forth. The Borda count is the sum of all 

the points. The candidates with the highest Borda count win. 
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Definition 17 (Veto rule) Also known as anti-Plurality rule. A point is given to every

one except the least preferred candidate. The scoring vector for Veto rule is (1, ... , 1,0). 

Definition 18 (k-Approval voting rule) In k-approval voting rule a point is given to 

the most preferred k candidates (or points are given to all except the least preferred k 

candidates). The scoring vector for k-approval voting rule is (1 k, om-k). 

Scoring rules are a broad and concisely-representable classes of voting rules; scoring 

rules award points to alternatives according to their position in the preferences of the 

voters. Under this unified framework, we can express certain specific rules as: 

• Plurality: a = (1,0, ... ,0). 

• Borda: a= (m-l,m-2, ... ,0). 

• Veto: a=(l, ... ,l,O). 

where a is a sequence of scores allocated by a voter to the candidates in descending 

order of preference. A good indication of the importance of scoring rules is given by 

the fact that they are exactly the family of voting rules that are anonymous (indifferent 

to the identities of the voters), neutral (indifferent to the identities of the alternatives), 

and consistent (an alternative that is elected by two separate sets of voters is elected 

overall) [52]. 

There are also voting systems that are not scoring rules like given below. 

Definition 19 (Copeland rule) Simulate a pairwise election for each pair of candidates 

in turn (in a pairwise election, a candidate wins if it is preferred over the other candidate 

by more than half of the voters). A candidate gets 1 point if it defeats an opponent, 0 

points if it draws, and -1 points if it loses. 

Definition 20 (Bucklin scheme) Bucklin is a ranked voting method that proceeds in 

rounds, one rank at a time, until a majority is reached. Initially, votes are counted for 

all candidates ranked in first place; if no candidate has a majority, votes are recounted 

with candidates in both first and second place. This continues until one candidate has 

a total number of votes that is more than half the number of voters. 
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Definition 21 (Plurality with Runoff) The Plurality with runoff voting rule selects a 

winner in two rounds. A first round eliminates all candidates except the two candidates 

who receive the highest scores using the Plurality rule. The second round determines 

the winner between these two where they compete in a pairwise election. 

Definition 22 (Pairwise election) Candidate A beats candidate B in a pairwise elec

tion if a majority of the voters prefer A to B. 

Definition 23 (Tactical vote in case of Individual voter migration under Ranked based 

rules) Fix a state S of the system in which voter i E V has declared preference >-~. 

System can make a transition from current state S to a new state S', if voter i can 

switch to another candidate j' E A, if and only if A' is the subset of A such that 

A' >-f w(S), j' >-5 A' then j' moved to the top in the declared ranking of voter i while 

all candidates other than A' move one position down. 

Definition 24 (Tactical vote in case of Group migration under Ranked based rules) 

Fix a state S of the system in which a set of like-minded voters V ~ V has declared 

preference >-~. System can make a transition from current state S to S', if for set 

of voters V there is a candidate j', if and only if for all A' ~ A such that A' >-v 

w(S), j' >-s A', then j' moved to the top in the declared rank'ing of V voters while all 

candidates apart from A' move one position down. 

Definition 25 (Best response) A best response is the change of voters declared prefer

ence in favour of his most preferred candidate capable of winning. 

Definition 26 (Tie-breaking rule) A tie-breaking rule T for an election (A, V) is a 

mapping T = T(R, s) such that for any s ~ A, sf. 0, outputs a candidate c E s. 

Definition 21 (Lexicographic tie-break'ing) Ties are broken using a priority ordering 

on the candidates, if there is a set of tied alternatives, it selects a candidate who is first 

in the sequence as a winner according to a fixed priority ordering. 
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2.2.1 Manipulations 

The typical form of manipulation is, in which voters misrepresent their preference or

derings over the alternatives and she may benefit from misrepresenting her preferences. 

One can consider a manipulation successful if it causes some candidate to win that is 

preferred by each one of the manipulators to the candidate who would win if the ma

nipulators voted truthfully. There is no reason to prefer one preference list over another 

if outcomes of elections are the same. Essentially all voting rules are manipulable, i.e., 

a voter may benefit from misrepresenting her preferences over the alternatives [33, 58]. 

We are concerned with the convergence to stable outcomes in strategic voting settings in 

plurailty voting games. We restrict our attention to the Plurality rule, unless explicitly 

stated otherwise. 

2.2.1.1 Types of moves 

A move is the switching of a voter from one candidate to another in order to make 

a manipulative vote. We consider bounds on the length of sequences of manipulation 

under Plurality where each manipulation leads to a new winner and each voter has a 

weight which is a positive number and is fixed throughout. The score of a candidate 

i is the sum of weights of voters that voted for candidate i. If voters are unweighted 

then the score of a candidate is the number of votes of that candidate. Using Plurality 

rule a voter's declared preference may be expressed as a single candidate, and it is not 

necessary to identify a ranking (but a voter's true preference is still a ranking). There 

are various different types of moves that a voter can perform to make a manipulation. 

The following classification of moves is defined for Plurality rule. 

1. Loser to new winner: A move from candidate C to C', where neither was winner 

beforehand, and C' is winner after the move. 

2. Loser to existing winner: A move from candidate C to the existing winner C' to 

improve the score of C'. 

3. Winner to loser: A move from a winning candidate C to C' to make C" a new 

winner where C" is different from C and C'. 

4. Winner to winner: A move from a winning candidate C to a new winning candi

date C' because the manipulator prefers C' over C. 
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(a) Winner to larger winner: A move from a winning candidate C to another 

candidate C' such that C' is winner after move with total score more than 

previous score of C. 

(b) Winner to smaller winner: A move from a winning candidate C to another 

winning candidate C' such that the total score of C' is less than C. 

(c) Winner to new winner of the same size: A move from a winning candidate 

C to another winning candidate C' such that the total score of C' is equal 

to the score of C but according to tie-breaking rule C' ~ C. 

[40] consider the possible steps of type 1, 3 and 4 moves under the Plurality rule for 

un-weighted voters. Moves of type 2 do not change the winning candidate. So, type 

2 moves arguably need not be considered in a game-theoretic setting, although ideally 

we would obtain bounds that allow type 2 moves to take place. Type 3 is arguably 

unnatural since (for Plurality), a type 1 move C -+ C" would have the same effect, 

and be more natural. 

2.2.1.2 Types of manipulations 

In manipulation dynamics, voters change their mind to make a "manipulative vote" 

that changes the current result of the election. We assume that some tie-breaking rule 

applies if 2 candidates receive the same level of support. We assume that tie-breaking 

rule is lexicographic i.e., given a set of tied alternatives, it selects one that is first in 

order with respect to a fixed ordering. 

The first type of manipulation, a voter migrates to a new winner with increased 

support than the previous winner. Type 1 and 4a moves can take place in this type of 

manipulative dynamics. We have potential functions that work for this type of manipu

lation dynamics. It is known from [21,30] that given a potential function the process of 

repeatedly making self-improving moves must terminate at a Nash equilibrium. In the 

weighted-voter setting with manipulative dynamics, there can be a second type, where 

a voter migrates to a new winner with decreased support than the previous winner (if, 

in the previous state, the voter supports the winner, but then changes to a new candi

date who becomes the winner), and a move is only allowed when the winner changes 

in the next state. Only 4b type of moves are possible in this type of dynamics. A third 
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type of manipulation in the weighted-voter setting is when a voter make a manipulative 

vote that increases the support of the winning candidate but may not always change 

the winner. 1,2 and 4a types of moves can take place in this type of manipulative dy

namics. Fourth type of manipulation is, a voter migrates to a new winning candidate 

with either increased support than the previous winner or decreased support. The only 

restriction is that a winner changes. There are various different types of moves that a 

voter can perform to make a manipulative vote of this type like type 1 ( Loser to new 

winner), type 4a (Winner to larger winner) and type 4b move (Le, Winner to smaller 

winner). 

If moves like that are allowed, two important questions are does the process of mak

ing such manipulations terminate? and how long may this sequence of manipulations 

be? It looks like the process terminates (it would be interesting to prove that it does 

terminate and the maximum number of steps required to terminate this process). We 

are asking this question in the context of elections and also the question that how long 

this sequence must be. Bounds on the possible number of steps required to termi

nate the process in terms of weights for first, second and third type of manipulation is 

EiEvw(i) = W where W is the total weight and weights are integers. However, we are 

interested in bounds on the number of steps that are purely in terms of m (number of 

candidates) and n (number of voters) and independent of the total size of the weight 

or values of weights which can be quite large. An initial observation is the number of 

states (using Plurality) is at most m". It is interesting to find a bound that is polyno

mial in terms of m and n (and independent of the total size of the weight which can 

be quite large). More specifically, we are interested in the number of steps to be made 

by the system to achieve the Nash equilibrium. 

Observation 1 Third type of manipulation where moves of type 1, 2 and 4a are al

lowed, all these moves increase the score of the winner. J[ ence, the score of the winning 

candidate may be used as a potential function to show termination for these types of 

manipulation move. 

Most of our results are for sequences of moves of types 1, 2 and 4a, because conver

gence to an equilibrium can be guaranteed for these moves. This is an easy observation, 

as in this case the score of the winner can be viewed as a natural potential function 
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which mono tonically increases along the improvement path. \Vhile in general the rate 

of convergence is exponential, polynomial bounds are obtained for the case of bounded 

weights, either integer or real. The proofs are based on constructing a potential func

tion with a guaranteed value of increase at each step. We shall see however that in 

some situations one can design "smarter" potential functions that are more useful for 

showing a faster convergence rate. Since there are n weighted voters, all possible ways 

in which n weights can combine is 2Tl so we can say there are 2Tl possible values for a 

voter and there are m different candidates so we have an initial observation that the 

number of transitions (using Plurality) in general weight setting are at most 2mTl if 

there are no cycles. Since the bound is exponential in both m and n, we are trying to 

obtain a bound that is a slower-growing function than 2mTl. 

The following example illustrate how voters can change their votes in response to 

each other. 

Example 1 The Chairman's paradox: Suppose there are voters V = {1,2,3}, alter

natives A = {A, B, C}. Suppose that voter 1 has preferences A ~ 1 B ~ 1 C, voter £ 

has preferences B ~2 C ~2 A and voter:1 has preferences C ~3 A ~3 B (a Condorcet 

cycle). Suppose further that in the event that the voters vote for distinct candidates, 

then the choice of voter 1 (the "chairman") is the winner. This rule of breaking ties in 

favor of voter 1 can be implemented with voter weights: let voter 1 have weight ~ while 

voters £ and :1 have weight 1. If initially the voters support their favorite candidates, 

then voter £ has an incentive to deviate, and he migrates to voting for C. Afterwards, 

no further migrations are possible. The chairman's least favorite candidate is chosen. 

1 

Suppose instead that initially voter 1 votes for B, and voters £ and :1 vote for C. 

Then voter £ can migrate to B (type 4a move), after that, voter 1 migrates to A (type 

4b move), at which point the voters are supporting their preferred candidates. So, voter 

£ returns to C (suggesting that voter l's myopic move to A was a tactical blunder). 

lThe paradox [261 is the stronger result than under the impartial culture assumption, where pref. 

erence lists are chosen at random, the chairman actually does worse on average than the other voters! 
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2.2.1.3 Weights settings 

For both tactical and manipulative voting dynamics, we not only consider equi-weighted 

but also weighted voting system. A weighted voting system is one in which the prefer

ences of some voters carry more weight than the preferences of other voters. A voter's 

weight may represent a group of voters coordinates their actions in order to affect the 

election outcome. Manipulation by a single voter presents a grave concern from a the

oretical perspective, in real-life elections this issue does not usually play a significant 

role, typically the outcome of a popular vote is not close enough to be influenced by 

a single voter. Indeed, a more significant problem is that of coalitional manipulation, 

where a group of voters coordinates their actions in order to affect the election outcome. 

While many human elections are unweighted, the introduction of weights generalizes 

the useability of voting schemes, and can be particularly important in multiagent sys

tems settings with very heterogenous agents [11]. Each voter has an associated weight 

in form a positive number and it is fixed throughout. Our results have dependence on 

the voters' weights. It is interesting to consider manipulation dynamics with weighted 

voters because even a single weighted voter can make a "manipulative vote" and can 

change an election's outcome while an unweighted vote can hardly change an election's 

outcome. Weighted votes raise new questions. It requires us to carefully design poten

tial function. That is the reason manipulative voting is less interesting when votes are 

unweighted. Weighted votes will also help in tie breaking. In weighted voters setting, 

we assign a weight Wi (integer or real value) to each voter i E V, so not all voters are 

equally important unlike when voters are unweighted i.e, W = (1, ... ,1). \Ve assume 

each voter i E V has a fixed weight. To compute the winner on a profile (RI, .. . ,~) 

under a voting rule f given voters' weights W = (Wl, ••• , wn ), we apply f on a. modified 

profile such that for each i = 1, ... , n contains Wi copies of R;. We have results for 3 

different weight settings. 

1. General weight setting: 

A weight function is a mapping W : V -+ 1R +. For this type of setting we have 

bounds in terms of m and n. 

2. Bounded real weight setting: 

Weights are positive real numbers. All n voters have weights in the range [1, wmax). 

For this setting we seek bounds in terms of W max as well as m and n. 
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3. Bounded integer weight setting: 

Voters' weights are positive integers and lie in the range {I, 2, ... , w maz }. In this 

setting, weight function is a mapping W : V ~ 1N. We seek bounds in terms of 

wml1X ,mandn. 

An additional parameter K can also be added to all 3 settings of weights where K < n 

is the number of distinct weights. The total weight of voters are: 

I: w{i) = lV 
iEV 

where W is the total weight. We can say that IVI ~ W. 

Since here we are considering Plurality rule so the declared preference list of a voter 

is single candidate as Plurality rule is the positional scoring rule with scoring vector 

er = (1,0, ... ,0). The total weight of voters who favoured a specific candidate at a 

particular state S can be obtained as: 

Ni(S) = I:Wi 

iEV 

Here, Ni(S) is the number that represents the total weight of voters who selected 

candidate j at state Sand Wi represents the weight of voter i. For positional scor

ing rules (apart from Plurality), values of candidates are derived from the declared 

preferences of the weighted votes at a given state (say S) as given below: 

Ni(S) = L Si·Wi 

iEV 

Ni(S) is the number that represents the total value associated with candidate j at 

state S, where Si denotes the score of a candidate j in the declared preference list of 

voter i at state S according to the scoring rule used and Wi represents the weight of 

voter i. 

2.2.2 Existence of Potential functions and Pure Nash Equilibria 

The potential function method has emerged as a general and key technique in under

standing the convergence to equilibria. The potential function method is used to find 

the existence of pure Nash equilibria, convergence of best response dynamics and the 
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price of stability. The notion of potential function was first introduced for general 

game classes by [43]. Rosenthal [56] use a potential function to prove the existence of 

pure strategy Nash equilibria in congestion games. Potential functions are valuable for 

proving the existence of pure Nash equilibria, so we can say that potential functions 

are clearly relevant to equilibria. Even-Dar et al. [21] use a potential function to mea

sure closeness to a balanced allocation, and use it to show convergence for sequences of 

randomly-selected "best response" moves in a more general setting in which tasks may 

have variable weights and resources may have variable capacities. We are interested 

in the rate of convergence and in principle the idea of using potential functions for 

studying the rate of convergence to equilibria is a natural one. The goal is to determine 

the number of steps required to reach Nash equilibrium. 

Given a process involving a finite number of states, a potential can be defined as 

where S is a set of states. Transitions are self-improving moves S -+ S' where S 

and S' are states; <1>(S) < <1>(S') for all such moves means <I> is potential function. If 

transitions always cause <1> to increase. Then the process must terminate, and a simple 

bound on the number of steps is the number of alternative values <1> can take. Or you 

could require <1>(S) > <1>(S') always. 

Examples below show the potential functions used for the rate of convergence to equi

libria. In a Bin packing problem, objects of different volumes must be packed into a 

finite number of bins of capacity C in a way that minimizes the number of bins used. 

In the [7] (where a classical Minimum Bin packing problem is discussed with the con

straint that the items to be packed are handled by selfish agents, and all the bins have 

the same fixed cost and the cost of a bin is shared among all the items it contains 

according to the normalized fraction of the bin they use) a suitable potential function 

is used for the convergence of the Bin packing game to a pure Nash equilibrium and 

which proves to be useful in the case in which all the "heights" of items are rational 

numbers. In [7] height is used to refer to the size/weight of an item and the sum of 

the heights of the items packed in to a particular bin such as the j-th bin (say Bj ) is 
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denoted as Hj. In order to bound the convergence time the potential function defined 

is: 

~k(l) 2 
<l>(t) = 2L.i=1 Hi 

As the item perform an improving step while migrating from one bin to another bin, 

the value of potential function increases by a multiplicative factor and will reach its 

maximum at some point when the potential function reaches its upper bound. 

Another useful potential function can be 

k(t) 

<l>(t) = L Hi 2 

i=1 

Just like the potential function of Bin Packing game the above potential function (the 

sum of the squares of heights) is also a valid one as it is the non exponential version of 

the previous potential function. This potential function also increases at each step by 

a constant factor of at least 2a (a denotes the height of item) when the item migrates 

(in order to minimize its cost) to a bin in which it fits better with respect to the unused 

space. The potential function helps approximate the sequence of steps. 

The concept of Nash equilibria has become an important mathematical tool in ana

lyzing the behavior of selfish users in non-cooperative systems [50]. One way to nashify 

an assignment is to perform a sequence of greedy selfish steps. A greedy selfish step 

is a user's change of its current pure strategy to its best pure strategy with respect to 

the current strategies of all other users. Any sequence of greedy selfish steps leads to a 

pure Nash equilibrium. However, the length of such a sequence may be exponential in 

n [28]. It has already been proved that a sequence of self-improvement moves converges 

to a Nash Equilibrium [21, 30] but is recently studied in the context of voting by [40]. 

Since voters are considered rational agents, who want to maximize their own utility, 

their best strategy may be to manipulate an election if this will gain them a higher 

utility. 
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2.3 Summary 

We gave a classification of different types of moves a voter can make, some basic terms 

used were defined and also a description of the different weight settings we consider 

for our results was given. We introduced the potential function with examples from 

previous work. 
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3 

Tactical voting dynamics 

The chapter is about the introduction of Nash equilibria and potential functions. We 

also analyzed in this chapter the sequences of votes that may result from various voters 

performing tactical vote in unweighted setting and also weighted setting. We conclude 

that the process of making tactical vote terminates and we find the length oC sequence 

oC making tactical vote for positional scoring rules. In Section 3.1, we described the tac

tical voting and results for the termination of making tactical vote in case of positional 

scoring rules. Tactical voting is also analyzed under real weight setting in Section 3.2. 

Section 3.3 concludes the chapter. 

3.1 Tactical voting 

The model is a system of states and transitions. Voters have "true preferences" (fixed), 

and "declared preferences" which can change. Each voter's individual preference is 

summarized in the concept of a state. A transition occurs from current state to a 

new state when a voter changes his mind and chooses a different candidate to support 

(under Plurality). In a state of a system, each voter determine whether it can improve 

the outcome by altering its own vote while assuming that all other votes remain the 

same. This model is different than that of manipulation dynamics because it simply 

raises the votes of an expected leading candidate she most prefers. A voter can change 

his mind (choose a different candidate to support) according to the following mind 

changing rule: Voters consider current state, a state is being a description of how all 
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blocs vote and the outcome implied by that voting. Now each bloc/a single voter 

determine whether it can improve the outcome by altering its own vote while assuming 

that all other votes remain the same. In a state of a system, consider all alternative 

candidates that a voter ranked higher than the current winner of the state. Voter/bloc 

of voters can then change his support to that alternative candidate who has currently 

most votes, breaking ties in favor of his own preference. With this mind changing, 

transition occurs and system enters into a new state from the current state. If no bloc 

can improve the outcome, the current situation is a Nash equilibrium. It turns out that 

no more than m - 2 blocs can improve the outcomes. At each iteration, "state of the 

system" associates each voter with a candidate currently supported by that voter. 

In three candidate elections under Plurality rule, each voter has two strategies only: 

voting for either her first or second preferred candidate. Under Plurality rule voting 

for one least prefered alternative is dominated by the strategy of voting for one's most 

prefered alternative, so no voter will ever vote for his least preferred alternative. 

We consider two kinds of tactical voting dynamics 

• Individual voter migration (Definition 11 from Chapter 2) 

• Group migration or Coalitional migration (Definition 12 from Chapter 2) A coali

tion is a set of self-interested agents that agree to cooperate to execute a task or 

achieve a goal. Such coalitions were thoroughly investigated within game theory. 

In our model Coalitional migration means, a group of voters can change their 

support to another candidate simultaneously, according to the rules of tactical 

voting. Coalition members may coordinate their votes. A winning coalition can 

force the outcome of the social choice function. 

An example of Group migration: 

Suppose there are 3 candidates a, band c such that a >- b>- c at state S, where 

w(S) denotes the winner of state S. 

w(S) = a 

A set of like-minded voters V E V currently support candidate c. A subset Vt ~ V 

is such that b >-~1 c, so Vi voters switch their support from candidate c to b and a 

transition occurs from state S to S', where now w(S') = b or a or {a,b}. The bloc 
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of voters supporting candidate b increased in new state S' and that of c decreased 

by the same number with which the bloc of b has increased. 

3.1.1 Process termination for Plurality rule 

For our tactical model, we consider a system comprised of a finite number of states 

and transitions occurs from state to state when voters change their mind and support 

an alternative candidate. In the case of Plurality rule where a declared preference list 

of a voter is just a single candidate, state S is a function f : V -+ A and a bloc is a 

(maximum sized) set of voters who all support the same candidate. 

Let us fix the set of alternatives A, a set of voters V = {I, 2, ... , n} and voters 

have strong preference ordering over these candidates. The system has true preferences 

(fixed) for each voter i E V denoted as ~i and declared preferences of voter i that are 

represented as >-r. From the declared preferences of voters at a state S, we obtain 

scores of candidates according to the voting scheme used. A state is represented in the 

form of lexicographical order of numbers. Let 

be the bloc sizes of candidates at state S, sorted in decreasing order such that NI (S) 

denotes the number of votes for the candidate that receives highest support at state 

8. At state 8 of the system, when a voter or a coalition of like-minded voters make a 

tactical vote and switch to another candidate then the system make a transition from 

state S to 8' and according to the mind changing rule, votes from lower supported 

candidate are shifted to higher supported candidate. The potential function that we 

use to prove the termination of mind changes at state S is 

(3.1) 

equivalently 
m-I 

4>(8) = I: i(NHI (8)) 
i=l 

where 4> denotes the potential of state S, Ni(S) denotes the bloc sizes of candidates 

in lexicographical order, where i represents the lcxicograhical position of candidates at 

state Sand i = 1,2, ... ,m. 
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Lemma 1 <P as defined in Equation 3.1 is a potential function under restricted kind 

of tatical votes. 

Proof. If we consider that there are finitely many states in the system that allows 

transitions between states, then a potential function <P is a function that maps every 

state of the system to a real value and satisfies the following condition: If the current 

state of the system is 8, and voters V E V (where V may be a single voter or a set 

of like minded voters) switch from candidate i to candidate j as j >-~ i and system 

migrates from current state 8 to a new state 8', then the number of voters V (who 

change their mind at state 8) is the least number with which the value of the potential 

function decreases as proved below. 

Case 1: Bloc sizes preserve the same lexicographical order Here we consider 

the case where voters change their mind and switch to another candidate, as a result of 

this migration of votes, the system make a transition from the current state to a new 

state and candidates remain in the same sorted order in the new state as they were in 

the previous state. We can say that mind changing does not make a candidate more 

popular. 

Let 8 be the current state of system and the bloc sizes at state 8 are 

NI (8), ... , Nz:(S)"" , Ny(S), .. . , Nm(8) (3.2) 

and the potential at state 8 is 

<p(8) = N2(8)+2N3(S)+", (x-l)Nz(S)+ ... +(y-l)Ny(S)+ ... +(m-l)Nm(S) (3.3) 

Let Nz(S) and Ny(S) represent the bloc sizes supporting candidate j and i re

spectively at state 8. Let V ~ Bi(S) (where Bi(S) is the bloc of voters supporting 

candidate i at state 8) be the set of voters who change their support from candidate i to 

candidate j as j >-5 i and Nz(S) > Ny(S), such that Nz- 1 (S') > Nz(8') > Nz+! (8') > 

... > Ny(S') > Ny+l(S'), in other words, bloc sizes correspond to the same ordering of 

the candidates, as a result transition occurs from state S to S'. So the new state S' of 
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system is 

Nl (S'), ... , Nx(S'), ... , NlJ(S'), ... , Nm(S') (3.4) 

where 

and 

The potential function at S' is 

cI>(S') = N2(S') +2N3(S')+ .. . + (x-I)NJ:(S') + ... + (y-I)NII(S') + ... + (m-I)Nm(S') 

Representing cI>(S') in form of cI>(S) 

cI>(S') = N2(S)+2N3 (S)+ ... +(x-I)(NJ:(S)+\VI)+ ... +(y-l)(NII(S)-IV\)+ ... +(m-l)Nm(S) 

which shows that transition from S to S' affects only NI: and Nil' and the decrease in 

potential function is 

cI>(S) - cI>(S') = «(x -I)NJ:(S) + (y -I)NlI(S» - «(x -l)NAS') + (y -l)NII(S'» (3.5) 

By putting the values of NJ:(S') = NJ:(S)+IVI and NII(S') = NII(S)-IVI in Equation 3.5 

= «x - l)NJ:(S) + (y - l)NII(S» - «x - l){NJ:(S) + IVI) + (y - l)(NII(S) -IV\» 

= (x -l)NJ:(S) + (y - I)NII(S) - (x -I)(NJ:(S) + IV\) - (y - l)(NII(S) -IVD 

= (x - l)(NJ:(S) - (NJ:(S) + IV\}) + (y - l)(NII(S) - (NII(S) -IVI» 

= 1V1«y - 1) - (x - 1» 

= IVI(y - x) 

Since y > x, we have IVI(y - x) > 0 

=> cI>(S) > cI>(S') 
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Case 2: Mind changing of voters results in changing the popularity of the 

candidates: Suppose mind changing of a voter always increase the popularity of some 

candidate and let the current state of system is S and the bloc sizes at this state S are 

NI (S), . .. ,Nr(S), . .. ,NII(S), ... , Nm(S) 

where x is the lexicographical position of candidate j at state S and y is that of 

candidate i at state S and x < y and the potential at state S is 

cI>(S) = N2(S) + 2N3(S) + ... (x -l)Nz(S) + ... + (y -l)NII(S) + ... + (m -l)Nm(S) 

where Nz(S) and NII(S) represent the bloc sizes supporting candidate j and i re

spectively at state S. 

Let V ~ Di(S) be the set of like minded voters who change their support from 

candidate i to candidate j as j ~~ i and Nz(S) > NII(S), such that the popularity of 

candidate j increases. Then Nz(S) may shift towards left side and the NII(S) towards 

right side. New state S' is 

N1(S'), ... I Nz/(S'), ... , NII'(S'), ... , Nm(S') 

where x' is the lexicographical position of candidate j at state S' as after migration of 

votes from candidate i to candidate j, the bloc size of candidate j may shift towards 

left, so after sorting bloc sizes at state S', x' is the new position of candida.te j and y' 

is that of candidate i at state S' and x' < y', x' $ x, y' ~ y. However, 

and, we have 

Nz/(S') = Nz(S) + IVI 

NII/(S') = NII(S) -IVI 

w here x' $ x and x' < i < x, and 
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where y' ~ y and y < j < y' 

The potential at S' is 

3.1 Tactical voting 

<I>(S') = N2{S')+2N3(S')+ . . . +{x' -l)Nz'(S')+ ... +(y' -l)Ny1(S')+ ... +(m-1)Nm(S') 

Representing «1>(S') in form of «1>(S) 

<I>(S') = N2(S)+2N3(S)+ ... +(x'-l)(Nz(S)+IV!)+ ... +(y'-l)(NI/(S)-IV!)+ ... +(m-1)Nm(S) 

which shows that transition from S to S' affects the bloc sizes between Nz' and NI/' both 

at state S and S' including Nz' and NI/" To compare the potential of both states first 

we consider that in the new state S' bloc size Nx(S) + IVI = Nz'(S') move one position 

towards left Le. x'(S') = (x -l)(S') and as a result Nz,(S) = Nz(S'). In the same way 

NI/(S) - IVI = NII,(S') move one position towards right Le. y'(S') = (y + l)(S') and 

NI/'(S) = NII(S'). Now we have state S as 

and potential at state S is 

«1>(S) = N2(S) + 2N3{S) + ... + (x' -l)Nz'(S) + (x -l)Nz(S) + ... + (y -l)NI/(S) + 

(y' - I)NII,(S) + '" + (m -l)Nm(S» 

and after transition the potential of new state S' is: «1>(8') = N2(S') + 2N3(S') + ... + 
(x' -1)Nx,(S')+(x-1)Nz(S')+ . . . +(y-1)NI/(S')+(y' -l)NI/'(S') + ... + (m-1)Nm(S') 

Representing «1>(S') in form of «1>(S) 

«1>(S') = N2 (S) + 2N3(S) + ... + (x' - l)(Nz (S) + IVD + (x - l)Nz (S') + ... + (y -

l)NI/(S') + (y' - l)(NlI (S) -IV!) + ... + (m -l)Nm(S) 
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Let 6 denote the decrease/change in potential in every two successive states. 

6 = [N2(S) + 2N3(S) + ... + (x' -1)Nr'(S) + (x -1)Nr(S) + ... + (y -1)NI/(S) + (y'

I)NI/'(S) + ... + (m - I)Nm (S»] - [N2(S) + 2N3(S) + ... + (x' - I)(Nz:(S) + IVD + 
(x -1)Nz(S') + ... + (y -1)NI/(S') + (y' -1)(NI/(S) -IVD + ... + (m - I)Nm(S)] 

Discarding the factors that remain unefl'ected: 

= (x' - x)(Nz,(S) - Nz(S)) + (y - yl)(NI/(S) - N~(S)) + IVI(y' - x') 

Clearly, we have x' < x < y < y' 

SO, (x' - x)(Nz'(S) - Nz(S)) < 0 as x' < x and here, we have (x' - x) = -1 

Similarly, 

(y - y')(NlI(S) - N~(S» < 0 as y < y' and (y - y') = -1 

and (NI/(S) - N~(S)) < IVI SO, (y - y')(NI/(S) - N~(S» < -IVI 

Hence, (x' - x)(Nz,(S) - Nz(S» + (y - y')(NI/(S) < -21VI 

or even if we suppose, 

(X' - x)(Nz,(S) - Nz(S» + (y - y')(NII(S) = -21V1 

Now IVI(yl - x') > -21V1 as we have x' < x < y < y' or y' > y > x> x', which shows 
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that, 

(y' - x') > 2 

This proves, that 

(x' - x)(Nx'(S) - Nx(S)) + (y - y')(NII(S) - N;(S» + IVI(y' - x') > 0 

=} <1>(S) > <1>(S') 

Now considering a more general case when a candidate gains popularality as a result 

of migration of votes and a candidate who gains votes shifts towards left without any 

restrictions. The change in potential function to find the difference between <1>(S) and 

<1>(S') is, 

0= [N2(S) + 2N3(S) + ... (x -l)Nx(S) + ... + (y -l)NII(S) + ... + (m - l)Nm(S)]-

[N2(S') + 2N3(S') + ... + (x' -l)Nx'(S') + ... + (y'-l}NII,(S') + ... + (m-l}Nm(S'») 

= [(x' - l)Nx'(S) + X'Nx'+l(S) + ... + (x - l)Nx(S) + (y - l)NII(S) + ... + (y' -

l)NII,(S)] - [(x' - l}Nx'(S') + x' Nx'+l (S') + ... + (y' - l)NII,(S'») 

= (-l)[Nx'+1 (S') + (-1)Nx'+2(S') + ... + (-l)Nx(S')] + [NII(S') + ... + NII'-l (S')] + 

[(x -l)Nx(S) - (x' -l)Nx'(S')] + [(y - l)NII(S) - (y' - l)NII'(S'») 

From both previous cases we have seen that <1>(S) - <1>(S') > 0, So 

= (-l)[Nx'+l(S') + ... + Nx(S'») + [NII(S') + ... + Nu,-dS'») + IVI(y' - x') + (x

x')Nz:(S) + (y - y')NII(S) > 0 

So like the previous case 

<1>(S) - <1>(S') > 0 

=} <1>(S) > <1>(S') 

The value of 8 (the decrease in potential in every two successive states) is 
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& = (-l)[Nz:'+l{S') + ... + Nz{S')] + [NII(S') + ... + NII'_l(S')] + 1V1(y' - x') + (x

x')Nx{S) + (y - y')NII(S) 

Or in form of state S, above equation can be written as 

8 = (-l)[Nz,{S) + '" + Nz-1(S)] + [NII+1(S) + ... + NII,(S)] + IVI(y' - x') + (x

x')Nz{S) + (y - y')NII(S) 

where IVI denotes the number of like minded voters who change their support from 

candidate i to j and x and y represent the lexicographic~l positi,OIV)f the bloc sizes 

supporting candidate j and i respectively at state S. While x' and y' denotes the new 

lexicographical position of the bloc sizes supporting candidate j and i respectively at 

state S', when IVI voters change their mind and as a result the bloc size of candidate 

j shift towards left and that of candidate i towards right. 

We can say that 8 is the absolute constant by which the potential function is de

creased in every iteration. Decreasing the potential value by at least 8 in every iteration 

ensures the termination of the process. Hence if improving moves of voters at each new 

state decreases the value of the potential function, then a move by voter V E V that 

results in a new state S', can leads to 

'i>(S) > 'i>(S') 

where S, S' E S. 

As votes migrate from lower bloc sizes towards higher bloc sizes, as a result tran

sitions move from states to states having lower potential follows that the process will 

terminate. This ensures that every move of the dynamics decreases the potential func

tion by a factor 8. The value of potential function 'i> reduces by at least an absolute 

constant in every iteration. As the votes move from lower bloc sizes towards the higher 

bloc sizes, the size of the right side blocs reduces at each new state until the size be

comes zero. Similarly the size of the left side blocs increases by the same factor until 
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the size of the left most bloc becomes n. The value of 0 in case 1 is 

0= IVI(y - x) (3.8) 

If the potential function decreases in Case 1 (where the bloc sizes corresponds to the 

same ordering of the candidates), this ensures that the decrease in potential function 

is greater in Case 2 (where mind changing increase the popularity of some candidate) 

than in Case 1. The above establishes that <1> is a potential function. 0 

Theorem 1 Under the tactical voting dynamics, the process always terminates in at 

most mn steps. 

Proof. Let n be the number of voters and m the number of candidates and S denotes 

the current state of the system represented in the form of lexicographical order of 

numbers as NI(S), .•. ,Nm(S). Now consider with transition from state S to S', the 

new state of the system is such that NI (S'), .•. , Nm(S'), which is obtained from state 

S by moving votes from the lower bloc sizes of the sequence towards the larger bloc 

sizes in such a way that candidate j receives votes from candidate i where j ,!-5 i, and 

this migration of votes results in decrease of potential function as per Lemma 1. Also 

Lemma 1 shows that in every two successive states (for example, when a single voter 

changes her support) there is a loss of at least one potential unit. For every state S, 

<1>(S) > <1>(S'). o 

3.1.2 Process termination for other positional scoring rules 

Consider a set of m candidates (aka. alternatives A, outcomes) and n voters; each 

voter ranks all the candidates, this submitted ranking is called a vote. A voting rule is 

a function mapping of the n voters' votes (Le. preferences over candidates) to one of 

the m candidates (the winner) in the candidate set A. 

The rules we consider here are rank-based rules (particUlarly positional scoring 

rules), which means that a vote is defined as an ordering of the candidates (with the 

exception of the Plurality rule, for which a vote is a single candidate). Voters submit 

complete rank-ordering of all candidates, not just a single candidate. The preference 
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of a voter i is a permutation Li of Cl, ••. , Cm from best to worst. The aggregation rule 

is Ll, ... , Ln -+ w where w E A. 

Positional score rule is a voting rule that computes a score (a number) for each 

candidate from each individual preference profile and the alternative with the greatest 

score is the winner. Each positional rule is characterized by a score vector which 

operates on any list of best-to-worst rankings of alternatives that might be submitted 

by the voters. Each vote generates a vector of k scores, and the outcome of the voting 

rule is based only on the sum of these vectors, more specifically, only on the order (in 

terms of score) of the sum of the components. A difficulty with the positional scoring 

rules, as well as with other reasonable selection procedures based on voters' ranking, is 

that a different candidate can arise when one of the original losers is removed. In other 

words, the winner can depend on the presence of another nonwinning alternative. 

In previous section (where we consider only Plurality rule or a single candidate) 

when a switch by voter occurs, the bloc sizes (scores) of all other candidates remain the 

same except two candidates; increase in score of j' = decrease in score of j (recalling 

definition of transition). In such a case as we have seen, the potential function decreases 

with each transition by a minimum of 1. Now here we consider other rules. 

3.1.2.1 Borda 

For Borda, voters submit complete rank-ordering of all candidates. The tactical vote 

for Borda is as follow: a migration occurs when a voter changes his preference list in 

favour of another candidate by placing that candidate at the top of his preference list 

and moving all other candidates one position down in his preference list. 

Theorem 2 Under Borda, the process 0/ making tactical vote always terminates in at 

most (nm(~-1»2 steps. 

Proof. A state is represented in the form of lexicographical order of numbers i.e, 

NI (S), ... , Nm(S). The numbers are the sum of the Borda scores of candidates derived 

from the declared preference lists of all voters at a particular state S of system. The 

potential function at state S is the sum of the squares of total scores of candidates i.e, 

E:'1(Ni(S»2. Potential difference between two successive states S and S' is <I>(S')

<I>(S) = 2· (NII(S') - Nz(S», when voter i changes his declared preference list in favour 
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of candidiate y. Potential increases with each migration and maximum potential is 

attained when all voters have the same candidate at the top of their preference list. 0 

3.1.2.2 Veto and k-approval voting rule 

In case of Veto and k-approval voting rule, the Borda type of tactical vote does not 

make any change in the score of a candidate if the same candidate is Vetoed. So for 

Veto rule, a voter makes a tactical vote of type exchange. This type of tactical vote is 

used with Veto so that the score of a candidate raises with mind change by Vetoing a 

different candidate. With each mind change, voter "Vetoe" a different candidate in his 

rank ordering. When migration occurs, at the end several alternatives have the same 

maximal value. Suppose ties are broken in favor of the alternative that was ranked first 

by more voters; if several alternatives have maximal values and were ranked first by 

the same number of voters, the tie is broken in favor of the alternative that was ranked 

second by more voters; and so on [52J. 

Theorem 3 Under Veto and k-approval voting rule, the process of making tactical vote 

always terminates in at most (n· (m - 1))2 steps. 

Proof. A state is represented as Ni (S), ... , Nm(S), The numbers are the sum of the 

Veto/k-approval scores of candidates at state S. We obtained the bound using the 

same potential function E:i (Ni (S»2. With each migration, potential increases and 

the process of making tactical vote continue until ma.ximum potential is attained. 0 

3.2 Weighted votes 

In the previous version of tactical voting, we considered voters have equal weights, 

where it does not matter which agent submitted which vote. Here in this version voters 

are weighted. In a weighted voting system the preferences of some voters carry more 

weight than the preferences of other voters. Voters' weight corresponds to the size of 

the voters' group E V (each group act as one voter). This is why we assume weights are 

integers. So a vote of weight k means k different voters. In that case the bound on the 

number of steps required to terminate the process in terms of weights is EiEV w( i) = lV 
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where W is the total weight for Plurality voting and weights are integers. However, we 

are interested in bounds on the number of steps that are in terms of m and n and also 

we consider real weight setting. 

For positional scoring rules where a vote is the rank ordering of candidates submitted 

by the voter, values of candidates are derived from the declared preferences of the 

weighted votes at a given state (say 8) is given below: 

Nj(8) = LSi 'Wi 
iEV 

Nj(S) is the number that represents the total value associated with candidate j at state 

S, where Si denotes the score according to the voting rule used of a candidate j in the 

declared preference list of voter i at state Sand Wi represents the weight of voter i. 

For Plurality rule, the declared preference list of a voter is single candidate. Hence, the 

equation is, 

Nj(S) = LWi 
iEV 

Here, Nj(S) is the number that represents the total weight of voters who voted for 

candidate j at state Sand Wi represents the weight of voter i. 

3.2.1 Plurality rule 

Observation 2 The support of the winner never decreases. 

Theorem 4 Under real weight setting, the process of making tactical vote terminates 

in 2nmn number of steps. 

Proof. In Observation 2, the support of the winner either increases or stays the same. 

In this kind of tactical voting, the winner support increases when a new candidate 

becomes a winner or in other words when a winner changes. Our potential function 

is the support of the winning candidate i.e, 4>1(8) = Nwin(S) and winner can have 2n 

distinct values. However, when the winner stays the same and tactical vote of a voter 

results in raising the score of a particular candidate without making him a winner then 

we use another potential function 4>2 to find the maximum possible number of steps 
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when the winner remains the same. 

4>2(S) = L I {x EA: x h votes(i)} I 
iEV 

where votes{i) is the candidate supported by voter i in state S. Let's say at state S a 

voter with weight Wi moves from candidate x to y without making him a winner. Voter 

i moves because y >-r x. Now voter i can move back to x as long as winner stays the 

same. Potential 4>2 is at most nm when the support of the winner stays the same and 

hence the possible number of steps are::; 2nmn. o 

3.2.2 Borda 

Theorem 5 Under real weight setting, the process of making tactical vote for Borda 

election terminates in 2nmmn number of steps. 

Proof. In this kind of tactical voting, the winner's Borda score increases with each 

migration that cause a new winner. Potential 4>1 increase with each such step as 

(/>1(S) = Nwin(S) and can have 2nm distinct values. Where winner stays the same, we 

use 4>2' Potential 4>2 is at most nm. Hence, we obtained the bound using the potential 

functions 4>1 and 4>2. 0 

3.3 Conclusions 

We have proved with the help of a potential function that the process of mind changing 

terminates at some point under the Plurality rule. We also have extended the same 

result to other positional scoring rules like Borda, Veto and k-approval voting rule. 

Process termination is analyzed for both unweighted and weighted voters. 
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4 

Manipulative voting dynamics I 

The chapter introduces manipulation dynamics. \Ve analyze the sequences of votes 

that may result from various voters performing manipulative votes in different weighted 

settings. We conclude that the process of manipulation terminates and we find bounds 

on the length of sequences of manipulation under Plurality rule. In Section 4.1, we 

dicuss increased support manipulation dynamics with examples and obtained bounds 

for general as well as bounded real weight settings. In Section 4.2, the Copeland rule 

is discussed with examples and Section 4.3 is about decreased support manipUlation 

dynamics. In Section 4.4, we conclude the chapter. 

4.1 Increased support manipulative dynamics with weighted 

votes 

In manipulation dynamics, voters change their mind to make a "manipulative vote" 

that changes the outcome of the election. One can consider a manipulation successful 

if it causes some candidate to win that is preferred by each one of the manipulators to 

the candidate who would win if the manipulators voted truthfully. Suppose we have a 

set of voters and candidates, each voter has a weight which is a positive number and 

it is fixed throughout. Voters can switch to another candidate to make a manipulative 

vote. Throughout the process of voting dynamics, true preferences are fixed and de

clared preferences of individual voter may change at each state. We consider the first 

type of manipulation where a voter makes a manipulative vote that changes the winner 
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and the total weight of the new winner is higher than the previous winner's weight as 

in Observation 1. There are various different types of moves that a voter can perform 

to make this type of manipulation. For example type 1 (loser to new winner move), 

type 2 (loser to existing winner move) and type 4a (winner to larger winner move). 

Type 2 move does not change the winner but the size of the winner increases with 

this move. Moves of type 2 do not change the winning candidate. So, type 2 moves 

arguably need not be considered in game-theoretic setting, although ideally we would 

obtain bounds that allow type 2 moves to take place. ~Iost of our results in this chapter 

are for sequences of moves of types 1, 2 and 4a for different weight settings. We shall 

see however that in some situations one can design "smarter" potential functions that 

are more useful for showing a faster convergence rate. 

Examples 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1 and 8 to follow show this kind of dynamics. 

4.1.1 A few examples of manipulative dynamics with increased sup

port of the winning candidate at each state 

Examples are for the first type of manipulative dynamics- where a voter may be able 

to make a manipulative vote where all moves result in increasing the overall support of 

the new winner and a move is only allowed when the winner changes. Let Ne denotes 

the sum of the weights of all the voters who voted for candidate c. A winner of the 

state is the candidate with the highest value of Ne. Migration of voters proceeds in 

rounds. 

Let's say initially true and declared preferences are same. In context ofthe Plurality 

rule, the declared preferences really just need to identify a single preferred candidate. 

But voters' true preferences are still ranking of all candidates because voters manipulate 

according to their true preferences. The rule for ranking the remaining candidates is 

only relevant for other voting rules. Let m be the number of candidates and n be the 

number of voters. A, B, C, D, E are the candidates. In example 2, we have m = 5 and 

n = 4 where 3,5,8 and 10 are the weights of the voters. For i = 1,2,3,4,5, let candidate 

i refer to Ci. Suppose, initially a voter with weight 3 votes for candidate I, another voter 
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with weight 5 votes for candidate 2 and so on. When a voter makes a manipulative 

vote, she switches her support to that alternative (let c be that alternative) who was 

not a winner in the previous state and also the total weight (Ne) of that alternative is 

now greater than the previous state winner; which means that alternative is the current 

winner of the state. In Example 2, a voter with weight 3 has preference ABCDE, a 

voter with weight 5 has a preference list BCEAD, a voter with weight 8 has preference 

DBAEC and a voter with weight 10 has preference ECDAB. When a voter makes 

a manipulative vote, she changes her declared preferences as follow: she moves her 

favourite candidate (candidate she want to switch to) to the top of her preference list 

and move all other candidates one position down in her preference list. So a voter can 

switch to any of his favourite candidate depending upon the current state to make a 

manipulative vote. With each move of a voter, a new candida.te becomes a winner with 

increased value of Ne (more than the previous state winner). Bold weights in the table 

show the votes moved in a round. 

Example 2 

Voters' weights 7hLe preferences 

3 ABCDE 

5 BCEBD 

8 DBAEC 

10 ECDAB 

Rounds A B C D E Winner 

0 3 5 - 8 10 E with NE = 10 

1 - 5 - 3+8=11 10 D with ND = 11 

2 - - - 3+8=11 10+5=15 E with NE = 15 
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Changes in voters' declared preferences 

Rounds Weight of manipulating voter Declared preferences 

1 :1 ABCDE -+ DABCE 

2 5 BCEBD -+ EBCBD 

In Example 2, the voter with lightest weight 3 makes a move. Initially, the voter 

with weight 3 has a preference list ABCDE and supports candidate A (according to 

Plurality rule). With first move, she changes her support from A to D (D is the only 

candidate she can switch to, to make a manipulative vote) as she does not like E to be 

the winner, so her preference list is now DABCE (D moved to the top of her list and 

all other candidates moved one position down). All moves are type 1 moves (loser to 

new winner moves). 

In Example 3, m = 5 and n = 5, where 3,5,8, 10 and 14 are the weights of voters. 

All voters have their declared preferences e.g. a voter with weight 3 has a preference 

ACDBE, a voter with weight 5 has a preference ABECD, a voter with weight 8 has a 

preference DBECA, a voter with weight 10 has a preference list BDAEC, and a voter 

with weight 14 has a preference CABED. A voter's preference list changes when he 

makes a manipulative vote. 

Example 3 

Voters' weights 1Tue preferences 

:1 ACDBE 

5 ABECD 

8 DBECA 

10 BDAEC 

1~ CABED 
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Rounds A B C D E Winner 

0 3+5=8 10 14 8 - C with Ne = 14 

1 3 10+5=15 14 8 - B with NB = 15 

2 - 10+5=15 14+3 =17 8 - CwithNe=17 

3 - 5 14+3=17 8+10=18 - DwithND=18 

4 - 5+14=19 3 8+10=18 - B with NB = 19 

5 - 5+14=19 - 3+8+10=21 - D with ND = 21 

6 - 10+5+14=29 - 3+8=11 - B with NB = 29 

Changes in voters' declared preferences 

Rounds Weight of manipulatin9 voter Declared preferences 

1 5 ABECD -+ BAECD 

2 3 ACDBE -+ CADBE 

3 10 BDAEC -+ DBAEC 

4 14 CABED -+ BCAED 

5 :1 CADBE -+ DCABE 

6 10 DBAEC -+ BDAEC 

A voter of weight 10 has initially a. true and declared preference list DDAEC, when 

at one state C becomes winner, since C is her least favourite candidate, she makes a 

manipulative vote and switch to D by changing his declared preferences to DBAEC. 

Then at some later state, when D becomes winner she switched back to B which is her 

most favourite candidate. So the voter switched back to his true preferences. 

Moves of voter with weight 10: BDAEC -+ DBAEC -+ DDAEC. 

Example 3 also shows that the same winner (B, C and D) are repeated alternatively. 

All moves are type 1 moves (i.e, loser to new winner) except the last move (6th round) 

is a type 4a move (i.e, winner to larger winner). 
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In Example 4, m = 5 and n = 6, where 3, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 12 are the weights of voters. 

Example 4 

Voters' weights True preferences 

3 BCEDA 

6 ADCEB 

7 BDACE 
g CABED 

10 DCAEB 

12 ECADB 

Rounds A B C D E Winner 

0 6 3+7=10 9 10 12 E with NE = 12 

1 6+7=13 3 9 10 12 A with NA = 13 

2 6+7=13 - 9 10 12+3=15 E with NE = 15 

9 7 - 9 10+6=16 12+9=15 D with ND = 16 

4 7 - 9+12=21 10+6=16 9 C with Ne = 21 

5 - - 9+12=21 10+6+7=29 9 D with ND = 23 

6 - - 9+12+3=24 10+6+7=29 - C with Ne = 24 
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Changes in voters' declared preferences 

Rounds Weight of manipulating voter Declared preferences 

1 7 BDACE ~ ABDCE 

2 :1 BCEDA ~ EBCDA 

:1 6 ADCEB -+ DACEB 

4 12 ECADB ~ CEADB 

5 7 ABDCE ~ DABCE 

6 :1 EBCDA -+ CEBDA 

In Example 5, m = 6 and n = 9, where 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 12 are the weights 

of voters. all moves are of type 1 moves (loser to new winner). 

Example 5 

Voters' weights True preferences 

1 BDEAFC 

2 ABDFCE 

4 BCDAFE 

5 ACEDBF 

6 BDFCEA 

8 CBDEAF 

9 DACFEB 

10 EDBFEA 

12 FCDAEB 
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Rounds A B C D 

0 2+5=7 1+4+6=11 8 9 

1 2 1+4+6=11 8+5=13 9 

2 - 1+4+6=11 8+5=13 9 

3 - 1+4+6=11 8 9 

4 - 1+6=7 8 9 

5 - 1+6=7 8 9+10=19 

6 - 1+6=7 8+12=20 9+10=19 

7 - 1+6=7 8+12=20 2+9+10=21 

8 - 1+6=7 8+12+4=24 2+9+10=21 

9 - 1 8+12+4=24 2+9+10+6=27 

10 - 1 8+12+4+5=29 2+9+10+6=27 

Rounds E F Winner 

0 10 12 F with NF = 12 

1 10 12 F with Ne = 13 

2 10 12+2=14 F with NF = 14 

3 10+5=15 12+2=14 EwithNE=15 

4 10+5=15 12+2+4=18 E with NF = 18 

5 5 12+2+4=18 D with ND = 19 

6 5 2+4=6 C with Ne = 20 

7 5 4 D with ND = 21 

8 5 - C with Ne = 24 

9 5 - D with ND =27 

10 - - C with Ne = 29 
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Changes in voters' declared preferences 

Rounds Weight of manipulating voter Declared preferences 

1 5 ACEDBF -+ CAEDBF 

2 2 ABDFCE -+ FABDCE 

:3 5 CAEDBF -+ ECADBF 

4 4 BCDAFE -+ FBCDAE 

5 10 EDBFEA -+ DEBFEA 

6 12 FCDAEB -+ CFDAEB 

7 2 FABDCE -+ DFABCE 

8 4 FBCDAE -+ CFBDAE 

9 6 BDFCEA -+ DBFCEA 

10 5 ECADBF -+ CEADBF 

Moves ofa voter with weight 5: ACEDBF -+ CAEDBF -+ ECADBF -+ CEADBF. 

All moves are loser to new winner move. 

4.1.2 Upper bound for General weight setting 

We consider the first type of manipulative dynamics where moves involved are type 

1, 2, and 4a. We work on individual migration of votes for general weight setting. A 

'move' is when a voter switches his support from one candidate to another in order to 

change the election outcome. 

We have an initial observation that the number of states (using Plurality) in general 

weight setting is at most mn , since states are not visited more than once, that is a bound 

on the number of steps. We try to obtain a bound that is a slower-growing function than 

mn. While working with the manipulative dynamics, we allow a move when the winner 

changes or even the winner remains the same but the support of the winner increases 

with each move. A voter makes a move if it can improve the total support of the new 

winner. Bound on the maximum possible number of steps required to terminate the 
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process in terms of weight is LiEV w(i} = W where W is the total weight and weights 

are integers. We are interested in bounds on the number of steps that are purely in 

terms of m and n and independent of the size of the total weight and we also want 

results for real weight setting. 

Theorem 6 In the general weight setting, the process of making first type of manipu

lation (i.e, type 1, type 2 and type 4a) terminates in min(2",nK) steps. 

Proof. We use the potential function cp(S} = Nwin(S}, where Nwin(S) is the sum of the 

weights of all voters who voted for the winning candidate at state S. All type 1, type 

2 and type 4a moves increase the total score of the winner at each state, so all these 3 

moves strictly increase the support of the winning candidate. So we can say potential 

cp increases with each such move as 4> is the support of the winning candidate. There 

are at most 2" distinct possible values for Nwin(S} since the level of support of any 

candidate C is determined by, for each voter i, the binary choice of whether i supports 

C. 

If K is the number of distinct weights in the system, the level of support for a can

didate C is determined by K numbers in {1, ... , n}. For each weight, if we are given 

the number of voters having that weight who support C, then we have the score of C. 

Hence there are ~ nK values for this quantity. The bound is thus better for small K. 

o 

4.1.3 Bound for a small number of voters 

Claim 1 Once voter i leaves candidate j, it can only move back to j if a heavier 

weighted voter i' such that Wi' > Wi, migrates to j. 

Proof. Let the current state be S, when voter i having weight Wi switched from can

didate j to j', the system migrates from state S to S'. At state S', candidate j' is the 

winner with highest total weight. Let Nj(S) be the sum of weights of voters who voted 

for j at state S and Nj(S') be the sum of weights of voters who voted for j' at state 
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S'. 

Nj'(S') = L Wi 

iEV 

According to this type of manipulative voting, 

Nj(S) < Nj'(S'), also Nj(S') = Nj(S) - Wi 

Nj(S) = Nj(S') + Wi 

So, Nj(S) = Nj(S') + Wi < Nj,(S') 

This implies that Nj,(S') - Nj(S') > Wi. 

Thus, the difference between Nj,(S') and Nj(S') is greater than the weight of voter 

i, so a voter heavier than voter i is required to move to candidate j first. This is 

because j should become winner, using the allowed moves (type 1, 2 and 4a moves) 

which strictly increase the support of the winning candidate. 

o 

Here is an example: In order to find a bound on all possible moves of voters, we first 

consider all possible number of moves of the heaviest voter, the second heaviest voter 

and so on. 

Moves of the heaviest weighted voter: 

Figure 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 show the moves of the heaviest voter for type 1, type 2 and 

type 4a moves respectively, where there are 3 candidates and Wl is the weight of the 

heaviest voter. Now let's analyze Figure 4.1 for type 1 moves of the heaviest voter. 

Let the heaviest voter with weight Wl in Figure 4.1 moves from candidate y to x 

because candidate z is the winner and he prefers x over z. So he switched his support 

from candidate y to x to make candidate x a winner of the new state S'. Let Nz (S) and 

Ny(S) are the sum of weights of voters who voted for x and y respectively at state S. 
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Type 1 move: Loser to new winner 

Moves of the heavi est weighted voter : (w\ = Weight of the heaviest voter) 

o 

o 

State S 

- --

z 

[] 
y 

Candidates 

w\ preference list : yxz 

- x 

The heaviest voter moves: 

-- -
-- -

State S 

- -

-

z 

w 1 preference list · yxz -7 xyz 

--- -

y 

Candidates 

--- [J 
w1 

x 

Figure 4.1: Th ~ av i st vat r moves. 



4.1 Increased s upport manipulative d y namics with weight d votes 

o 

o 

Type 2 move: Loser to existing winner 

w1 is the weight of the heaviest voter and clearly before move 
at state 5: 

-

--

-

-- -

- - -
- -- --

-

z 

EJ 
-

z 

win y win x N (5) > N (5) and N (5) > N (5) 

-

-

State S 

. 

--- G -
-

y 

Candidates 

State S 

-- -- - ---

---

-
- -

y 

Candidates 

- -

x 

. -

x 

Figure 4.2: The %~avi st voter mov s. 
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Type 4a move: Winner to larger winner 

W1 is the weight of the heaviest voter and before move of the heaviest 

voter at state 5: 

Win x N . (5) - N (5) < w1 

State S 

- -

B -- -

o 
z y x 

Candidates 

After move of the heaviest voter at state 5: 

State S 

- - -------- -- -- - - -

B = 
-- --
- _. 1-- -

-
o - z y x 

Candidates 

Figure 4.3: The ~ avi st vat r move . 



4.1 Increas d s upport manipulative d y n amics with weig ht d vote 

When the heavies t voter switch d from y to x then x is the new winner with increased 

size than the previous winner z (i.e, Nx(S)). 

Claim 1 shows that the heavies t vot r cannot mov back to hi previously upported 

candidate y. Also it is clear from Figure 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 that th gap between th new 

winner 's support i. e, Nz(S) and Ny(S) is greater than W l , so moving back to y is im

possible for the heavies t voter. So let 's take FigUT 4. 1 to prov that, 

Nx(S') - Ny(S') > Wl (if not , y could not beat z in state S') 

and also 

Nz(S') - Ny(S') > Wl (if not , z would not have b n winn r in tate S) 

This shows that the average of two highly scored candidat s is gr at r than the sum 

of the heaviest weight and Ny(S') , which sugge ts that th h avi t weight cl voter 

cannot move back to candidate y. Also andidate y annot borne a winD r again. 

Hence, th re are at least 2 candidates whos averag support i gre t r than th heavi st 

weight plus the sum of the weights of voters vot d for andidat y. So the h avi st voter 

can make at most m - I type 1, type 2 and type 4a mov s wh nth re ar m candidates. 

Moves of the second heaviest voter: 

Consider another example of 3 candidate case in Figure 4.4. L t the second heavies t 

voter with weight W2 moves from candidate y to x as in Figure 4.4 b cause om candi

date z is the winner and the second heavi st voter prefers x ov r z. x(S') is th total 

support of the new winner and Nz(S) was the support of th pr vio tate winner . 
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Type 1 move: Loser to new winner 

Moves of the 2,d heaviest weighted voter: (w, = W."ht of~'" h •• vlo" we"htod yoto, ) 

State 5 

o 

Candidates 

The 2nd heaviest voter moves: WJ preference list: yxz? XYI 

State ~ 

o 
y 

Candidates 

The heaviest voter moves: w, prererence list : zyx ~ yu 

State 5" 

o 
y 

Candidates 

Figure 4.4: Th s cond heaviest voter mov s. 
6 



4.1 Increased support manipulative dynamics with weighted votes 

We know that 

and also 

Nx(S') + Nz(S') N (S') 
~ 2 > 11 +W2 

But it is possible that 

Figure 4.4 clearly shows this type of manipulation. This also implies that the second 

heaviest voter moves twice to a candidate. So the number of moves that second heaviest 

voter can make are 2(m - 1). Also Example 6 below shows the moves of the second 

heaviest voter with weight 10. Here m = 4, n = 5 and 3, 4, 7, 10 and 15 are the 

weights of voters. A, B C and D are the candidates. Bold weights in the table show 

the votes moved in a round. Ne denotes the sum of the weights of all voters who voted 

for candidate c. Initially, a voter with weight 7 votes for candidate A, two voters with 

weights 3 and 10 vote for B, a voter with weight 4 votes for candidate D and a voter 

with weight 15 votes for C. 

Example 6 

Voters' weights True preferences 

3 BACD 

4 DACB 

7 ABCD 

10 BADC 

15 CBDA 
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Rounds A B C D Winner 

0 7 3+10=13 15 4 C with Ne = 15 

1 7+10=17 3 15 4 A with NA = 17 

2 7+10=17 3+15=18 - 4 B with NB = 18 

3 4+7+10=21 3+15=18 - - A withNA=21 

4 4+7=11 10+3+15=28 - - B with NB = 28 

Changes in voters' declared preferences 

Rounds Weight of manipulating voter Declared preferences 

1 10 BADC-+ ABDC 

2 15 CBDA~ BCDA 

3 4 DACB~ ADCB 

4 10 ABDC-+ BADC 

Moves of second heaviest voter v3 having weight 10: BADC -+ ABDC -+ BADC. 

Example 4.4 shows that the second heaviest voter can move back to her previously 

supported candidate once and at the end the second heaviest voter has the same true 

preferences as she had initially. All moves are of type 1 (loser to new winner) except 

the 4th move which is of type 4a (winner to larger winner). So Example 4.4 shows both 

types of moves. 

When the 3rd heaviest voter makes a manipulative vote, in order for her to move 

back to her previously supported candidate, the gap between winner's value and her 

previously supported candidate's value is greater than the weight of the 3rd heaviest 

voter as per Claim 1 . Weights greater than the 3rd heaviest voter such as the second 

heaviest voter or the heaviest voter can move to fill in this gap. As we know the max

imum possible number of moves for both the second heaviest voter and the heaviest 
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weighted voter, so by adding all possible moves of both, we obtain the number of moves 

for the 3rd heaviest voter which is 3(m - 1). Hence, the 3rd heaviest voter can move 

three times to the same candidate and the number of moves are 3(m -1). Similarly the 

fourth heaviest voter can make 6(m - 1) moves and the fifth heaviest voter can make 

12(m -1) moves and so on. To generalize the maximum possible number of moves for 

n voters, Let 1 denotes all possible moves of voters. 

n = 2: 1 = (m -1) + 2(m - 1) = 3(m -1) = 3.20(m - 1) 

n = 3: 1 = (m -1) + 2(m - 1) + 3(m - 3) = 6(m -1) = 3.21(m - 1) 

n = 4 : 1 = (m -1) + 2(m -I} + 3(m - 3) + 6(m - I} = 12(m - 1) = 3.22 (m - I} 

n = 5: 1 = (m-l)+2(m-l}+3(m-3)+6(m-l)+12(m-l) = 24(m-l} = 3.23(m-l} 

For n candidates: 3.2n
- 2 (m - I} 

This gives an exponential bound on the number of moves that can be taken in case of 

this type of manipulative dynamics. 

Lemma 2 In the general weight setting, if voters can make type 1, 2 and -4 a moves then 

the heaviest voter can move::; m -1 times, second heaviest voter can move::; 2(m -1) 

times, j-th heaviest voter can move::; 2i - I .(m - 1) times. 

Proof. Notice that for any pair x, y of candidates, if voter 1 (the heaviest voter) 

migrates from candidate x to y using a move of type 1,2 or 4a, then if S is the new 

state, we have Nz(S) < Nwin(S) - WI, i.e. the support of x is less than the support 

of the winner by more than WI. Hence, thereafter x cannot possibly win, since the 

support of y is less than the support of the winning candidate by a quantity greater 

than WI (the largest weight of any voter). Candidate x cannot become a winner with 

type 1, 2 and 4a moves. Hence, voter 1 may only migrate at most m-I times, and 

furthermore, may not return to a candidate that he previously supported as per Claim 

1. 
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4. MANIPULATIVE VOTING DYNAMICS I 

Consider voter 2. If voter 2 migrates from x to y, then in order for him to return 

to x, it is necessary for voter 1 to migrate to x beforehand. By an argument similar 

to the above, no voter with weight ~ W2 is able to make x the winner. Since we have 

seen that voter 1 may only move to x once, it follows that (for any x) voter 2 may only 

move to x (at most) twice. 

Applying the above idea repeatedly, for any candidate x, for i $ n voter i may only 

migrate to x at most 2i times, which results in a bound of 2i.m on the number of moves 

i may make. An upper bound on the number of moves of n voters is m . 2n. 0 

4.1.3.1 Upper bound for Bounded real weight setting 

We consider the first type of manipulative dynamics with a restriction on weights of 

voters because we got an exponentially long sequence of moves for this type of voting 

dynamics. We try to find an upper bound for the bounded real weight setting. Suppose 

there are m candidates and n voters each voter with weight in the range [1, W max] and 

weights are fixed throughout. We are looking for an upper bound on the number of 

moves that is polynomial in n, m and wmax • A voter moves if he can improve the total 

support of the new winner. 

Theorem 7 In the bounded real weight setting, there are at most mn3(wmax )2 steps 

required to terminate the process of making type 1 and type 4a moves. 

Proof. System consists of states and transitions. A transition from current state to 

next state occur when an individual voter makes a manipulative vote. 'Ve represent 

each state in the form of lexicographical order of numbers where each number shows the 

value of individual candidate in descending order. For positional scoring rules (apart 

from Plurality), the total weight of a candidate at a given state (say S) is given in 

Equation 4.1: 

Nj(S) = LSi.Wi 
iE\' 
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4.1 Increased support manipulative dynamics with weighted votes 

Nj(S) is the number that represents the sum of total weight of voters who voted 

for candidate j at state S, where Si denotes the score of a candidate j in the declared 

preference list of voter i at state 8 and Wi represents the weight of voter i. In case of 

Plurality rule the equation is: 

Nj(S) = LWi (4.2) 
iEV 

Here, Nj(S) is the number that represents the total weight associated with candidate 

j at state Sand Wi represents the weight of voter i. 

The total weights of all candidates are obtained from Equation 4.2 and then arranged 

in the following way: We define state as a sorted lexicographical order describing the 

total weights of candidates. State 8 has an associated sorted vector NI (8), ... , Nm (8) 

derived from the declared preferences of all weighted votes at state 8 (as per Equation 

4.2) and 

are the sum of weights of voters for candidates at state 8, sorted in decreasing order 

such that NI (8) denotes the highest total weight that a candidate gained at state 8 

and so on. 

'We introduce a potential function for type 1 and type 4a moves and demonstrate that 

it increases when a voter migrates. State 8 represented as NI (S), . .. ,Nm(S) is mapped 

into a real value by the potential function of that state. The potential function at a 

given state 8 is the sum of the squares of weights of voters voted for candidates [34]. 

We define the potential of the system at state 8 as, 

m 

<I>(S) = L(Ni (8))2 (4.3) 
i=1 

The potential function of the sorted lexicographic order of candidates' weights al

ways increases when a voter migrates. If we follow an iterative process where at each 

step one voter migration results in an increase of the total support of the winning can

didate, then the potential function <I> will increase until it reaches a maximum value. 

The existence of the potential function <I> assures that the process will terminate after 
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4. MANIPULATIVE VOTING DYNAMICS I 

a finite number of steps at a state from which no user will have an incentive to deviate, 

i.e. at a PNE. Potential increases with each move (where move is the switching of voter 

from one candidate to another in order to make a manipulative vote). Let Sand S' 

be two states, current state is S and when a voter makes a manipulation, transition 

occurs from state S to S'. The potential difference (increase in potential) between two 

successive states Sand S' is: 

«1>(S') - «1>(S) = 2.w ... (Nz (S') - NII(S)) (4.4) 

where W8 is the weight of a voter at state S who moved from candidate 'y' to candi

date 'x' and w .. is in range [1, W maz ) , Nz(S') is the sum of weights of voters voted for 

candidate 'x' at state S' and NII(S) is the sum of weights of voters voted for candidate 

'y' at state S. 

Increase in potential between two successive states depends upon the value of Nz (S') -

Ny(S), if this value is less than! then «1>(S') - «1>(8) < w .. (where w .. is the weight of 

the voter at state S who makes a manipulative vote and is in range [1, wmazJ). 

Example below shows that «1>(S') - «1>(8) ~ w ... We have, m = 4 and n = 5, where 1, 

1.1,1.5,1.7 and 2.2 are the weights of voters. A,B,C and D are candidates. Weight 

range is [1, wmaz] = [1,2.2]. All moves are type 1 (i.e, loser to new winner) moves. 

Example 7 

Voters' weights True preferences 

1 ACDB 

1.1 ABDC 

1.5 BACD 

1.7 CDAB 

2.2 DABC 
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Rounds A B C D Winner 

0 1+1.1=2.1 1.5 1.1 2.2 D with ND = 2.2 

1 1 1.1 +1.5=2.6 1.1 2.2 B with NB = 2.6 

2 - 1.1+1.5=2.6 1+1.1=2.1 2.2 C with Ne = 2.7 

3 - 1.5 1+1.1=2.1 1.1+2.2=3.3 D with ND = 3.3 

Changes in voters' declared preferences 

Rounds Weight oJ manipulating voter Declared preJerences 

1 1.1 ABDC-+ BADC 

2 1 ACDB-+ CADB 

3 1.1 BADC-+DBAC 

Potential difference 

Weight oJ manipulating voter (wsJ ~(S') - <I>(S) = 2.ws.(Nr(S') - NI/(S» 

1.1 <1>(1) - ~(O) = 1.1 = Ws 

1 <1>(2) - <1>(1) = 3.4 > Ws 

1.1 ~(3) - ~(2) = 1.54 > Ws 

Length of sequence of moves when <I>(S') - ~(S) ~ Ws: 

Example 7 shows the kind of moves where <I> (S') - ~(S) ~ w,. The maximum possible 

potential being attained when n voters all of weight W maz vote for the same candidate 

is (n.Wmaz )2. With each move the potential increases, since we are considering the case 

where increase in potential between two successive states (~(S') - ~(S» ~ w, and we 

have w, ~ 1. So the maximum possible number of steps are: 
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Example below shows that cI>(S')-cI>(S) can be less than Wa. Here, m = 3 and n = 5, 

where 1, 1.15, 1.15, 1.25 and 1.35 are the weights of voters. A, Band C are candidates. 

Weight ra~ge is [1, wmax] = [1,1.35]. All moves are type 1 (i.e, loser to new winner) 

moves except the last (i.e, 4th) move which is of type 4a (winner to larger winner move). 

Example 8 

Voters' weights True preferences 

1 CBA 

1.15 ABC 

1.15 ABC 

1.25 BAC 

1.35 CAB 

Rounds A B C Winner 

0 1.15+1.15=2.3 1.25 1.35+1=2.35 C with Ne = 2.35 

1 1.15 1.15+1.25=2·4 1.35+1=2.35 B with NB = 2.4 

2 1.35+1.15=2.5 1.15+1.25=2·4 1 A with NA = 2.5 

3 1.35+1.15=2.5 1+1.15+1.25=3.4 - B with NB = 3.4 

4 1.15+1.35+1.15=3.65 1+1.25=2.25 - A with NA = 3.65 

Changes in voters' declared preferences 

Rounds Weight of manipulating 'Voter Declared preferences 

1 1.15 ABC-+ BAC 

2 1.35 CAB-+ ACB 

3 1 CBA-+BCA 

4 1.15 BAC-+ ABC 
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Potential difference 

Weight of manipulating voter (ws ) cJ>(S') - cJ>(S) = 2.wll .(Nz(S') - Ny(S» 

1.15 cJ>(I) - cJ>(O) = 0.23 < Ws 

1.35 cJ>(2) - cJ>(I) = 0.405 < W II 

1 cJ>(3) - cJ>(2) = 4.8 > W II 

1.15 cJ>( 4) - cJ>(3) = 0.575 < Ws 

How long is the sequence of moves for which cJ>(S') - cJ>(S) < wlI? 

However, not always cJ>(S') - cJ>(S) = 2.ws.(Nz(S') - Ny(S» ~ W II • Increase in poten

tial can be quite low as weights are real numbers. At each iteration, we choose such 

a voter to perform a move that causes a minimum increase in potential. By doing so, 

we force the potential function cJ> to increase as little as possible and thus we maximize 

the number of iterations, so as to be able to better estimate the worst-case behavior of 

the process. We know that cJ>(S') - cJ>(S) = 2.wlI .(Nz(S') - NII(S» < Ws where W II is 

in range [1, W maz}. This shows that potential difference between two successive states 

i.e., cJ>(S') - cJ>(S) depends upon the value of Nz(S') - NII(S). If Nz (S') - NII(S) < ! 
then cJ>(S') - cJ>(S) < Ws· 

cJ>(S') - cJ>(S) = 2.ws.(Nz(S') - NI/(S», since Nz(S') = Nz(S) + W II 

cJ>(S') - cJ>(S) = 2.wlI .(Nz(S) + Ws - NII(S» 

cJ>(S') - cJ>(S) = 2.w".(wlI + Nz(S) - Ny(S» 

cJ>(S') - cJ>(S) = 2.ws.(wlI - (NII(S) - Nz(S») 

Now cJ>(S') - cJ>(S) = 2.wlI .(wlI - (NII(S) - Nr(S») 

In order for cJ>(S') - cJ>(S) < W II , the value of Ws - (NI/(S) - Nz(S» must be less 

than ~. 
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Ws - (NII(S) - Nx(S)) < ~ 

Ws - ! < (NII(S) - Nx(S)) 

We already know that NII(S) - Nx(S) < w". 

For a low increase in potential i.e, <1>(S') - <1>(S) < w", 

Since NII(S) and Nx(S) are very close to each other. For <1>(S') - <1>(S) < ws, gap 

between NII(S) and Nx(S) should be greater than w" - ~ and less than Ws. 

To prove there is a polynomial-length sequence of moves for which <1>(S') - <1>(8) < Ws' 

We introduce another potential function (lIt) and demonstrate that it decreases with 

each migration of a voter. 

'11(8) = 2: I {x EA: Nwin (8) - Nx(8) < Wi} I (4.5) 
iEV 

where Wi is the weight of voter i E V. Nwin (8) and Nx(S) are the total support of 

the winning candidate and any other candidate x at state 8, respectively. If initially at 

state 8, the gap between the winning and all other candidates is less than the weight 

of voters, then the potential at initial state 8 is ~ mn. When a voter i E V migrates 

from candidate y to the new winning candidate x to make a manipulative vote at state 

8, where for all x, YEA. The necessary condition for the type of manipulation we 

consider here is that a voter's move should result in increasing the total support of 

the winning candidate. For any voter i to migrate from candidate y to a new winning 

candidate x at state 8, where NII(8) ~ Nwin(S). 

Where Wi is the weight of voter i, candidate x should be the winner of the new state 

S'. NII(S) and Nx(S) are influenced by the migration of voter i at state S. 
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4.1 Increased support manipulative dynamics with weighted votes 

Lemma 3 If a move by a voter with weight in [1, wmax ] reduces <lI by an amount less 

than Ws (the weight of migrating voter), then it reduces \lI by at least 1. 

Proof. First consider the case where NII(S) = Nwin(S). At state S, when a voter i 

migrates from winning candidate to a new candidate x, we know that 

After migration at new state S', from claim 1 (Once voter i leaves candidate j, it 

can only move back to j if a heavier weighted voter i' such that Wi' > Wi, migrates to 

j). 

Since according to this type of manipulation Nz(S') = Nwin(S'), so, Nwin(S') -

NII(S') > Wi· 

This shows the potential decreases with migration of voter i. Because at state S, 

Nwin(S) - Nz(S) < Wi was true. After migration of voter i, at state S' there is at least 

one voter i for which Nwin(S') - NII(S') < Wi is false. So, clearly potential \lI reduces 

by at least 1. 

w(S) > w(S') 

In this case the difference between the new winner (i.e, Nz(S') or Nwin(S'» and previ

ous state winner (i.e, NII(S) or Nwin(S» is equal to Nwin(S') - Nwin(S), 

Now consider the second case where NII(S) < Nwin(S), for voter i to make a ma

nipulative vote and migrate from candidate y to a new winning candidate x at state 

S, the difference Nwin(S) - Nz(S) < Wi' We also know that for a low increase in 

potential, Wi - ! < NlJ(S) - Nz(S) < Wi. It is clear that the difference NlJ(S) - Nz(S) 

is a positive value as weights are positive numbers. So, NII(S) > Nz(S) and since 
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Nwin(S) - Nz:(S) < Wi this implies Nwin(S) - Ny(S) < Wi· 

After migration of voter i, according to claim 1 

Nx(S') - NlI(S') > Wi and as Nx(S') = Nwin(S'), thus Nwin(S') - NII (S') > Wi. 

Migration of voter i causes an increase of gap between the values of the winning candi

date and y. So potential still decreases with this migration by at least 1. It shows the 

potential drops after each migration. If voter successively perform moves, with each 

new state the reduction in the potential is at least 1. With each migration, the gap 

between the new state winner and all other candidates' value (except y) increases with 

an amount equal to N win (S') - N win (S). This process continues, until the gap between 

winner and all m-I candidates becomes greater than the weight of the heaviest voter 

(Wmax). Thus, there are m moves per voter, and since there are n voters, therefore, at 

least mn moves are possible altogether. 

o 

Thus, the value of \If can actually increase, in steps when <P increases by more than 1. 

Consequently, an upper bound of (mn).(n.wmax )2 is obtained on the number of possible 

moves, because <P never decreases, and in every mn consecutive steps it increases by at 

least 1. 

So the bound is polynomial in n, m and wmax. o 

Theorem 8 In the bounded real weight setting with the lexicographical tie-breaking 

rule, at most m3n4(wmax)2 steps are required to terminate the process of making type 

1, type 4a and 4c moves. 

Proof. We use the same potential functions as we have used in Theorem 7 <P for larger 

weights and \If for smaller weights. However, potential function \If remains the same 

when voter i with weight Wj moves and Nwin{S)-Nx{S) = Wi. In other words potential 
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W may stay the same (when a loser to new winner move increases the number of joint 

winners). So we use another potential function <1>1, 

<1>1(5) = £(5) 

where £(5) is the number of joint highest-scoring candidates at state 5 so that I takes 

values in {l, ... ,m}. The potential <1>1 increases each time a loser to winner move 

results in a new winner with the same support as that of the previous winner. The 

possible number of consecutive moves that increases the number of joint highest-scoring 

candidates is at most m. 

However, potential <1>1 remains the same in 2 cases: 1) if a voter makes a winner to 

winner move where the new winner is of the same size as the previous winner then the 

potential <1>1 does not increase, also 2) when one of the joint highest-scoring candidates 

who is actually a loser makes a move to another winner and the new winner is of the 

same size as the previous one then potential <1>1 still stays the same. In other words 

when the number of joint highest-scoring candidates as well as the score of the new 

winner remains the same then the potential <1>1 does not increase. In the case when the 

potential <1>1 remains the same, we introduce another potential function <1>2 as below, 

<1>2(5) = L rv (votev (5» 
v€V 

where rv is the declared rank ordering of voter v and votev (5) is the candidate supported 

by voter v at state 5. The potential <1>3 goes down in both cases as mentioned above. 

In both cases a voter moves from a less preferred candidate to a more-preferred one. So 

the number of possible consecutive moves are n· m. With each migration <1>2 reduces 

by at least 1 and <1>2 is at most n . m. Hence, there can be at most mn steps of type 1 

and 4c between other occurences of improvements. 

Hence, potential <1> increases with each migration or stays the same, when <1> stays 

the same for the smaller weights, potential W increases with each migration or stays 

the same, if potential W stays the same then potential <1>1 stays the same or goes up 

and if <1>1 stays the same then <1>2 goes down. This results in the overall bound of 

m3n4(Wmaz)2 on the number of move of all voters. o 
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Theorem 9 In the bounded real weight setting, the process of making type 1 and type 

4a moves terminates in 2km2n3(Wmaz)2 steps when k voters may have weights greater 

than wmaz • 

Proof. Suppose there are m candidates and n voters. We partitioned the n voters 

into two categories. The first category is that of n - k voters and all n - k voters 

have weights in the range [1, w maz]. We assume a second category in which there are 

k different voters who have weights greater than Wmaz , where k is a constant. 

We find separate bounds for category 1 voters and a separate bound for category 2 

heavy voters. First we find a sequence of migrations of category 1 voters where category 

1 voters are all n - k voters whose weights are in range [1, wmaz]. Category 1 voters' 

moves are bounded by the number of migrations of n - k voters in range [1, wmaz ]. We 

already proved in Theorem 7 the number of moves for n voters where all voters are in 

range [l,wmaz] and we obtained the expression m.n3.(wmaz )2. This implies that the 

number of moves for the first category is bounded by the ma.ximum possible number of 

migrations of n - k voters i.e, m.(n - k)3.(wmoz )2. So the moves by category 1 voters 

are bounded by m.(n - k)3.(wmaz )2. 

Secondly we consider the migrations of category 2 voters where category 2 voters 

are k heavy voters having weights greater than Wmaz. This sequence of migrations 

starting out at a state when one of the voter from k voters migrates from one candidate 

to another candidate. In order to find a bound on the maximum possible moves of k 

heaviest voters, we have an initial observation that the number of states are at most 

mk. States are not revisited, so a bound on the number of steps is mk. We worked to 

get a better bound. Let's consider the moves of the k heaviest voters as in Lemma 2. 

Notice that for any pair x, y of candidates, if voter 1 (the heaviest voter) migrates from 

candidate x to y using a move of type 1,2 or 4a, then if S is the new state, we have 

Nz(S) < Nwin(S) - Wl, i.e. the support of x is less than the support of the winner by 

more than Wl. Hence, thereafter x cannot possibly win, since the support of y is less 
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than the support of the winning candidate by a quantity greater than Wl (the largest 

weight of any voter). (As an aside, x could possibly become the winner if a move of 

type 4b was allowed.) Hence, voter 1 may only migrate at most m - 1 times, and 

furthermore, may not return to a candidate that he previously supported. 

Consider voter 2. If voter 2 migrates from x to y, then in order for him to return 

to x, it is necessary for voter 1 to migrate to x beforehand. Dy an argument similar 

to the above, no voter with weight::; W2 is able to make x the winner. Since we have 

seen that voter 1 may only move to x once, it follows that (for any x) voter 2 may only 

move to x (at most) twice. 

Applying the above idea repeatedly, for any candidate x, for i ::; k voter i may only 

migrate to x at most 2i times, which results in a bound of 2i.m on the number of moves 

i may make. From the maximum possible moves of the voters we obtained an upper 

bound on the number of moves of k voters who have weights greater than W maz which 

is m.2k
• 

Hence, the moves of this second category grows exponentially with k, so we will assume 

k is a constant. These moves are bounded by the maximum number of migrations of k 

heavy voters which is m.2k • All possiblities for k voters to combine with each other to 

make a new winner at each state is at most 2k and since voters can move to m different 

candidates. Therefore, we derive a. m.2k bound on the moves of the second category 

of voters . The expression m.2k is independent of n - k voters with weights in range 

[1, Wmaz] a.nd the moves they make. 

Sequence of moves of category 1 voters can occur in between any pair of moves by 

the k heavy voters. The bound on the moves of the k heavy voters m.2k is unaffected 

by the number of voters with weight in range [1, wmazJ and their moves. Hence, the 

Category 1 voters' move sequence can take place in between any pair of k heavy voters. 
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From the maximum possible number of migrations of both categories, we derive an 

upper bound on the number of moves of n voters. This results in the overall bound on 

the number of moves of all voters as: 

where k is a constant. o 

4.1.4 Upper bound when the smallest weight is f < 1 

Let there be m candidates and n voters. All voters have weights in range (1, wmaz] 

and there is one voter who has weight less than 1. Let the smallest weighted voter 

be f where f < 1. Let system has a state S and when a voter with weight w, moved 

from candidate y to a new candidate x, system migrates to a new state S'. Potential 

difference between two successive states S and S' is 

<I>(S') - <I>(S) = 2.w,.(w, - (NII(S) - Nz(S») 

where w, is the weight of a voter at state S who moved from candidate 'y' to candidate 

'x' and Nz(S) is the sum of weights of voters voted for candidate 'x' at state S and 

N,AS) is the sum of weights of voters who favored candidate 'y' at state S. 

Let 2.w,.(w, - (NII(S) - Nz(S») = 1 

w, - (NII(S) - Nz(S» = ~ 
N (S)-N (S) = w,-l 11 z 2.w, 

N (S) - N (S) = 2.(w.)2_1 
11 z 2.w, 

Maximum length of sequence of moves when <I>(S') - <I>(S) ~ 1: 

The maximum possible potential being attained when n voters all of weight W maz vote 

for the same candidate is (n.Wmaz )2 and since the minimum potential difference between 

two successive states is 1 50 the maximum possible number of moves are: 

Maximum length of sequence of moves when <I>(S') - <I>(S) < 1: 

According to this type of manipulative dynamics, NII(S) - Nz(S) < w,. 
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To prove there is a polynomial-length sequence of moves for which <1>(S')-<1>(S) < 1 and 

given one smallest weight f < 1. We use another potential function and demonstrate 

that it reduces when a voter migrates. 

w(S) = 2: I {x EA: Nwin(S) - N~(S) < Wi} I 
iEV 

where Wi is the weight of voter i E V. Nwin(S) and Nz(S) are the total support of the 

winning candidate and any other candidate x at state S, respectively. If initially at 

state S, the gap between the winning and all other candidates is less than the weight 

of voters, then the potential at initial state S is $ mn. When a voter i E V migrates 

from candidate y to the new winning candidate x to make a manipulative vote at state 

S, where for all x, yEA. For any voter i to migrate from candidate y to a new winning 

candidate x at state S, where NII(S) $ Nwin(S). 

where Wi is the weight of voter i, candidate x should be the winner of the new state 

S'. NII(S) and NAS) are influenced by the migration of voter i at state S. 

Lemma 4 If a move by a voter with weight in 11, Wmaz] increases <1> by an amount less 

than 1, then it reduces W by at least 1. 

Proof. First consider the case where NII(S) = NUlin(S). At state S, when a voter i 

migrates from winning candidate to a new candidate x, we know that 

After migration at new state S', from claim 1, 

Nz(S') - NII(S') > Wi 

Since according to this type of manipulation Nz(S') = Nwin(S'), so, Nwin(S') -

NII(S') > Wi. This shows the potential decreases with migration of voter i. Because at 
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state S, Nwin(S) - N,,(S) < Wi was true. After migration of voter i, at state S' there 

is at least one voter i for which Nwin(S') - N,AS') < Wi is false. So clearly potential W 

reduces by at least 1 and 

w(S) > w(S') 

In this case the difference between the new winner (i.e, N,,(S') or Nwin(S'» and previ

ous state winner (i.e, N,AS) or Nwin(S» is equal to Nwin(S') - Nwin(S). 

Now consider the second case where NII(S) < Nwin(S), for voter i to make a ma

nipulative vote and migrate from candidate 11 to a new winning candidate x at state 

S, the difference Nwin(S) - Nz(S) < w,. We al'lo know that for an increase in po

tential (~) to be less than 1, NII(S) > Nz(S). As when NII(S) < Nz(S) then we 

know the mimimum weight to be moved is 1, if a voter with weight ~ 1 moves from 

a low supported candidate towards a high supported candidate then potential (~) in

creases by at least 1. Therefore, for a potential difference between two successive state 

(i.e; ~(S') - ~(S» to be less than 1, NII(S) > Nz(S). It is clear that the difference 

(NII(S) -Nz(S» is a positive value. So, this implies that if Nwin(S) - Nz(S) < w, then 

clearly Nwin(S) - NII(S) < w,. 

After migration of voter i, according to claim 1 (Once voter i leaves candidate j, it 

can only move back to j if a heavier weighted voter i' such that Wi' > Wi, migrates to j). 

Migration of voter i causes an increase of gap between the values of the winning candi

date and 1/. So potential still decreases with this migration by at least 1. It shows the 

potential drops after each migration when weights of voters are in range [1, wmaz ). If 

voters successively perform moves, with each new state the reduction in the potential 

is at least 1. With each migration, the gap between the new state winner and all other 

candidates' value (except 1/) increases with an amount equal to (Nwin(S') - Nwin(S». 
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Thus each move of a voter causes an increase of the gap between the winning candi

date and all other candidates' support. This process continues, until the gap between 

winner and all m-I candidates becomes greater than the weight of the heaviest voter 

(Wma3J However, if w, = E, potential (Ill) remains the same or goes down according to 

the Lemma 5 proved below. Reduction in potential is at least 1 when all weights are 

in the range [1, Wmax]. Thus, at least mn moves are possible. o 

Lemma 5 If the migrating voter is the one with weight E, then potential (Ill) remains 

the same or goes down. 

Proof. Let w, be the weight of the migrating voter and w, = E, where E < 1. Suppose 

a voter with weight E supports candidate y. At state S a voter with weight t: moves 

from candidate y to another candidate x in order to make candidate x a winner of the 

new state and Nx(S) and N,AS) represent the total support of candidate x and y at 

state S respectively. 

Case 1: 

Let's consider the first case, where NII(S) > Nz(S). If NII(S) is greater than 

Nx(S) by an amount greater than or equal to E, then a weight greater than E is 

required to migrate to candidate x to make a manipulative vote and make him a 

winner of the new state. 

However, if NII(S) greater than NAS) by an amount less than f and also Nwin(S)

Nx(S) < E then E can move from candidate y to x. In this case, since at state S 

After migration of a voter with weight E system migrates to new state S' and 
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at state S' potential definetely reduces because now, 

This shows potential (\lI) still reduces by at least 1 in this particular case. 

Case 2: 

Now consider a second case, where NII(S) < Nz(S), which shows that NII(S) -

Nz(S) is a negative value. \Ve know the potential difference between two succes

sive states is 

<1>(S') - <1>(S) = 2.w •. (w. - (NII(S) - Nz(S))) 

In this case where w. = l. 
<1>(S') - <1>(S) = 2.l.(l - (NII(S) - Nz(S») 

let NII(S) - Nz(S) = Wd, and since the difference NII(S) - Nz(S) is a nega

tive value, so 

<1>(S') - <1>(S) = 2.l.(l + Wd) 

This shows when l is very small then the potential difference betwern two con

secutive states can be less than 1. Question is whether potential ('l!) still reduces 

by at least 1 in this case? 

Here we have NII(S) < Nz(S), we know that Nwin(S)-Nz(S) < l in order for a 

voter with weight l to move from candidate y to x. Suppose Nunn(S) - NII(S) < l. 

So after migration of a voter with weight l, at state S' 
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So now at state S', Nwin(S') - N,,iS') > € 

It is clear that potential (Ill) still reduces by at least 1. Now suppose Nwin(S) -

NIJ(S) ~ €. while we have NIJ(S) < Nz(S). A voter with weight € migrates from 

candidate y to x when Nwin(S) - Nz(S) < f. After migration, 

and NWin(S') - NIJ(S') > € 

This shows potential (Ill) may not drop with this migration of voter y,ith a very 

small weight € although potential (~) can be less than 1. However, in this par

ticular case where NIJ(S) < Nz(S) potential (~) increases by at least 1 with the 

move of any other voter with weight in the range [1, wmcu]. Potential (Ill) does 

not reduce with migration of a voter with weight € from candidate y to x in the 

case, when NIJ(S) < Nz(S) and Nwin(S) - NIJ(S) ~ f. It is clear that candidate y 

at state S' now requires a weight heavier than € to become a winner. As we know 

with each move, the gap between the new state winner and all other candidates 

increases as each time a new winner has more support than the previous state 

winner. This gap increases with an amount equal to Nu,in(S') - Nwin(S) whether 

or not the potential (Ill) reduces. This implies that double the number of steps 

since voter with weight f moves only once. o 

Theorem 10 Under the bounded real weight setting, whe1'e k voters have weights < 1, 

there is a polynomial bound on the number of moves of type 1 and type ..la. 

Proof. Let there be m candidates and n voters. n - k voters have weights in range 
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[1, wmoz] and there are k voters who have smaller weights less than 1. Let the system 

have state S and when a voter with weight W. moved from candidate y to a new candi

date x, system migrates to a new state S'. Potential difference between two successive 

states S and S' is 

where w. is the weight of a voter at state S who moved from candidate 'y' to candidate 

'x' and Nz(S) be the sum of weights of voters voted for candidate 'x' at state S and 

NII(S) be the sum of weights of voters who favored candidate 'y' at state S. 

Length of sequence of moves when <1>(5') - <1>(S) ~ 1: 

The maximum possible potential being attained when n voters all of weight Wmoz vote 

for the same candidate is (n.wmoz )2. Since the minimum potential difference between 

two successive states is 1 so the ma.ximum possible number of moves are: 

Length of sequence of moves when cI>(S') - <1>(S) < 1: 

As from Lemma 4 when «1>(S') - <1>(S) < 1, potential 'l1 reduces by at least 1 when 

a voter with weight in the range [1, wma.r] migrates from candidate y to candidate x 

at state S. However, Lemma 5 shows that potential 'l1 reduces by at least 1 with the 

migration of the smallest voter with weight t in all cases except one case. Lemma 5 is 

also true for k voters that have weights less than 1. Every migration of a voter with 

weight less than 1 reduces potential 'l1 by at least 1 except the case when any of the 

smaller voter moves from candidate y to candidate x and NII(S) < Nz(S) and also 

Nwin(S) - NII(S) ~ the weight oC any of the k smaller migrating voter, then potential 

'l1 may not drop with this kind of migration. While potential «1> can still increase with 

an amount less than 1 with this type of migration by any of the smaller voter. 
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NII(S) < Nz(S) and Nwin(S)-NII(S) ~ the weight of any of the k smaller migrating 

voter, shows that this kind of moves can only be made by the k smaller voters only. 

However, if NII(S) < NI:(S) and Nwin(S) - NII(S) ~ 1 then increase in potential cl> is 

greater than or equal to 1. This shows that if the move is performed by any voter in 

range [1, Wmaz] then cl> increases by at least 1 which is already covered in the part when 

cI>(S') - cI>(S) ~ 1. So we focus on the length of sequence of moves by the k smaller 

voters where potential III does not reduce and potential cl> increases by less than 1. We 

have already proved that the maximum potential III is at most m . n when weights are 

in the range [1, Wmaz]. For k small weights the number of steps are at most (k + l)mn. 

o 

4.1.5 An upper bound under Bounded integer weight setting 

Theorem 11 In bounded integer weight setting, the bound on the number 0/ type 1, 

type 2 and type 4 a move is ! (n . wmaz? . 

Proof. We are looking for an upper bound on the number of moves that applies to 

the case where weights of voters are integers and belong to the set {I, 2, ... , wma.z}. 

The potential difference between two consecutive states Sand S' is cI>(S'} - cI>(S) = 

2.w,.(Nz(S') - NII(S». Since weights are integers, thus with each move the potential 

function cl> increases by at least 2. Also, (n . wmaz )2 is the ma.ximum potential being 

attained when n voters all of weight Wmaz vote for the same candidate. Hence, under 

the discrete integer weight setting at most ~ (n· wmaz )2 number of type I, type 2 and 

type 4a moves are required to terminate the process. 

o 

4.1.6 Efficient process 

We use that type of mechanism of "manipulative dynamics", in which at each step 

some voter switches to a better winning alternative and results in an increase in the 

total support of that winning alternative. Voter moves can be viewed as a. sequence of 

improvments. Suppose there are m candidates and n voters each voter with weight in 
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the range [1, wmax] and weights are fixed throughout. The question is: starting /rom 

an initial state, does this type of manipulative dynamics terminate rapidly? 

For rapid termination we are looking for moves, where at each step a move is made 

by the voter with the largest increase in potential. We use the same real valued potentia.l 

function 
m 

4>(S) = I:(Ni (S»2 (4.6) 
i=l 

which increases with each move of a voter. If we follow an iterative process where at 

each step one voter migration results in an increase of the total support of the winning 

candidate, then the potential function 4> will increase until it reaches a ma.ximum value. 

The existence of the potential function assures that the process will terminate after a 

finite number of steps at a state when potential reaches its maximum value. We find 

the moves of the voters that results in rapid termination of the process. 110ves that 

significantly increase the potential function (<11) at each step. For efficient processes 

which player is allowed to move at each step? 

We know the potential difference between two successive states S and S' is 

where w" is the weight of a voter in range [1, wmax ], who moved from candidate 'y' to 

candidate 'x' at state S. 

Since Nx(S') = Nx(S) + W,,' thus 

<II(S') - <II(S) = 2.w".(Nx(S) + W. - NII(S» 

4>(S') - 4>(S) = 2.w •. (w. + Nz(S) - NII(S» 

4>(S') - 4>(S) = 2.w •. (w. - (NII(S) - Nz(S») 

For a high potential change, Nz(S) > NII(S) ~ NII(S) - Nz(S) < O. 

This ensures that for higher increase in potential a voter must switch from a low sup

ported candidate towards a highly supported candidate. Let NII(S) - Nx(S) = Wd, then 
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cI>(S') - cI>(S) = 2.w,.(ws + Wd) 

cI>(S') - cI>(S) = 2.ws2 + 2.W,.Wd 

If only this type of moves are allowed where a voter migrates from a low supported 

candidate to a highly supported candidate then this ensures that every move of the 

dynamics increases the potential function by at least 2.w,2 (as W, ~ 1 and 2,W"Wd 

can be less than 1). Also, heavier the weight of the voter is, greater the value of 2.w,2 

is. The upper bound that we obtained previously in discrete real weight setting is 

m.n3.(Wm ax)2. With high potential change this upper bound can be reduced, as now 

with each new state the increase in potential function is at least 2.w,2 where w, ~ 1, 

thus the maximum possible number of moves are reduced to 

The heaviest weighted voter first: 

At each state we sort candidates in nonincreasing order of their total support (in form 

of sum of weights of all voters favoured the candidate) and, if at each iteration, we 

choose the minimum weighted voter to perform a move. By doing so, we force the p~ 

tential function (cl» to increase as little as possible and thus we maximize the number 

of iterations, so as to be able to better estimate the worst-case behavior of the process. 

Therefore, when a heavier voter moves, the change in potential is la.rger. 

If the heaviest weighted voter (wmax ) moves first, the process still terminates more 

quickly. At a state S, we sort candidates in nonincreasing order of total weight of voters 

favoured candidates. 

NI (S), ... , Nx(S), ••• , Nm(S) 

Let the heaviest weighted voter i switch from candida.te y to candidate x. Then y 

cannot compete anymore no matter whatever is the position of candidate y at state S. 

Candidate y is out of race because in order for him to become a winner at some state, a. 

voter heavier than the heaviest weighted voter is required which is not possible. Also the 

gap between the new winner x at state S' and all those candidates who has support less 

than N;r;(S) at state S, is greater than Wma;r;. So, for all x" > x ~ N;r;"(S) < Nz(S), no 
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voter can move to any of those candidates who has support less than N~(S) at state S 

when a voter with heaviest weight (wmc13J moves to candidate x at state S. Thus all x" 

where Nz"(S) < Nz(S) are no more in competition. For all x' < x ==> N~/(S) > Nz(S) 

only moves to those candidates are possible who has support greater than Nr(S). 

Each time a voter with the heaviest weight W maz moves, at least 1 candidate is out 

of competition because of this movement. So, the more frequently a heaviest weighted 

voter moves, the more quickly the process will terminate. Also if the heaviest weighted 

voter moves to a more highly supported candidate, more the potential will increase in 

a single step and more quickly the process will finish. 

4.2 Other voting rules like Copeland 

In the previous section we considered manipulative dynamics using Plurality, now we 

are extending our work to find a bound on the number of moves using the Copeland 

voting scheme. 

Suppose there are n voters and voters have preferences on a set of m alternatives. 

To be precise, each voter is assumed to reveal linear preferences- a ranking of the 

alternatives. The outcome of the election is determined according to Copeland rule. 

Let us fix the set of alternatives A, where lA I = rn, a set of n voters V = {I, 2, ... In}. 

The system has "true preferences"(fixed) for each voter i E V. Let I:. = I:.(A) be the 

set of linear preferences over A; each voter i E V has true preferences hE 1:.. Voters 

declared preferences at state S is denoted as >-r. 

The Copeland voting scheme ranks the candidates according to the number of pair

wise contests they win minus the number they lose [45, 47]. When all candidates 

are compared against each other pairwise (so that they participate in the same num

ber of contests), this is equivalent to scoring simply by the number of contests won. 

Copeland's winner is a candidate who maximizes the number of victories minus the 

number of defeats in pairwise elections. 

Previous work shows that many standard voting schemes can be manipulated with only 
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polynomial computational effort [4]. For Plurality, Borda, ~Iaximin and Copcland it is 

always the case that a voter can, within polynomial time, either construct a strategic 

preference or else conclude that none exists [4]. 

4.2.1 Process termination 

We consider a weighted voting system. A weighted voting system is one in which 

the preferences of some voters carry more weight than the preferences of other voters 

[10, 12]. In the weight setting we consider here, each vote has an associated weight in 

form of a positive numbers and is fixed throughout. A weight function is a mapping 

w:V~IR+. 

We are working on the type of manipulative dynamics- where a. voter may be able 

to make a manipulative vote when all moves result in the winning candidate, having 

higher total score than the previous winner, it's a restriction to ensure termination. 

We are working on individual migration of voters for weighted voters' setting. 

The system starts in a state where voters have complete rankings (initially, dechued 

ranking is equal to true ranking, for each voter). A voter migrates to another candidate, 

if and only if, after the migration the total support of the winner strictly increased to 

ensure termination. The reason of changing preference list can be if his favourite 

candidate can't become a winner or he does not like the exL'iting winner and prefer 

some other candidate over the existing winner. 

At one state there is one manipulator. A manipulator chooses such a. preference list 

that increases the total score of the new state's winner. At state S for any declared 

preference list >-8 and candidates i and j, let i >-8 j means that i is preferred to j with 

respect to declared preferences at state S. Let Score(>-8, i) denotes the Copcland's 

score of candidate i w.r.t. declared preferences of all voters at state S. A candidate 

with the largest Score(>-8, i) is a. winner of the Copeland's election when all voters 

have identical (unit) weights. Copeland's score of a candidate is a function: 

In pairwise competition between every pair of alternatives. We assign 1 points to an 

alternative for winning, -1 for losing and zero for tie. The winner is the alternative 
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with the highest score in case of unit weights. Therefore, the score is now an integer 

in range { - (m - 1), ... , m-I}. 'Ve choose a manipulation using greedy manipulation 

that constructs a preference list for. a manipulator in polynomial time such that will 

make a specified candidate a winner or else conclude that it is impossible [4]. 

The total score of a winner always increase when a voter migrates. If we follow an 

iterative process where at each step one voter migration results in an increase of the 

value of the winning candidate, then the process will terminate until a winner reaches 

the maximum Copeland's score. The point that score increase at each step assures that 

the process will terminate after a finite number of steps at a state from which no user 

will have an incentive to deviate, i.e. at a PN'E. 

4.2.2 A few examples of manipulative dynamics with Copeland voting 

scheme 

Let voters be equi-weighted. A winner of the state is the candidate with the highest 

value of Score(>-s). Migration of voters proceeds in rounds. 

Voters have true preferences and declared preferences. Let m be the number of 

candidates and n is the number of voters. In Example 9, we have m = 3 and n = 3. 

A, Band C are the candidates and a. set of voters V = {VI, V:Z, V3}. Voters have "true 

preferences" initially. In Example 9, voter 1 has preference ABC, voter 2 has a prefer

ence list CBA and voter 3 has preference BAC. When a voter makes a. manipulative 

vote, her true preferences changes by moving her favourite candidate (candidate she 

wants as a winner) to the top of her preference list and place all other candidates in 

her preference list in such a position that don't prevent her favourite candidate from 

winning. With each move of a. voter, a candidate becomes a. winner with increased 

value of Score(>-s) (more than the previous state winner). 
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Example 9 

Voters Voters' true preferences 

VI ABC 

V2 CBA 

V3 BAC 

Round Score {>-Round, A) Score {>-Round , B) Score(>-Round, C) l-Vinner 

0 0 2 -2 B 

No voter can make a manipulative vote as the winner already has ma.ximum score which 

cannot be further improved. 

In Example 10, m = 4 and n = 5. A, B, C and D are the candidates and 8. set 

of voters V = {Vl,V2,V3,V4,VS}. All voters have their declared preferences e.g. voter 

1 has 8. preference ABCD, voter 2 has 8. preference BDAC, voter 3 has 8. preference 

CABD, voter 4 has a preference list as BCDA and voter 5 has 8. preference DACB. 
Voter's preference list changes when he makes 8. manipulative vote. 

Example 10 

Voters Voters' true preferences 

VI ABCD 

V2 BDAC 

V3 CABD 

V4 BCDA 

VS DACB 
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Round Score (>-Round, A) Score(>-Round, B) Score (>-Round , C) 

0 1 1 -1 

1 3 1 -1 

Round Score(>-Round, D) Winner 

0 -1 A andB 

1 -3 A 

Changes in voters' declared preferences 

Rounds Manipulator Declared preferences 

1 Vs DACB-+ADCB 

Voter Vs is the manipulator as she does not like candidate B so she manipulates to make 

candidate A as the only winner of round 1. No further manipulations are possible as 

the maximum score of a candidate is 3 which cannot be further improved. 

In Example 11 , m = 5 and n = 5. A, B, C, D and E are the candidates and a 

set of voters V = {Vl,V2,V3,V4,VS}. All voters have their declared preferences e.g. 

voter 1 has a preference ACBED, voter 2 has a preference BCDAE, voter 3 has a 

preference CEDBA, voter 4 has a preference list as DBAEC and voter 5 has a pref

erence EACDB. Voter's preference list changes when he makes a manipulative vote. 
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4.2 Other voting rules like Copeland 

Example 11 

Voters Voters' true preferences 

VI ACBED 

V2 BCDAE 

V3 CEDBA 

V4 DBAEC 

Vs EACDB 

Round Score (>-lWund, A) Score(>-Round, B) Score (>-Round, C) 

0 0 0 2 

1 4 -2 2 

Round Score (>-Ruund, D) Score(>-Round, E) lVinner 

0 0 -2 C 

1 -2 -2 A 

Changes in voters' declared preferences 

Rounds Manipulator Declared preferences 

1 V4 DBAEC -+ ADBEC 

Voter V4 changes her preferences because she does not like C, A is the only candidate 

she can make her a winner of the new state. So she changes her preference list so make 

A a winner. No other voter can manipulate, as A has the maximum score. 

Now let's suppose voters are weighted. In Example 12, m = 3 and n = 3. A, B 
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and C are the candidates and voters have weights 2, 3 and 4. All voters have their 

declared preferences e.g. a voter with weight 2 has a preference ABC, a voter with 

weight 3 has a preference BAC and a voter with weight 4 has a preference CDA. 

Example 12 

Voters' weights Voters' true preferences 

2 ABC 

:3 BAC 

4 CBA 

Round Score(>-Round, A) Score (>-Round , B) Score(>-Round, C) Winner 

0 -4 6 -2 B 

1 -4 14 -10 B 

2 -8 18 -10 B 

Changes in voters' declared preferences 

Rounds Manipulator's weight Declared preferences 

1 4 eBA -+ DCA 

2 2 ABC-+DAC 

In the first round a voter with weight 4 notices that candidate C cannot become a 

winner so she changes her preference list in favour of B as she does not like A. In 

the second round a voter with weight 2 changes her preferences in favour of B as her 

favourite candidate A cannot become a winner. No further manipulation is possible as 

winner got the maximum possible total score. 
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4.2 Other voting rules like Cope land 

In Example 13, m = 4 and n = 5. Voters have weights 1, 2, 3, 3 and 4. All vot

ers have their true preferences as declared preferences. 

Example 13 

Voters' weights Voters' true preferences 

1 DABC 

2 ABCD 

3 BCAD 

3 ABCD 

4 CDAB 

Round Score (>-Round, A) Score(>-Round, B) Score (>-Round, C) 

0 9 1 7 

1 3 -5 13 

Round Score(>-Round, D) Winner 

0 -17 A 

1 -11 C 

Changes in voters I declared preferences 

Rounds Manipulator's weight Declared preferences 

1 3 BCAD-+CBDA 
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Since a voter with weight 3 prefer C over A so she changes her preferece list in fa.vour 

ofC. 

If you assume that the next winner's Copeland score must be higher than the pre

vious winner's (when a manipulation takes place) in unweighted voters case, then since 

the Copeland score is an integer in [-(m - I), m - 11, so that results in a bound of 

2m -Ion the length of a sequence. In case of weighted voters the bound on the number 

of moves is 2Wm, where ~V is the total weight of all voters and all weights are integers. 

Now if we only allow manipulations that result in a clear winner rather than a tied 

winner, just to simplify the situation. But with this restriction, it is also possible for a 

manipulation to lead to a new winner having lower Copeland score than the previous 

one. We assume that with each migration winner changes and there is a unique winner 

at each state. 

For such manipulations, we are looking for a polynomial bound on the number of 

moves. If we consider the 3 candidates case, a manipulation can only leads to a clear 

winner if the candidate is the last choice of the manipulator and manipulator changes 

his preference list in favour of him. However, this kind of move is not desirable as 

initially voters true preferences and declared preferences are the same and a voter is 

going to make his least favourite candidate a winner. Also a manipulation can only 

take place if a manipulator is a voter who currently voted in favour of winner and then 

changes his preference list in favour of some other candidate which again is not possible 

move. Consider an example, 

Example 14 

Voters Voters' true preferences 

VI ABCD 

V2 ABCD 

V3 BDAG 

V4 GADB 

Vs DBGA 

V6 DBAG 
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4.2 Other voting rules like Copeland 

Round Score(~Round, A) Score(~Round, B) Score(~Round, C) 

0 1 1 -2 

1 1 2 -2 

Round Score(~Round, D) Winner 

0 0 A andB 

1 -1 B 

Changes in voters I declared preferences 

Rounds Manipulator Declared preferences 

1 Vs DBCA --. BDCA 

Moving back voter Vs to the same preference list does not make candidate D a winner. 

As D score at round 0 was already low and now with this transition at round 1 D's 

score goes further down, which suggests that if the manipulator move back to the 

same preference list, D would not become a winner with this transition. D may only 

become a winner if he is the least favourite candidate in a preference list and the voter 

manipulates by moving him to the top which is not a desirable move when voters 

true and declared preferences are the same, for example if voter VI or t'2 changes their 

preference list in favour of D, only then D can become a winner. This implies that for 

a manipulator to move back to the same preference list is not possible. So each state 

occurs only once. This suggests a bound of (2m - l)m and since the number of moves 

grows exponentially with rn, so we will assume m is a constant. 
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4.3 Decreased support manipulative dynamics 

There is a second type of manipulative dynamics in weighted vote setting, where a voter 

may be able to make a manipulative vote that decreases the total weight of the winning 

candidate and now the support of winner is lower than the previous winner (if, in the 

previous state, the voter supports the winner, but then changes to a new candidate 

who becomes the winner because he prefer new winner over the previous winner), and 

a move is only allowed when at each new state there is a new winner, different from 

previous state's winner. Only type 4b (Le, winner to smaller winner move) is possible 

in this type of dynamics. The restriction of decrease in total support of the winner 

at each new state is to ensure the termination of process of making manipulations. 

We consider type 4b moves separately because moves of type 4b are troublesome and 

they are inconsistent with the potential functions considered so far. Can this type of 

move take place? Yes, if we can choose any initial declared preferences, however it 

may not be possible in case if initially voters' declared preferences = true preferences. 

In Example 15 below, voters have true preferences and declared preferences. Initially, 

true and declared preferences are same. Throughout the process of mind changes, true 

preferences are fixed and declared preferences of individual voter changes at each state. 

Here m = 4, n = 5 and 2, 3, 5, 7 and 8 are the weights of voters. A, B C and D are 

the candidates. Bold weights in the table show the votes moved in a round. Ne denotes 

the sum of the weights of all voters who voted for candidate c. Initially, a voter with 

weight 2 votes for candidate D, a voter with weight 3 votes for candidate B, a voter 

with weight 5 votes for candidate A and two voters with weights 7 and 8, both vote for 

c. 
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4.3 Decreased support manipulative dynamics 

Example 15 

Voters' weights True preferences 

2 DCBA 

3 BeAD 

5 ACDB 

1 CDBA 

8 CA BD 

Rounds A B C D lVinner 

0 5 3 8+1=15 2 e with Ne = 15 

In this type of manipulation a voter makes a move that reduces the total support of 

the winner. For such manipulation, in the example above either a voter with weight 

7 or a voter with weight 8 should make a manipulative vote. nut they both support 

their favourite candidate e, who is a winner also. Clearly, neither a voter with weight 

7 nor a voter with weight 8 can make a manipulative vote. 

This type of manipulation is only possible if in the previous state the voter supports 

the winner, but then changes to a new candidate who becomes the winner. In other 

words a manipulator is always a voter who supports the current winner and that is only 

possible if the current winner is not her first choice. The case where initially, true and 

declared preferences of voters are same. It is impossible for a voter who supports the 

winner and winner is her favourite candidate, to make a move that increases/decreases 

the total support of the new winner. So a winner-reducing move is not possible at a very 

initial state, which makes the process of constructing a manipulative voter sequence 

impossible. No other voter apart from winner's supporter can a make a move. For such 

voting dynamics, it seems impossible to construct a sequence of moves from an initial 

assignment where voters have their true preferences as declared preferences. 

However, starting from a truthful state, a sequence of improvement steps is pos

sible. We have also proved that how long this sequence of moves is. Voters whose 
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favourite candidate is the winner, cannot make a manipulative vote at the initial state. 

So any other voter who can raise the total support of a new candidate by making her a 

winner with increased value, can make a move. In such dynamics, any voter can make 

a manipulative vote, not necessarily the one who support winner. However, sequence 

of move is not possible in case when at starting state, the total support of the winner is 

greater than the sum of support of all other candidates, as voters with winner cannot 

switch and no other voter is able to make a manipulative vote. 

It can be concluded that given any set of voters and candidates, where the voters 

start out by supporting their favourite candidates, it is always possible to choose a se

quence of switches in which each switch increases the support of the winning candidate. 

For this second of type of manipulative dynamics, let's consider that voters have true 

preferences and his declared preferences -; true preferences. In other words vot£'rs de

clare false preferences to decieve other voters. Consider the same Example 15 where 

now voters have different true and declared preferences. 

Example 16 

Voters' weights 7rue preferences Declared preferences 

£ BDAC DCBA 

3 CABD BCAD 

5 CADB ACDB 

7 DBCA CDBA 

8 ABCD CABD 

Rounds A B C D lVinner 

0 5 3 8+7=15 2 C with Ne = 15 

1 5+8=13 3 7 2 A with NA = 13 

2 8 3 7+5=12 2 C with Ne = 12 

3 8 3 5 2+7=9 D with ND = 9 
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4.3 Decreased support manipulative dynamics 

Example shows that when voters have false declared prefereces only then this type of 

migrations are possible. For type 4b moves, the process is reverse as the total support 

of the winner decreases with each move but still the process starts from a peak value 

and decreases until it reaches to a lowest value. The restriction of strictly decrease in 

total support of the winner with each migration is to ensure the termination of moves. 

4.3.1 How long is the sequence of moves? 

Let us fix the set of alternatives A, where IAI = rn, aset ofn voters V = {I, 2, ... , n}where 

voters are weighted and we allow individual migrations. The system consists of states 

and transitions. Transition from current state to next state occurs when an individual 

voter makes a manipulative vote. We obtained a bound that is all possible subsets of 

votes Le, 2n where n is the number of voters. Set of voters who support the winner 

must change at each step as winner changes at each step with having lower total weight 

than the previous winner. At each state an individual voter switches to a new winner 

and her weight is added to the value of new winner. All possiblities for n voters to 

combine with each other to make a new winner at each state is at most 2n. Now we 

are trying to get a bound that is polynomial in n. 

To prove there is a polynomial-length sequence of moves for this type of manipula

tive dynamics. We use another potential function and demonstrate that it reduces 

when a voter migrates. Let S and S' be two states, current state is S and when a voter 

makes a manipulative vote, transition occurs from state S to S'. Nunn(S) is the sum 

of weights of voters voted for winner at state Sand N,AS) is the sum of weights of 

voters voted for candidate 'y' at state S. Let w, is the weight of a voter at state S 

who moved from the current winner (let say candidate y) to her favourite candidate 'x'. 

As we know, a manipulator is always a supporter of the current winner. According to 

this type of manipulative dynamics, Nwin(S) - Nr(S) > w, so that the total support 

decreases. The potential function that we use is, 

x(S) = L I {x EA: Nw1n (S) - Nr(S) > Wi} I 
iE\? 
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where Wi is the weight of voter i E V. Nwin{S) and Nz{S) are the total support of the 

winning candidate and any other candidate x at state S, respectively. If initially at state 

S, the gap between the winning and all other candidates is greater than the smallest 

weighted voter, then the potential at initial state S is ~ mn. When a voter i E V 

migrates from current winner to the new winning candidate x to make a manipulative 

vote at state S, where for all x EA. The condition for the type of manipulation we 

consider here is that a voter's move should result in decreasing the total support of the 

new winning candidate. So for voter i to move from current winner to a new winning 

candidate x, the condition is Nwin{S) - Nz{S) > Wi. 

Lemma 6 Each migration reduces X by at least 1 in a single move. 

Proof. Let's consider two successive states S and S'. When a voter i E V migrates 

from current winner (say y) to new winning candidate x at state S, the necessary con

dition for migration is Nwin(S) - Nz(S) > Wj. After migration of voter i, we know that 

candidate x is now the winner of state S'. Hence, Nwin(S') = Nz(S) + Wj and let 

NIJ(S') = NwinCS) - Wj 

Since Nwin(S) > Nz(S) + Wj as support of the new winner decreases with each migra

tion so if voter i with weight Wi at state S wants to move back to previous winner with 

support N,,(S') then this move is not allowed as it will increase the total support of the 

new winner. This implies that a voter with weight smaller than Wj is required to move 

to candidate y in order to make her a winner, which shows that Nwin(S')-NII(S') < Wj. 

So after migration of voter i from state S to S', there is at least one voter for which the 

condition Nwin(S) - Nz(S) > Wi becomes false. This proves that potential X reduces 

by at least 1 with each move. o 

Theorem 12 For the second type of manipulative dynamics (i.e, type ~b move) under 

the real weight setting, at most mn number of steps are required to terminate the process 

of mal."ing type -I b move. 

Proof· As from Lemma 6, potential X reduces by at least 1 when a weighted voter 

migrates from current winner to a new winner while the total support of the new 
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4.4 Conclusions 

winning candidate is always less than the previous state winner (Le, 4b move). We 

know the maximum initial potential is n( m-I). If we follow an iterative process where 

at each step one voter migration results in deccrease of the total support of the winning 

candidate, then the potential function X will reduce until it reaches a minimum value. 

The existence of the potential function (X) assures that the process will terminate 

after a finite number of steps at a state from which no voter will have an incentive to 

manipulate, i.e. at a PNE. Since according to Lemma 6 potential (X) reduces by at 

least 1 with each migration so number of moves are at most n.(m - 1). 

o 

4.4 Conclusions 

We considered the key problem voting schemes are confronted with, i.e, manipula

tion where a voter lies about their preferences in the hope of improving the election's 

outcome. We analyze the sequences of votes that may result from various voters per

forming "first and second type of manipulations" in weighted votes setting. 'Ye show 

that the process of making manipulative vote terminates at some point. We studied 

the number of steps required to reach a state where no voter has incentive to migrate. 

For manipulative dynamics the only restriction is that a voter migrates to a new winner 

with increased support or decreased support than the previous winner. We consider 

the voting protocols that can be manipulated in polynomial time like Plurality and 

Copeland. 
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5 

Manipulative voting dynamics 11 

This chapter contains some results about manipulative dynamics when we allow a 

mixture of different types of moves. We have improved bounds for some results in 

terms of a new parameter K where K is the number of distinct weights. Also we have 

a bound on the number of moves when voters are unweighted. Section 5.1 is about the 

bounds obtained when different moves are allowed and also bounds with lexicographic 

tie-breaking rule. We also have an example of a cycle when all moves are allowed. 

With a lexicographic tie-breaking rule we are also allowing moves where the winner 

changes but the total score of the winner does not change. In Section 5.2 the bounds 

are dependent on parameter K. Conclusions and open questions are given in Section 

5.3. 

5.1 Mixture of different moves 

We allow various different types of moves to take place and obtain bounds on the length 

of sequences of manipulations, depending on what types of manipulation are allowed. 

The system is modeled as a sequence of steps and in each step one voter switches from 

one candidate to another. We allow a mixture of different types of moves and look for 

bounds on the length of sequences of manipulations that can take place in the case of 

Plurality rule. One method of convergence in a pure Nash equilibrium is, starting from 

an initial state, to allow all voters to change their preferences to obtain a desirable out

come (one after the other) until they reach a pure Nash equilibrium. We are interested 
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in the convergence time to pure N ash equilibria, that is the number of these moves. 

However, the length of such a sequence may be exponential in n [28]. We seek polyno

mial bounds that are expressed as a function of the number of voters n and number of 

candidates m. We also use an additional parameter K, we consider K as the number 

of distinct weights in general weight setting. In this chapter in some of our results, 

we are allowing moves where the total score of the winner does not change e.g, winner 

to winner move (type 4c) and loser to new winner move (type 1). The classification 

of various different types of moves defined for Plurality rule has been given in Chapter 2. 

Let us fix the set of alternatives A, where IAI = m, a set of n voters V = {I, 2, ... , n}. 

Let ,c = 'c(A) be the set of linear preferences over A. 

Lexicographic tie-breaking Voters are weighted and can only make improvement 

steps and if such a step is not available then they keep their current preferences. Voters 

have true and declared preferences. The choice of tie breaking rule has a significant 

impact on the outcome. Ties are broken using a priority ordering on the candidates, 

if there is more than one winner then the candidate who is first in the sequence is the 

winner. Let A = {al, ... ,am} where ai-l beats ai in event of a tie. 

We have an example below (Example 17) in which A = {A, B, C, D} and there are 

5 voters with weights 1, 2, 5, 5 and 6. The tie-breaking rule applies if winners receive 

the same level of support. Priority ordering of candidates is A ~ B ~ C ~ D in case 

of a tie. 

Example 17 

Voters' weights Voters' true preferences Declared preferences 

1 BDAC DBAC 

2 CADB ACDB 

5 ADBC ADBC 

5 CDAB CDAB 

6 BDAC BDAC 
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5.1 Mixture of different moves 

The tables below show the sum of weights for voters of each candidate and the right-hand 

column indicates the winning candidate, using the declared preferences. Each state is 

derived from the previous state via a valid manipulation move by some voter. Above 

each table we indicate what manipulation was made by a voter to reach the new state. 

The notation "S: i : X --+ Y" means at state S voter i switched his support from X 

to Y to obtain the state indicated in the table. 

State SI 

A B C D Winner 

7 6 5 1 A 

State S2 : 2 : ACDB --+ CADB(Winner to winner move) 

I : I : I ~ I ~ I Wi;ner I 
State S3 : 1 : DBAC --+ BDAC(Loser to winner move) 

I : I : I ~ I : I Wi;ner I 
State S4 : 2 : CADB --+ ACDB(Loser to winner move) 

I : I : I ~ I : I Wi;ner I 

5.1.1 Combination of move types that can lead to cycles 

The types of moves a voter can make are: type 1 (Loser to new winner), type 4a (win

ner to larger winner), type 4b (winner to smaller winner) and type 4c (winner to new 

winner of the same size). Type 3 (winner to loser) moves are not inlcuded in the moves 

allowed as Meir et al. [40] has a cycle of length 4 with this type of move for Plurality 

voting. Type 3 moves can be replaced with type 4 (winner to winner) moves that are 
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more natural. Also type 2 (loser to existing winner) moves are not allowed as it is not 

a valid manipulation (i.e; the outcome of the election remains the same), and we have 

an example of a cycle of length 4 below (Example 18) if this type of moves are allowed. 

Let there be 3 candidates A, Band C and candidates have some fixed weighted 

voters who do not change their declared preferences. Candidate A has a fixed voter of 

weight 5.5, Candidate B has a fixed voter of weight 4.5 and candidate C has a fixed 

voter of weight 3.1. There are also 2 voters VI and V2 who make manipulations. 

Example 18 

Voters True preferences SI declared preferences Weights 

VI BAC A 0.5 

V2 CBA B 2.5 

The tables below show the sum of weights for voters of each candidate and the right

hand column indicates the winner, using the declared preferences. Each state is derived 

from the previous state via a manipulation move by some voter. Above each table we 

indicate what manipulation was made by a voter to reach the new state. The notation 

"S2 : VI : A ---7 B» means voter VI changes his support from candidate A to B at state 

State SI 

A B C Winner 

6 7 3.1 B 
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5.1 Mixture of different moves 

State S5 : V2 : C ~ B (Type 1 move) 

I : I : 13~ I Wi;ner I 

Hence, a cycle is completed in 4 steps and state SI = S5. So we continue by con

sidering sequences of moves where type 2 moves are disallowed. 

Type 4b (winner to smaller winner) moves are the main problem for convergence. 

We have an example (Example 19) of a cycle with moves of type 1, type 4a, type 4b 

and type 4c with 3 moving voters. We here prove that there is no cycle with 2 moving 

voters as per Claim 2. Voters are weighted and can only make improvement steps and 

if such a step is not available then they keep their current preferences. Voters have true 

and declared preferences. The lexicographic tie-breaking rule is applied. We consider 

Plurality voting rule under general weight setting. 

Claim 2 Type 1 moves cannot happen in a cycle when only 2 voters can make manip

ulations of type 1, 4a, 4b and 4c. 

Proof. Let Vl and V2 be 2 voters who make manipulations and let there be two can

didates x and y. Suppose voter Vl makes a type 1 move from candidate x to y. Let S 

and S' be the previous and current states. At state S', 
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Nwin(S') 2: Nwin(S), and x was a loser at state S, so 

That means Vl cannot move back to x to make him a winner through a valid ma

nipulation. However, if V2 > Vl and V2 moves to x to make him a winner, still Vl 

cannot move back to x, as only 2 voters can make manipulation one after another 

(consecutive moves by Vl or V2 does not make sense). So, in order for VI to move back 

to x, voter V2 has to leave x first, and if V2 leaves x, then Vl cannot move back to x as 

shown above. Hence, with 2 moving voters type 1 moves cannot happen in a cycle. 0 

If type 1 moves cannot occur in a cycle with 2 moving voters, then all other moves 

are winner to winner moves (i.e, type 4a, 4b and 4c) and we know that Theorem 14 

shows that all winner to winner moves converges in n· (m - 1) steps. This shows that 

there is no cycle with 2 moving voters when moves allowed are type 1, type 4a, type 

4b and type 4c. However, we have an example of cycle with 3 moving voters as shown 

below. 

Proposition 4 of [401 gives a simple cycle of manipulation moves involving just 2 

manipulating voters, using moves of type 1 and 3. The following new example shows 

that cycles are also possible using only moves of types 1 and 4. The example given below 

contrasts with Theorem 3 of [401 that shows convergence in the case of deterministic 

tie-breaking and unweighted voters. 

Let there be 5 candidates A, B, C, D and E and candidates have some fixed 

weighted voters. Fixed voters are: a voter with weight 1.6 supports candidate A, a 

voter with weight 1.9 supports candidate B, a voter with weight 2 supports candidate 

C, a voter with weight 1.9 supports candidate D and a voter with weight 1.8 supports 

candidate E. These voters are fixed and they don't change their declared preferences. 

There are also 3 voters Vl! V2 and V3 who make improvement steps and their weights 

and preferences are given in the table. Assume that ties are broken in favour of A, then 
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B, then C, and so on. 

Example 19 

Voters True preferences SI declared preferences Weights 

VI BECAD B 0.1 

V2 DEBAC E 0.2 

V3 AECDB A 0·4 

The tables below show the sum of weights for voters of each candidate and the right

hand column indicates which candidate wins, using the declared preferences. Each state 

is derived from the previous state via a valid manipulation move by some voter. Note 

that state SI = S9, so complete a cycle. Above each table we indicate what manipulation 

was made by a voter to reach the new state. 

State SI 

A B C D E Winner 

2 2 2 1.9 2 A 

State S2 : VI : B -4 E (Type 1 move) 

A B C D E Winner 

2 1.9 2 1.9 2.1 E 

State S3 : V2 : E -4 D(Type .le move) 

A B C D E Winner 

2 1.9 2 2.1 1.9 D 
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State S4 : VI : E ~ C (Type 1 move) 

A B C D E Winner 

2 1.9 2.1 2.1 1.8 C 

State S5 : V2 : D ~ B (Type 1 move) 

A B C D E Winner 

2 2.1 2.1 1.9 1.8 B 

State 86 : V3 : A ~ E(Type 1 move) 

A B C D E Winner 

1.6 2.1 2.1 1.9 2.2 E 

State S7 : VI : C ~ B(Type 1 move) 

A B C D E Winner 

1.6 2.2 2 1.9 2.2 B 

State Ss : V2 : B ~ E (Type -4a move) 

A B C D E Winner 

1.6 2 2 1.9 2·4 E 

State S9 : V3 : E ~ A(Type 4b move) 

A B C D E Winner 

2 2 2 1.9 2 A 

For the rest of our results we consider different subsets of moves for which the process 

converges under limited number of moves. Cycles can be avoided if we skip any move 
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of type 1 (loser to new winner) or type 4a (winner to larger winner) or type 4b (winner 

to smaller winner). We have results in this chapter later that show that the process 

converges when anyone of these three types of moves are skipped. 

Observation below is similar to Observation 1 but with lexicographical tie-breaking 

rule. 

Observation 3 Moves of type 1,2, 4a and 4c all either increase the score of the winner 

or the score of the winning candidate stays unchanged. 

Theorem 13 In unrestricted real weight setting with lexicographic tie-breaJ.:ing, a mix

ture of type 1, type 2, 4a and type 4c moves terminates. 

Proof. If we allow a mixture of type 1 (loser to new winner), type 2 (loser to existing 

winner), type 4a (winner to larger winner) and type 4c (winner to new winner of the 

same size) moves but not type 4b (winner to smaller winner) moves then of course the 

support of the winning candidate either increases with each move or stays the same and 

the score of the winner can be used as the potential function. The potential function 

also establishes that pure N ash equilibria can be found via sequences of moves, in which 

voters repeatedly switch to their preferred candidate. The set of voters who support 

the winner must change at each state as the winner changes when a voter moves and 

with each move the new winner must have the same or higher weight than the previous 

winner. The choice of tie-breaking has a significant impact on the outcome. Under 

the lexicographic tie-breaking rule, there is a priority sequence that determines the 

tie-breaking. For more than one winners the candidate who is first in the sequence is 

the winner. Let state S is the current state of the system. The potential function at 

state S is: 

if> 1 (S) = Nwin(S) 

where Nwin(S) is the total score of the winning candidate at a particular state S. All 

the four types of moves suggest that the score of the winner never decreases. The 

potential function cI>1 increases at each state when an improvement move occurs (i.e, 

the score of the winning candidate increases). The number of different subsets of voters 
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who can combine with each other to make a new winner at each state is 2n, where n is 

the number of voters. Hence, from the potential function the possible number of steps 

are 2n. However, potential <1>1 may stay the same (when a loser to new winner move 

increases the number of joint winners). So we use another potential function <1>2, 

<l>2(S) = ReS) 

where £(S) is the number of joint highest-scoring candidates at state S and the value of 

l is 1 ~ £ ~ m. The potential <1>2 increases each time a loser to winner move creates a 

new winner with the same support as that of the previous winner. The possible number 

of consecutive moves that increases the number of joint highest-scoring candidates is 

at most m. 

However, potential <1>2 remains the same in 2 cases: 1). If a voter makes a winner 

to winner move where the new winner is of the same size as the previous winner then 

the potential <1>2 does not increase, also 2). When one of the joint highest-scoring 

candidates who is actually a loser makes a move to another winner and the new winner 

is of the same size as the previous one then potential <1>2 still stays the same. In other 

words when the number of joint highest-scoring candidates as well as score of the new 

winner remains the same then the potential <1>2 does not increase. In the case when the 

potential <1>2 remains the same, we introduce another potential function <1>3 as below, 

<l>3(S) = I: rv(votev(S» 
votesv 

where Tv is the declared rank ordering of voter v and votev(S) is the candidate sup

ported by voter v at state S. The potential <1>3 goes down in both cases as mentioned 

above. In both cases a voter moves from a less preferred candidate to a more-preferred 

one. So the number of possible consecutive moves are nm. 'With each migration <1>3 

reduces by at least 1 and <1>3 is at most nm. Hence, there can be at most mn steps of 

type 1 and 4c between other occurences of improvements. 

Theorem 13 applies that potential <1>1 increases with each migration or stays the 

same, if potential <1>1 stays the same then potential <1>2 stays the same or goes up and 
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if <1>2 stays the same then <1>3 goes down. This results in the overall bound of 2nnm2 

on the number of move of all voters. 

o 

We want results that work for type 4b moves because moves of type 4b are troublesome, 

since they are inconsistent with the potential functions considered so far. The following 

results apply alternative potential functions to restricted classes of moves that include 

type 4b moves. 

Theorem 14 In the unrestricted real weight setting, the process of making type .la, 4b 

and 4c moves terminates within n· (m - 1) steps. 

Proof. Notice that in a type 4 move (either 4a or 4b or 4c) a voter moves from one 

winner to another winner. We know these both types of move occur when a voter moves 

from a less-preferred candidate to a more-preferred one. Let us say voter i moves from 

candidate x to candidate y which is a winner to winner move that means that he truly 

prefers y to x so voter i will never move back from y to x which suggests that for voter i 

no winner to winner move from y to x is possible. Hence a voter can move only once to 

a candidate if all moves are winner to winner moves. So the number of possible winner 

to winner consecutive moves are n . (m - 1). Technically we are using the potential 

function: 

X(S) = L I {x EA: x h votes(i)} I 
iEV 

where votes(i) is the candidate supported by i in state S. 

(5.1) 

We complete the proof with the observation that each migration reduces X by at 

least 1 in a single move of type 4, and X is at most n(m -1) (that upper bound occurs 

in a state where all voters vote for their least-preferred candidate). 

o 

Theorem 15 A mixture of type 1, 4b and type 4c moves converges within 2"mn steps. 

Proof. For a mixture of type 1, 4b and type 4c moves, we have the following observa

tion. 
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Observation 4 At every step the total weight of voters supporting the second-highest 

supported candidate either remains the same or increases when moves of voters are of 

type 1, 4b and 4c. 

H we allow a mixture of type 1 (loser to new winner), type 4 b (winner to smaller winner) 

and type 4c (winner to new winner of the same size) moves then the support of the 

second-highest supported candidate never decreases but increases or stays the same. 

For example if we consider the loser to new winner type of move then after this type of 

move the winner of the previous state becomes the 2nd-highest supported candidate. 

So of course the support of the 2nd-highest scored candidate increases in that case. Let 

voter i switch from candidate x to candidate y at state S. At next state S', candidate 

y is the winner. Let Wi be the weight of voter i and Nwin(S) is the total support of 

the winner at state S. We use a similar potential cl> as we have used in one of our 

previous theorems where potential function is the support of the winning candidate. 

But this time instead of score of the winning candidate, our potential function is based 

on the score of the 2nd-highest candidate as per Observation 4, the support of the 

second-highest candidate increases or remains the same. Let N2nd(S) be the score of 

the second-highest candidate at state S. So the potential function is 

We know that 

It is clear that type 1 move always increase the support of the second-highest sup

ported candidate. 

Now if we consider the winner to smaller winner type of move and if voter i switches 

from candidate x to candidate y at state S and Wi is the weight of voter i, then 
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N2nd(S) increases. 

Else 

N 2nd( S) stays the same. 

Therefore, the support of the second-highest candidate (Le, N2nd(S» never decreases 

and whenever the previous state winner becomes the second-highest supported can

didate in the next state then it means the support of the second-highest candidate 

increased. Now the question is how many times does the support of the second-highest 

supported candidate increase and how many times does it remain the same? From 

Observation 4, the score of the 2nd-highest candidate never decreases. So the largest 

number of times the size of the second-highest candidate can increase is 2n as there 

are 2n possible sets of voters. So the maximum possible number of times the size of 

the second-highest candidate increases is 2n. The support of the 2nd-highest candidate 

can remain the same when a move is of type 4b (winner to smaller winner) or type 

4c (winner to new winner of the same size). From Theorem 14 we know at most mn 

consecutive moves of type 4b and 4c are required to terminate the process of this type 

of manipulation. So the support of the second-highest candidate stays the same at 

most mn times and hence the possible number of type 1, 4b and 4c moves are ~ 2nmn. 

o 

Let's consider it in the context of the 3-candidate case. Suppose we always prefer to 

make moves in which a voter moves from a less-preferred candidate to a more-preferred 

one. Can this limit the number of moves? Let's find the moves by the heaviest voter. 

Suppose voter i is the heaviest voter and he moves from candidate x to y then the 

next move of voter i can never be a winner to smaller winner move from y to x as he 

prefers y over x. So the next move possible for voter i is a loser to new winner move 

and after loser to new winner move, voter i cannot make any other move. To show this 

let's suppose the heaviest voter i makes a loser to new winner move from candidate x 

to y. We already know that if we allow only type 1 and type 3 moves then the support 

of the second highest candidate increases or remains the same. So if a loser to new 

winner move is made by i at state S. After the move, system migrates to new state S', 
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y becomes the new winner and the previous state winner becomes the second highest 

supported candidate. Of course at state S, the support of candidate x is less than the 

winner at state S. Now this winner is the second-highest supported candidate at state 

S'. So if next move is winner to smaller winner move then the winner's support should 

always be greater than the second highest supported candidate and the support of 

the second-highest candidate never decreases. If the next move is loser to new winner 

move still the heaviest voter i cannot move back to x, as it cannot make x winner. 

Because in case of loser to new winner move, the support of new winner must increase. 

Hence candidate x is out of the race and the heaviest voter i can only move twice 

to a candidate. However, if the heaviest voter i makes a loser to new winner move 

first then no further moves are possible for him. In that case he can only moves once 

to a candidate. Similarly second-heaviest voter can move four times to a. candidate. 

Because if second-heaviest voter let's say j is a. loser to new winner move (as winner 

to smaller winner move is not possible). Let say voter j moves from y to x to make a. 

loser to new winner move. Then candidate y can only become a. winner by the heaviest 

voter and we know the heaviest voter moves twice to a candidate. This implies that 

second-heaviest voter moves twice to a candidate. Similarly third-heaviest voter can 

move 8 times to a candidate. This can be genralized as 

5.2 Bounds in terms of the number of distinct weights 

For most of our results we used weighted system in which the preferences of some 

voters carry more weights than the preferences of other voters. Some of our results 

have dependence on weights. Here we use an additional parameter K for our general 

weight setting. Suppose there are K distinct weights where weights are positive real 

numbers and let there be n voters where K ~ n. For this setting we seek bounds in 

terms of K as well as m and n. 

5.2.1 Manipulation dynamics with un-weighted voters 

We consider in more detail the results obtainable in the case where the number of 

distinct weights K is small. We begin with a simple result for the case of unweighted 
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voters (i.e. where K = 1). 

Theorem 16 With a lexicographic tie-breaking rule if all the voters have weight 1, any 

sequence of type 1 and type 2 moves has length at most n 2 or mn. 

Proof. Since with type 1 move the votes of the new winner either remains the same or 

increases and with type 2 move the total votes of the winner will always increase. So 

with both these types of moves the votes of the winner never decreases. The tie break

ing rule has a significant impact on outcome. If there is more than one winner then the 

candidate who is first in the sequence is the winner. Applying the potential function 

we used before <I>(S) = ~~1(Nj(S»2, and as proved earlier potential <I> increases with 

each such migration and is bounded by n 2• 

o 

For K different real weights we have improved bounds for Lemma 2, Theorem 7 and 

Theorem 15 in terms of K, n and m. 

Lemma 2. 

Lemma 2 can be improved when there are K different weights. We know from 

Lemma 2, the heaviest voter moves m -1 times where there are at most n - K voters 

who can have the same weight as the heaviest voter's weight. Hence the number of 

moves by the heaviest weighted voters are at most (n - K) . (m - 1). Similarly, the 

2nd heaviest voter can move 2(m - 1), let's say there are n - K voters who has the 

second heaviest weight then the total possible moves are ::::; 2(n - K) • (m - 1) times 

and hence then the j-th heaviest voter can move::::; 2j
- 1 • (n - K)· (m -1) times. Thus, 

the maximum possible number of moves for n voters are 3· 2K - 2 • (n - K) . (m -1), 

which is better than the previous bound which was exponential in n because K $ n. 

Theorem 7. 

The bound of Theorem 7 can similarly be improved to nK • mK. The proof uses 

the two potential functions denoted <I> and W. We noted that cl> may only take nK 
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distinct values since it represents the support of the winning candidate. For Ill, we 

rewrite Equation 5.2 as follows. Let W be the set of distinct weights; IWI = K. 

IlI(S) = L I {x EA: Nwin(S) - N:z;(S) < w} I (5.2) 
wEW 

For a voter i with weight w to move from the winning candidate to candidate x at 

state S 

Let S' be the new state, after the move. At state S', the gap between the new winner 

x and previous winner is now less than w, so if previous winner was candidate y then, 

Nwin(S') - Ny(S') > w 

At state S, Nwin(S) - N:z;(S) < Wi was true, after migration of voter i, at state S' there 

is at least one weight for which Nwin(S') - N:z;(S') > W is true and n - K voters have no 

influence on the reduction of potential III and III drops after each migration of a weight. 

So, clearly potential III reduces by at least 1 in a single move of 4a and potential III 

cannot take a value larger than m . K. Then we claim that in a similar way to the 

proof of Theorem 7, if ~ is not reduced in a manipulation move, then III is reduced by 

at least 1. 

Theorem 15. 

From Observation 4, we know that the size of the second highest candidate never 

decreases and Theorem 15 uses the potential function consisting of the total weight of 

voters supporting the second-most supported candidate. For K different weights, we 

have a discrete set of weights Wl, • •• , W K and the total weight of candidates can be 

represented as Q:IWl + Q:2W2 + ... + (l:KWK where Q: E [O,n]. The general observation 

here is that the support of any candidate may only take at most nK distinct values 

and the potential function used is ~(S) = N2nd(S), where N2nd(S) is the size of the 

second-highest supported candidate. So the possible number of steps in which the size 

of the second-highest always increases is nK where K :5 n, which is a better bound 

if there are small number of distinct weights. However, when move is of type 4b, it 

is also that potential remains the same we already have an improved bound for this 

type of consecutive moves from Theorem 14 which is K· (m - 1). Therefore, in the 
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general weight case, where there are K different weights, the possible number of moves 

are bounded by nK • K· (m - 1). 

5.3 Conclusions 

Polynomial bounds have been obtained for a mixture of various different types of moves, 

depending on the types of manipulation allowed. The bounds obtained are dependent 

on parameter rn, n and K. We have an example of a cycle if we allow all moves. So, 

allowing all types of moves and finding a sequence of moves for which the process of 

making manipulation terminates is still an open question. Our results help to identify 

what types of manipulation moves lead to cycles and how a mixture of different moves 

can be combined for which the sequence of moves termintes. 
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6 

Cycles in manipulation dynamics 

This chapter is about the manipulation dynamics with tie breaking rule when voters are 

un-weighted. We have shown with the help of examples that cycles exist for voting rules 

like Veto, Borda, k-Approval, Copeland and Bucklin. In Section 6.1 we give examples 

of Veto, Borda, k-Approval, Copeland, Bucklin rule and Plurality with runoff when in 

initial settings voters' true and declared preferences are different. In Section 6.2 we 

have examples of Borda, k-Approval, Copeland and Bucklin rules when initially true 

and declared preferences of voters are same. Section 6.3 concludes. 

6.1 Termination with tie-breaking rule 

We are working on different types of moves that voters can make to make manipulation 

possible. We consider positional scoring rules like Veto, Borda and k-approval voting, 

Bucklin rule and also Copeland's rule and Plurality with runoff. The types of moves 

voters can make are: loser to new winner, loser to existing winner, winner to loser, 

winner to winner, winner to larger winner and winner to smaller winner. 

Voters are un-weighted and can only make improvement steps and if such a step is 

not available then they keep their current preferences. Voters have true and declared 

preferences. The tie breaking rule has a significant impact on outcome. Ties are broken 

according to an arbitrary fixed lexicographic order over the candidates. If there is more 

than one winner then the candidate who is first in the sequence is the winner. Meir 
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et al.[40] have studied the phenomenon of manipulation as a dynamic process in which 

voters may repeatedly alter their preferences until either no further manipulations are 

available, or else the system goes into a cycle. Meir et al.[40] considered the possible 

steps of type 1, 3 and 4 moves under Plurality rule for un-weighted voters. In the 

paper they showed that using a simple Plurality voting rule, with a deterministic tie

breaking rule, voting dynamics will converge to a Nash equilibrium when voters always 

give the best response possible to the current situation. They also showed that with 

weighted voters, or when better replies are used, convergence is not guaranteed. 'Ve 

develop this line of enquiry for other voting schemes like Veto, Dorda, k-approval, 

Copeland, Bucklin rule and Plurality with ruonff. In initial settings, true and declared 

preferences of voters are different. Voters can change their preferences in favour of 

another candidate to make a manipulative vote. 

In an election, n voters express their preferences over a set of m alternatives. To be 

precise, each voter is assumed to reveal linear preferences- a ranking of the alternatives. 

The outcome of the election is determined according to a voting rule. A voting protocol 

is a function from the set of all preference profiles to the set of candidates. Meir et 

al.[40] identify cycles in the transition systems arising from alternative tie-breaking 

rules. We have similar examples to these that apply for alternative voting systems. 

Similar results for positional scoring rules like Veto, Dorda, k-approval rules were also 

obtained independently in [39]. They also have a cycle for non positional scoring rules 

like Maximin rule and a result where Veto rule converges. We have cycles for other non 

positional voting rules like Copeland, Ducklin and Plurality with runoff. 

Definition 28 Positional scoring rule: Let ii = (01, ..• , am) be a vector oJ integers 

such that a1 2:: a2 ... 2:: am. For each voter, a candidate receives 01 points iJ it is 

ranked first by the voter, 02 iJ it is ranked second etc. The score oJ the candidate is the 

total number oJ points the candidate receives. 

The Bordarule is the positional scoring rule with scoring vector ii = (m-I, m-2, ... , 0). 

k-approval uses (lk,Om-k), and Veto uses ii = (1, I, ... , 1,0). 
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6.1.1 Veto Rule 

Let there be 3 candidates A, Band C and there are 3 voters V}, V2 and V3. Assume that 

ties are broken in favour of A, then B, then C. Voters Vl and V3 make manipultaion 

moves while V2 is a "passive" voter that never moves. 

Example 20 

Voters Voters' true preferences Declared preferences 

VI ABC ABC 

V2 ABC BCA 

V3 BCA CAB 

The tables below show the Veto scores obtained by each candidate and the right

hand column indicates which candidate wins, using the declared preferences. It can 

be checked that each state is derived from the previous state in a valid manipulation 

move by some voter. Note that 85 = 81, so complete a cycle. Above each table we 

indicate what manipulation was made by a voter to reach the new state. The notation 

"82: V3 : CAB ---+ BAC" means at state 82 voter V3 changes his declared preferences 

from CAB to BAC. 

State 81 

A B C Winner 

2 2 2 A 

State 82: V3 : CAB ---+ BAC(Type 1 move) 

I : I : I ~ I Wi;ner I 
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State 83: VI : ABC ---7 ACB(Type :1 move} 

1 : 1 : 1 ~ 1 Wi;ner 1 

State 84: V3 : BAC ---7 CAB (Type 1 move} 

1 : 1 : 1 ~ 1 Wi;ner 1 

State 85: VI : ACB ---7 ABC(Type :1 move} 

1 :1 :1 ~I w:ner 1 

The presence of a cycle shows that the sequence of moves may be infinite. 

6.1.2 Borda Rule 

Let there be 3 candidates A, Band C and 4 voters Vt. V2, V3 and V4. 

Example 21 

Voters Voters' true preferences Declared preferences 

VI CBA ABC 

V2 BCA BCA 

V3 CBA CBA 

V4 ABC ACB 

The tables below show the Borda scores of each candidate using the declared prefer

ences of voters. 

State 81 

A B C Winner 

-I -I -I A 
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State S2: VI: AEC --+ ACE(Type 1 move) 

I : I ; I ~ 1 Wi;ner 1 

State 83: V4 : ACE --+ AEC(Type :3 move) 

1 : 1 ; 1 ~ I Wi;ner 1 
State 84: VI: ACE --+ AEC(Type 1 move) 

I : 1 : 1 ~ I Wi;ner 1 
State 85: V4: AEC --+ ACB(Type :3 move) 

1 :1 ;1 ~I w:ner 1 

6.1.3 k-Majority rule or k-Approval voting rule 

Let there be 3 candidates A, Band C and 3 voters VI, V2 and V3. Here k = 2. 

Example 22 

Voters Voters' true preferences Declared preferences 

VI CBA ABC 

V2 BCA BCA 

V3 ACB CAB 

The numbers in the tables below show the k-approval scores of each candidate using 

the declared preferences of voters when k = 2. 
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State SI 

A B e Winner 

2 2 2 A 

State 82: VI : AEC ~ ACB(Type 1 move) 

I : I ~ I ~ I Wi;ner I 
State 83: V3: CAB ~ AEC(Type:1 move) 

I : I : I ~ I w:ner I 
State 84: VI: ACB ~ ABC(Type 1 move) 

I : I : I ~ I Wi;ner I 
State 83: V3: AEC ~ CAB(Type:1 move) 

I : I : I ~ I w:ner I 

6.1.4 Copeland's rule 

Let there be 3 candidates A, Band C and 6 voters VI, V2, V3, V4, Vs and V6. 

Example 23 

Voters Voters' true preferences Declared preferences 

VI eBA ABC 

V2 BCA BCA 

V3 CAB CAB 

V4 ACB ACB 

Vs BAC BAC 

V6 CBA eBA 
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The numbers on the bottom row of each table represents the Copeland's points of a 

candidate at a particular state using declared prefrences of voters. A candidate gets 1 

point if it defeats an opponent in a pairwise election, 0 points in case of a draw and -1 

po nits if a candidate loses a pairwise election. 

State 81 

A B C Winner 

0 0 0 A 

State 82: VI : AEC --+ ACE(Type 1 move} 

I : I ~ I ~ I Wi;ner I 
State 83 : V4 : ACE --+ AEC (Type 9 move) 

I : I : I ~ I Wi:ner I 
State 84: VI : ACE --+ AEC(Type 1 move} 

I : I : I-~ I Wi;ner I 
State 85: V4 : AEC --+ ACB(Type 9 move} 

I : I : I ~ I Wi:ner I 

Note, 85 = 81, so we complete the cycle for Copeland's rule. 
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6.1.5 Bucklin scheme 

Let there be 3 candidates A, Band C and 6 voters Vt. V2, V3, V4, Vs and V6. 

Example 24 

Voters Voters' true preferences Declared preferences 

VI ACB ABC 

V2 BCA ACB 

V3 CAB CAB 

V4 BCA DCA 

Vs BAC BAC 

V6 CBA CBA 

The numbers on the bottom row of each table represent the Bucklin votes of a can

didate at a particular state obtained from the declared prefrences of voters. Bucklin 

votes are counted for all candidates ranked in the first place, in the case where no can

didate has a clear majority, votes are recounted with candidates in both first and second 

place of voters' declared ranking. 

State SI 

A B C Winner 

4 4 4 A 

State S2: V2: ACB ~ ABC(Type 1 move) 

I : I : I ~ I Wi;ner I 
State S3: VI: ABC ~ ACB(Type 3 move) 

I : I ; I ~ I Wi;ner I 
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State 84: V2 : ABC -+ ACB(Type 1 move} 

I : I : I ~ I Wi;ner I 
State 85: Vl : ACB -+ ABC(Type:1 move} 

I : I ; I ~ I Wi;ner I 

6.1.6 Plurality with Runoff 

Let there be 3 candidates A, B and C and 7 voters Vl, l'2, V3, V4. Vs. t'6 and t/7. 

Example 25 

Voters Voters' true preferences Declared preferences 

Vl BCA ACB 

V2 ACB ACB 

V3 BAC BAC 

V4 BAC BAC 

Vs BCA BCA 

V6 CAB CAB 

V7 ACB eBA 

The numbers in the table below represent the Plurality score of a candidate at a partic

ular state using the declared prefrences of voters. 

State 81 

~ 
~ 
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Round 1: Two candidates with highest Plurality scores are A and B. 

Round 2: Pairwise election between A and B. 

Candidate B beats A in a pairwise election. 

State S2 : V7 : CBA ---+ ACB(Type 1 move} 

I: 1 :1 ~ 1 

Round 1: Two candidates with highest Plurality scores are A and B applying the 

lexicographic tie-breaking rule. 

Round 2: Pairwise election between A and B. 

A wins the pairwise election. 

State S3 : VI : ACB ---+ CBA(Type 3 move} 

1 :1 :1 ~ 1 
Round 1: Two candidates with highest Plurality scores are A and B. 

Round 2: Pairwise election between A and B. 

B wins pairwise election. 

State 54: V1 : ACB ---+ CBA(Type 1 move} 

1:1:1 ~ 1 
Round 1: Two candidates with highest Plurality scores are Band C applying tie

breaking rule. 
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Round 2: Pairwise election between Band C. 

C wins the election. 

State S5: Vi: eBA ~ ACB(Type 9 move) 

1 :1 :1 ~ 1 
Round 1: Two candidates with highest Plurality scores are A and B. 

Round 2: Pairwise election between A and B. 

B beats A in pairwise election. 

Since S5 = SI, so we complete the cycle for Plurality with runoff. 

6.2 Process termination when in initial settings, true and 

declared preferences of voters are the same 

Elections are endangered by the voters (manipulation), who might be tempted to vote 

strategically (that is, not according to their true preferences) to obtain their preferred 

outcome. Voters can switch to another candidate to make a manipulative vote. The 

system starts in a state where voters' ranking is in favour of their most favourite 

candidate. If there is more than one winner then the candidate who is first in the 

sequence is the winner. Meir et al.[40] consider the possible steps of type 1, 3 and 4 

moves under Plurality rule with deterministic tie-breaking for un-weighted voters and 

they showed that if k = 2 and if both agents use best replies or start from the tuthful 

state then the process of making these moves will converge. We are considering voting 

rules like Borda, k-approval voting, Bucklin rule and Copeland's rule when in initial 

settings, true and declared preferences of voters are same. Voters can make all 3 types 

of moves. Examples below show that cycles exist for all these voting schemes and the 

presence of cycle shows that the sequence of moves is infinite. Also like Plurality, Veto 

rule also converges if voters start from true preferences [39). All moves of voters in 
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examples below are the best responses but it's not necessary that a voter always use 

best replies. We define "best reply" as a move in which a voter always select their 

most-preferred candidate that can win. So in a best response, a voter optimizes the 

outcome (from his own perspective) if his preference list causes the election of the best 

possible candidate that can be elected. 

6.2.1 Borda Rule 

Let there be 3 candidates A, Band C and 4 voters VI, V2, V3 and V4. Tics favour A, 

B, C because ties are broken in favour of candidate who is first in the sequence. 

Example 26 

Voters Voters' true preferences 

VI ABC 

V2 CBA 

V3 ACB 

V4 BCA 

State SI 

A B C Winner 

4 4 -I A 

State 82: V2 : CnA --+ BCA(Type 1 move) 

I ; I : I ~ I Wi;ner I 
State 83: VI : ABC --+ ACB(Type 3 move) 

I ; I : I ~ I Wi;ner I 
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6.2 Process termination when in initial settings, true and declared 
preferences of voters are the same 

State S4 : V2 : BCA -+ CBA(Type 1 move) 

I : I : I ~ I Wi;ner I 
State S5 : VI : ACB -+ ABC(Type 9 move) 

I:I;I~I w:ner I 
All voters' responses are best responses. 

6.2.2 k-Approval voting rule 

There is a cycle for k-Approval voting rule when m > 3. For example let there be 4 

candidates A, B, C and D and 4 voters VI, V2, V3 and V4 where k = 2. Ties favour A, 

B,C,D. 

Example 27 

Voters Voters' true preferences 

VI CDBA 

V2 ABDC 

V3 BACD 

V4 DCAB 

State SI 

A B C D Winner 

JJ JJ JJ JJ A 

State 82: VI : CDBA -+ CBDA(Type 1 move) 

I : I : I ~ I ~ I w~ner I 
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6. CYCLES IN MANIPULATION DYNAMICS 

State S3: V2: ABDC -t ADBC(Type:) move} 

I:I:I~I:I w:ner I 
State S4 : VI : CBDA -t CDBA(Type 1 move} 

I : I : I ~ I ~ I Wi;ner I 
State S5: V2: ADBC -t ABDC(Type:) move} 

I : I : I ~ I : I Wi;ner I 
All responses of voters are best responses. In "best responses" voters always change 

their preferences in favour of their most preferred candidate who can win. 

6.2.3 Copeland's rule 

Let there be 3 candidates A, Band C and 6 voters VI, V2, t'3, V4, Vs and V6. Ties favour 

A,B,C. 

Example 28 

Voters Voters' true preferences 

VI ABC 

V2 ACB 

V3 BAC 

v4 BCA 

Vs CAB 

V6 CBA 

State 81 

A B C Winner 

0 0 0 A 
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6.2 Process termination when in initial settings, true and declared 
preferences of voters are the same 

State S2 : V4 : BCA ---+ CBA(Type 1 move) 

I : I ~ I ~ I Wi;ner I 
State S3: V2: ACB ---+ ABC(Type 3 move) 

I : 1 : 1 ~ I Wi;ner I 
State S4 : V4 : CBA ---+ BCA(Type 1 move) 

I : I : I-~ 1 Wi;ner I 
State S5: V2 : ABC ---+ ACB(Type 3 move) 

1 :1 :1 ~I w:ner 1 
All moves of voters are best responses. 

6.2.4 Bucklin scheme 

A cycle exists for Bucklin scheme when m > 3. Let there be 4 candidates A, D, C and 

D and 4 voters VI, V2, V3 and V4· Ties are broken in favour of candidate who is first in 

the sequence So ties favour A, B I C,D. 

Example 29 

Voters Voters' true preferences 

VI ACDB 

V2 BDCA 

V3 CABD 

V4 DBAG 
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6. CYCLES IN MANIPULATION DYNAMICS 

State SI 

A B C D Winner 

:3 :3 :3 :3 A (considering first :3 candidates in preference lists) 

State S2 : V2 : BDCA ~ BCDA(Type 1 move} 

A B C D lVinner 

2 2 :3 1 C (considering first 2 candidates in preference lists) 

State S3: VI : ACDB ~ ADCB(Type:3 move} 

A B C D Winner 

:3 9 9 9 A (considering first 9 candidates in preference lists) 

State S4 : V2 : BCDA ~ BDCA(Type 1 move) 

A B C D Winner 

2 2 1 9 D (considering first 2 candidates in preference lists) 

State S5: VI : ADCB ~ ACDB(Type:3 move) 

A B C D lVinner 

:3 :3 :3 :3 A (considering first :3 candidates in preference lists) 

Moves of both voters V2 and VI are best responses. 

6.2.5 Veto Rule 

Veto rule is the positional scoring rule with scoring vector it = (I, I, ... , 1,0). Example 20 

shows that a cycle exists for Veto rule when voters don't start from their truthful state. 

The presence of a cycle shows that a sequence of moves may be infinite. However, the 

cycle might not be reachable from the state when voters' declared preferences are equal 

to true prefrences. In making manipulation, there is no reason to prefer one preference 

list over another if outcomes are the same. Veto rule converges to equilibrium when 

voters start from truthful state 139]. 
Below are a few observations for the three candidate case . 

• Winner to loser: Assume we have 3 candidates A, Band C. Let's say manipulator 

has a preference list ABC and B is the current winner. So a winner to loser move 
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6.3 Conclusions 

is when manipulator changes his preference list from ABC to AC B in order to 

make A a winner by Vetoing the current winner (B) and improving the score of 

a loser C. Initially if voters have true preferences then the only move that is 

possible is winner to loser move. Each voter can make at most m - 1 steps of 

winner to loser type . 

• Loser to new winner and winner to winner move: Let's suppose a voter has true 

preference ABC. If A is the current winner, he does not need to manipulate. If 

B is the current winner, he cannot improve the score of his favourite candidate 

A by any means. If C is the current winner, he cannot improve the score of 

A or B. So with true preferences a voter cannot manipulate with loser to new 

winner move, as all a voter can do is to improve the score of his least favourite 

candidate C, which cannot give a favourable outcome. Hence, if the manipulator 

has already made a winner to loser move, only then he can make a loser to new 

winner move. Let's say voter i makes a manipulation by making a winner to 

loser move and changes his preference list from ABC to ACB. Later on when 

C becomes a winner and as according to voter's i true preferences, he prefers B 

over C. So he switched back to his previous preference list if he can make B a 

winner, so that is a winner to winner move i.e, ACB ~ ABC. So a loser to 

new winner move is not possible in the three candidate case and hence the score 

of the winner never increases. 

6.3 Conclusions 

We have considered manipulation dynamics with lexicographic tie-breaking rule for dif

ferent voting schemes like Veto, Borda, k-Approval, Copeland, Bucklin and Plurality 

with runoff, when voters are unweighted. 'We have exhibited cycles to show that se

quences of moves may be infinite. However, alternative valid moves exist which would 

bring the sequence to an end. It is an open question whether certain sets of voters exist 

for which infinite sequences of valid manipulations are unavoidable. For instance, in our 

examples if we disallow type 3 move, then the process will converge as in case of type 

1 moves, if winner's score is the potential function then potential will either increase 

or stays the same with type 1 moves. We have a cycle for Plurality with runoff when 
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6. CYCLES IN MANIPULATION DYNAMICS 

voters' start from their declared preferences that are not their true preferences. An 

open question is whether Plurality with runoff starting from true preferences causes 

cycles? Considering Veto, Borda, k-Approval, Copeland, and Bucklin elections with 

runoff is not interesting because we have already shown cycles for these rules without 

runoff. 
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7 

Summary 

This chapter gives a brief summary of the core findings of the study and their practical 

implications. We also offer recommendations for further research on the topic and 

suggest some open problems. We answer the main questions stated in the introduction, 

does a system converge and if so, how quickly does it converge? 

7.1 Summary of major findings 

Our results apply to various subsets of types of possible manipulation moves and the 

potential functions used, guarantee the termination of the dynamic process in which 

voters repeatedly alter their declared preferences until no further manipulation is pos

sible. Alternative types of moves seem to require alternative potential functions. 'Ve 

show how potential functions are useful for showing convergence in voting schemes. 

Our main focus is on thePlurality voting with weighted voters. We apply lexicographic 

tie-breaking rule in case of ties. We try to find results where speed of convergence is 

expressed as a function of the number of voters n, the number of candidates rn, and 

other parameters, e.g. for weighted voters, we consider the number of distinct weights 

K. 

In Chapter 3, we have proved with the help of a potential function that the process 

of making tactical vote terminates at some point under thePlurality rule and bound on 

the possible number of steps are in terms of number of candidates rn and number of 
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7. SUMMARY 

voters n. We also have extended the same result to other positional scoring rules like 

Borda and Veto. Process termination is analyzed for both weighted and unweighted 

setting. 

In Chapter 4, we considered the key problem voting schemes are confronted with, 

Le, manipulation where a voter lies about their preferences in the hope of improving 

the election's outcome. 'Ve analyze the sequences of votes that may result from various 

voters performing "first and second type of manipulations" in weighted votes setting. 

In the first type of manipulation, with each move the support of the new winner in

creases. Type 1 and 4a moves can take place in this type of manipulative dynamics. 

In the second type of manipulation, the support of the new winner decreases with each 

manipulation move. Only 4b type of moves are possible in this type of dynamics. We 

show that the process of making manipulative votes terminates at some point. We 

studied the number of steps required to reach a state where no voter has an incentive 

to migrate. Our bounds on the lengths of sequences of manipulations depending on 

what types of manipulations are allowed. In this chapter most of the moves allowed are 

similar types of moves e.g. all moves that always increase the score of the winner. \Ve 

consider the voting protocols that can be manipulated in polynomial time likePlurality 

and Copeland voting rules. 

In Chapter 5, we allow a mixture of different types of moves and polynomial bounds 

have been obtained for a mixture of these moves, depends on the types of manipulation 

allowed. The bounds obtained are dependent on parameter m, n and some results are 

also in terms of a new parameter K where K is the number of distinct weights. We 

have an example of a cycle with 3 moving voters when all types of moves are allowed 

and we show that the process of making manipulation terminates for different subsets 

of moves using different versions of potential functions. In case of multiple winners, we 

apply lexicographic tie-breaking rule to break ties. The problem being that in some 

cases, sequences of these self-improving moves may be exponentially-Iong. The follow

ing questions arise: can there be better bounds that are polynomial in terms of m and n? 

In Chapter 6, we have considered manipulation dynamics with lexicographic tie

breaking rule for different voting schemes like Veto, Borda, k-Approval, Copelnnd and 
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7.2 Implications of the findings 

Bucklin, when voters are unweighted. Meir et al. [40] identify cycles in the transition 

systems arising from alternative tie-breaking rules forPlurality. We have similar ex

amples to these that apply for alternative voting systems. We give examples of Veto, 

Borda, k-Approval, Copeland, Bucklin rule andPlurality with runoff when in initial 

settings voters' true and declared preferences are different and also when initially both 

preferences of voters are the same. We have exhibited cycles to show that sequences of 

moves for these voting schemes may be infinite. However, to avoid cycles alternative 

valid moves exist but it is an open question whether certain sets of voters exist that 

would bring the sequence of valid moves to an end. 

7.2 Implications of the findings 

The voting dynamics that converges to a stable outcome in manipulative voting setting 

is interesting and relevent to AI as it tackle the fundamental problem of multi-agcnt 

decision making, where autonomous agents have to choose a joint plan of action. The 

study of dynamics in strategic voting helps to understand, control and design multi

agent decision making processes. Our work helps to develop analytical tools that are 

needed for this topic. This study is a necessary first step to help in developing tools 

that could help design such processes. The methods introduced can be extended to 

other situations. A similar process of iterative voting can be secn, "in action", online 

at various websites used to agree on a date for an event, such as www.doodle.com; 

following an inital vote, every participant can change his vote. If each participant 

can change his choice one at a time, this shows voting dynamics are more suited to a 

relatively small number of players, or an especially close election. An example is multi

agent resource allocation problems e.g, some work on multi-agent system has focussed 

on negotiation scenarios where agents approach a solution in small steps rather than 

computing the best solution in one go. The allocations of resources emerge as the 

result of a sequence of local negotiation steps. The objective of the negotiation is to 

find a feasible allocation [16,55]. We use the analytical means to charaterize situations 

in which we can expect to see a convergence. This model can be regarded as a. very 

simplistic model of a negotiation process amongst the voters, and we like to ensure that 

it does not end in deadlock. 
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7. SUMMARY 

7.3 Suggestions for further research 

These results, in conjunction with the ones of [40] provide quite a complete knowl

edge of what combinations of types of manipulation move can result in cycles. In the 

cases where cycles cannot occur, we also obtain polynomial bounds on the lengths of 

sequences of manipulations. Meir et al. [40] have studied the dynamic process of mak

ing manipulations arising from tie-breaking rule for Plurality voting. We note that 

for alternative voting rules, we have some preliminary results that suggest that it is 

generally easier to find cycles (those examples require just 2 voters that change their 

reported preferences). We have exhibited cycles for other voting rules like Veto, Dorda, 

k-Approval, Copeland, Bucklin and Plurality with runoff to show that sequences of 

moves may be infinite. However, alternative valid moves exist which would bring the 

sequence to an end. It is an open question whether certain sets of voters exist for which 

infinite sequences of valid manipulations are unavoidable. If a cycle exists in a transi

tion system, one may still be able to reach a Nash equilibrium by choosing transitions 

that leave it. In cases where cycles exist the question arises: Can we leave the cycle 

by choosing the correct transitions? \Vhere the answer is yes, one could ask further 

whether random choices are likely to find an equilibrium in a short sequence of steps. 

In cases where polynomial bounds have been obtained that depends on parameters 

K and W max , there remains the possibility that polynomial bounds exist that do not 

depend on those parameters, but just on the number of candidates m and the number 

of voters n. We can ask: can there be better bounds that are polynomial in terms of 

m and n? 

Example 19 and examples in [40J indicate that one might alternatively want to 

consider relaxing the assumption of worst-case selection of manipulation move, and 

show that where cycles exist, it is still possible to reach an equilibrium after a rea

sonably small number of steps. One reasonable question to investigate is the possible 

convergence of randomly-selected manipulations. 

In cases where we have not shown that a system terminates, one could look for a 

weaker termination result using chosen manipulation moves. Questions that remain 

are: Does there always exist a sequence of manipulations ending at Nash equilibrium, 

if we start at truthful votes? Does there always exist one starting from any declared 

votes? If manipulations are chosen at random, could we bound the convergence rate? 
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7.3 Suggestions for further research 

A rich range of results have emerged in other game-theoretic contexts. We have fast 

convergence to approximate equilibria in congestion games that require exponentially

long paths to reach exact equilibria [8]. In the context of matching markets it is found 

that simple local search heuristics may be stuck in a cycle for exponentially many steps, 

even when there are short paths to Nash equilibria [1]. 

We did not include any result for lower bounds because we did not find any that 

could be considered "surprisingly" long (more than linear in the parameters). Linear 

bounds would not be very interesting. 
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